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Featured Books

Dan Abnett
Kevin J Anderson & Brian Herbert
Poul Anderson
Ian C Esslemont
Raymond E Feist
Katharine Kerr
Gail Z Martin
Philip Palmer
J D Robb
Sherri S Tepper

Know No Fear Warhammer 40K Horus Heresy in paperback.
Sisterhood of Dune in trade paperback
Sir Dominic Flandry The Knight of Terra in paperback.
Orb, Sceptre, Throne a Malazan trade paperback.
A Crown Imperilled in hardcover.
Apocalypse to Go Nola O'Grady 3 in paperback.
The Dread Fallen Kings Cycle 2 in paperback.
Artemis in paperback.
Celebrity in Death Eve Dallas 33 in trade paperback.
The Waters Rising Plague of Angels 2 in paperback.

News
Daniella has left after many years with Infinitas. She accepted a job offer in the marketing department of a
large retail organisation. We wish her good luck and success in her career and life.
Ebooks: Our ebook system is up and running. Visit infinitas.readcloud.com to check it out (note this address
may change). This is still in beta development so expect upgrades to be deployed over coming months. Also,
the list of available ebooks will grow in time. We welcome feedback.
Lois McMaster Bujold has committed to write a new Vorkosigan novel, titled Captain Vorpatril’s Alliance.
Boneshaker by Cherie Priest might become a movie as film rights have been optioned by Hammer Films.
http://
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Magic the Gathering: Dark Ascension
Magic the Gathering: The Dark Ascension pre-release event went well
with 13 players turning up on Saturday morning. The event was won by
Geoff, but all players got prizes. As it was so successful we will be
running a launch party on Saturday 4th February starting at 9:30am. Entry
costs $30 and you will receive 6 boosters to build a deck and play with,
plus a special promo card, Mondronen Shaman / Tovolar’s Magehunter.
All players welcome, RSVPs appreciated but not required.

Best Sellers for January
General Release
Blue Remembered Earth Alastair Reynolds
A Hard Day's Knight
Simon R Green
Kris Longknife: Daring
Mike Shepherd
Terminal World
Alastair Reynolds
Bones of Empire
William C Deitz
Invasion
Mercedes Lackey et al
Doomsday Vault
Steven Harper
Darkness Unbound
Keir Arthur

Media and Games Related Titles
Innistrad Booster
Magic the Gathering
Deliverance Lost
Warhammer 40,000
2012 Core Set Boosters
Magic the Gathering
Deck Builders Toolkit 2011
Magic the Gathering
The Emperor’s Finest
Warhammer 40,000
The Last Ditch
Warhammer 40,000
Darth Plagueis
Star Wars
Labyrinth of Sorrows
Warhammer 40,000

Readers’ Reviews
Feel welcome to submit a book review for us to publish here. If you have read a book and have an opinion on it share it
with the other readers in our community. Also, in the shop we have several books for which we are seeking reviewers,
and would exchange for a review.

Divergent by Veronica Roth, reviewed by Len Newland
http://www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780007420421

We’re in a future decayed city where, to prevent war, much of the human race is
divided into five “factions” each focussed on a different virtue. This utopia is paid for
by the “factionless”, who do the menial jobs for bare subsistence and aren’t further
described. First person Tris having turned 16 must choose which faction to belong to,
but at the aptitude test the day before the choosing ceremony she’s told she is
“divergent”, meaning she doesn’t fit neatly into any faction. She’s also warned that it
will be dangerous if anyone finds out, but she isn’t told what the danger is. The
narrative ends suddenly without dénouement leaving Tris holding the story trophy in
the presence of a couple of the bad guys, at least one of whom is eying off the trophy
covetously, so you know when you get to that point (and not before) that this is only
book 1 of a serialised sequence, but the publisher doesn’t say so anywhere on or
between the covers of my copy, which is misrepresentation of product.
I found the book absorbing. It’s a social fantasy aimed at 14- to 16-year-old girls (publisher is Harper
Collins Children’s Books), and as such, descriptions of the social setup and the world at large are minimal and
the heroic characters are all 16 to 18. Generally, the story line reads rather like that of a high school student
derailing the corrupt town Mayor as she graduates from school. The narrative begins the day before the
choosing ceremony and stops the day after Tris completes her several months’ “initiation” (apprenticeship) in
her chosen faction. In this brief period, she (and the reader) discover the salient features of the story world
while the bad guys become evident and the narrative builds up to the graduation day climactic action. Tris has a
romance that undoubtedly continues in later instalments, where I’d expect her to discover more of the social
setup and the factionless, and learn what’s beyond the city’s outlying farms. I thought it good that it takes most
of the book to deve lop the impact of the important “divergent” concept on both Tris and the story world. I also
liked that Tris is the story hero rather than heroine despite the romance (there is a difference and it’s not gender
based). The rules of English are applied inconsistently (although with little reading hiccup), and the narrative is
in present tense, for which I didn’t see any point. Overall, I would think that young readers who don’t mind
stories going beyond one pair of covers without being told in advance will well enjoy this one.
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Arkham Horror board game reviewed by Dan
http://www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781589942103

Arkham Horror is a game for 1-8 players based in the Chthulu Mythos by
Lovecraft. The players are the investigators in the town of Arkham, trying to
defeat the Deep One from rising and taking over the world.
The game is co-operative (players vs the board), so is ideal to teach new
players as you *want* to teach the m all the little tricks, after all, either you all
win, or you all lose. There are variables that allow for the player count to be
anywhere from 1-8, and due to the co-operative play, each real player could
run multiple characters without conflict, including playing solo. The game
changes depending on which characters are being used as well as which Deep
One, as each has their own special abilities that influence play, as well as
random monsters and cards drawn.
This is a 2-8 hour game, depending on number and experience of players, as well as how many expansion
are used, so set aside an afternoon for some evil fighting! With all 3 board expansions you can expand to 10
players.

Fire by Kristin Cashore, reviewed by Jonathan Dean
http://www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780575085138

Fire is a Monster, marked out by her flaming red hair, her ability to attract
people, and to control them. On sight, you are overwhelmed by her beaut y, and
fall under her spell, unless you're strong enough to resist the compulsion. Very few
have that strength. Throw in the training of her skills of mind control by her father,
and you have a lethal weapon. This is the second book by Cashore set in this
world, albeit distant in location from the first, and it's different from Graceling.
Very. In Graceling, people have particular skills, known as Graces, which they
specialise in, and they're identifiable by mismatched eye colours. In Fire, they
have Monsters, identified by their unusual colours, and the locals mean it when
they call them monsters. No control, no discipline, internal or external, and the
abilities to truly affect the lives of those around them, usually not for the better.
After all, why work for the benefit of others, when you ould have it all yourself,
even if it means killing anyone in your way?
This was an unusual book, and I will admit, difficult to read at first. The
characters are difficult to feel sympathy for, especially as the personas are revealed. To be honest, I found
certain of the attitudes of the main characters repugnant & pointlessly cruel, but as the plot develops, you begin
to see a change coming through them. The basic story follows Fire through time, starting before she was born,
and following her as she grows, learns & goes out into the world. Whilst she is a Monster, she still retains
human qualities, including an appreciation of right & wrong, which is a major part of her problems. Afraid of
her capabilities, she hides away from people, avoiding them, and protecting them from her. But things change
& she is forced to go out into the world, where she must deal with others, and learn to survive using her skills.
Can she make it, and retain her humanity, or will the Monster in her take over? Thje other question is whether
she can build her own life, or will that choice be removed by others? A fascinating concept for a novel, and one
which raises far more questions than it answers, especially in terms of the ethics of power. Definitely worth a
read, but be prepared to have to force your way through the starting sequences, until you get intrigued.
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Information on the Infinitas Groups
New members always welcome at all the groups, if interested
just come along. For current detailed information on these
groups, visit our forums.

Expand your mind, Enter new worlds .

Infinitas Bookshop
Shop 22 Civic Arcade
48-50 George Street
Parramatta NSW 2150
ABN: 86 101 558 356

Ordering Information
Phone
02 9633 5682
Fax
02 9687 0408
Email
mailto:bookshop@infinitas.com.au
Postage & Packing
$5.00 per shipment of books to an
Australian address.
International freight will be quoted.

Opening Hours
Monday
9am to 5.30pm
Tuesday
9am to 5.30pm
Wednesday
9am to 5.30pm
Thursday
9am to 8pm
Friday
9am to 5.30pm
Saturday
9am to 2pm
Sundays & Public Holidays Closed

Infinitas online http://www.infinitas.com.au
Infinitas forums http://forums.infinitas.com.au
Rewards Scheme - Infinitas Guild
Become a member of the Infinitas Guild to receive invitations
to special Infinitas events, credits towards future purchases and
discounts from partners. To join, fill in a form in the shop or
on our website. Membership is free but valuable.
The monthly Infinitas newsletter is free and may be copied and
distributed freely for personal use. To receive a copy
automatically, please contact the shop or subscribe via the
website.

New Release Information
The books listed in this catalogue are listed to be released
during this month. All books listed are available for order. If
there is something that you want that you cannot find listed, or
is not in the shop, please ask us to order it for you.
Many books have more extensive information available on our
website.
Prices include GST and are correct at time of printing but may
change without notice.
Legend: PB = paperback
HC = hardcover
TP = trade paperback (C format)
Cass = cassette
CD = compact disc
GN = Graphic Novel, usually TP or BPB
APB = mass market paperback (A format paperback)
BPB = B format paperback approx 20cm x 13cm

SF Discussion Group: Meetings suspended due to deaths,
births, illness, work and life changes. The group had been
meeting monthly for years in the shop. If interested in joining a
new start for the group, enquire at the shop.
http://www.infinitas.com.au/ReadersGroup.php
Urban Fantasy Book Club: Meets on the second Thursday of
each month at 6:30pm. BYO wine and nibblies to share (not
required). A title is usually selected to start the discussion.
Thursday 9th February 2012 changed to:
Darkness Unbound by Keri Arthur
Thursday 8th March 2012:
Dead Witch Walking by Kim Harrison
Thursday 12th April 2012:
The Doomsday Vault by Steven Harper
http://www.infinitas.com.au/UrbanFantasyBookClub.php
Review Group: The review group meets on the third Thursday
of each month at 6.30pm. Two books are chosen by group
members for each meeting with participants encouraged to
have read at least one prior to the meeting. The discussion is
generally serious and insightful, we usually share a bottle or 2
of wine with cheese – contributions gratefully drunk. All
welcome. http://www.infinitas.com.au/ReviewGroup.php
Next meeting Thursday 16th February 2012:
Writers’ Group: This group is for people who are currently
writing (or even trying to write) science fiction, fantasy and
horror related stories and pieces. Meetings are the 3rd Saturday
of most months - get on the email list to confirm meetings.
http://www.infinitas.com.au/WritersGroup.php
Board Games:
First Thursday evening of each month (Not January).
Come play board games at the shop. If you prefer a particular
game, bring it along and suggest it to the group. Contact the
shop for details.
Dungeon & Dragons Delve Days: Play a short game of 4th
edition D&D, one or two encounters only. Every second
Saturday morn ing starting at 9:30am. BYO dice.
http://www.infinitas.com.au/DungeonsAndDragonsAtInfinitas.php

Pathfinder: We are looking for players and GM to get some
regular games on Saturday mornings. Talk to us if interested.
Magic the Gathering: Play Magic Cards at the shop. Current
schedule is a limited booster draft on the fourth Thursday of
the Month at 6pm (not Dec). Please contact us if you are
running late. http://www.infinitas.com.au/MTGatInfinitas.php
Extra MTG game Saturday 4-02-12 10am Dark Ascension
launch event.
Infinitas Forums : Visit the forums behind our website to read
or post genre news, gossip, find role playing games, or just
meet other fans. If you have any news about authors or SF TV
series, opinions on books, etc, please post it here. You will
have to register online (easy). /forums.infinitas.com.au
http:/

You can also get updates from us on:
Facebook : www.facebook.com/InfinitasBookshop
Twitter: www.twitter.com/InfinitasBooks
Ebooks:

http://

infinitas.readcloud.com
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Science Fiction, Fantasy and Horror
Knits for Nerds: 30 Projects: Science Fiction, Comic Books, Fantasy Trade Paperback $32.95
www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781449407919
The best of science fiction, manga, and animaguiri meets knit one, purl two as knit siren and part-time roller derby girl Joan of Dark offers up an outof-this-world assortment of knitting nerdiness inside Knits for Nerds. The patterns for 30 iconic clothing and accessory items inspired by popular TV
shows, books, films, comics, and more--including Star Trek, Lord of the Rings, Star Wars, and Firefly--are presented alongside full-color
photographs showcasing completed projects, such as:
* Lieutenant Uhura's sexy Star Trek minidress
* Hobbit feet slippers
* Firefly-inspired scarf, socks, hat, and jacket
* Tank Girl socks
* Hermione Granger's secret beaded bag
* Manga-inspired leg warmers
* The Big Bang Theory-inspired his and hers sweater-vests
* Lord of the Rings-inspired shrug
In addition to a wardrobe of costume finery, hobbyists will also find instructions for practical projects such as an e-reader cover or a laptop bag
crafted of checkered fabric that serves double-duty as a chessboard and carryall, as well as patterns for plush toys inspired by Star Trek, robots, and
the comic book Squee! Wear (and knit!) your nerdiness on your sleeve with Knits for Nerds.

Rachel Aaron
Legend of Eli Monpress (Eli Monpress 01, 02, 03) Paperback $27.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780356500867
An omnibus edition of this fast-paced and witty fantasy adventure - in which the greatest thief in the world is out to steal a king...
Eli Monpress is talented. He's charming. And he's a thief.
But not just any thief. He's the greatest thief of the age and he's also a wizard. And with the help of his partners - a swordsman with the most
powerful magic sword in the world and a demon-seed who can step through shadows and punch through walls - he's going to put his grand plan into
effect.
Because Eli won't rest until he's amassed a fortune. Step one in his plan is to increase the bounty on his head, so he'll need to steal some big things.
He'll start small for now though: he'll just steal something that no one will miss - at least for a while. Like a king
This omnibus edition contains: THE SPIRIT THIEF, THE SPIRIT REBELLION and THE SPIRIT EATER.

Lara Adrian
Darker After Midnight (Midnight Breeds 10) Hardcover $49.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780345530875
In the dark of night, a blood war escalates within the hidden world of the Breed. After existing in secret for many long centuries, maintaining a
fragile peace with the humans who walk beside them unaware, a single act of retaliation has put the entire vampire nation at risk of discovery. It falls
to the Orderâ€”a cadre of Breed warriors pledged to protect their own and humankind alikeâ€”to stop Dragos, the power-mad vampire at the center
of the conflict, before his push for domination can explode into catastrophe.
At the center of the Order's quest is Sterling Chase, once a morally rigid enforcer of Breed law, now a warrior fallen from grace, whose biggest battle
is the one he wages against his own savage nature. With addiction beckoning him toward eternal darkness, Chase's path to redemption has never
seemed more out of reach. But when his eyes meet those of Tavia Fairchild, a beautiful witness who identifies him at the scene of a mission gone
terribly wrong, Chase finds himself drawn to the womanâ€”and convinced she is something much more than she seems.
Pulled into a vortex of intrigue and danger she can neither resist nor understand, Tavia is uncertain whom to trust. And while everything sane and
logical warns her against getting close to Chase, she cannot deny that the handsome, deeply haunted male stirs something primal and ravenous within
her. But even as she surrenders to her cravings, nothing can prepare her for the shattering truth of whoâ€”and whatâ€”she truly is.
As the Order's enemy mobilizes for the battle of the ages, Dragos and his Minions unleashing a hell on Earth like nothing ever seen before, Chase
and Tavia are thrust into the heart of the violence. With time running out and the streets running red with the blood of innocent lives, both Breed and
human, together Chase and Tavia must find a way to defeat Dragos once and for all or die trying.

Saladin Ahmed
Throne of the Crescent Moon Hardcover $49.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780756407117
The Crescent Moon Kingdoms, home to djenn and ghuls, holy warriors and heretics, are at the boiling point of a power struggle between the ironfisted Khalif and the mysterious master thief known as the Falcon Prince. In the midst of this brewing rebellion a series of brutal supernatural
murders strikes at the heart of the Kingdoms. It is up to a handful of heroes to learn the truth behind these killings.
Doctor Adoulla Makhslood, "the last real ghul hunter in the great city of Dhamsawaat," just wants a quiet cup of tea. Three score and more years old,
he has grown weary of hunting monsters and saving lives, and is more than ready to retire from his dangerous and demanding vocation. But when an
old flame's family is murdered, Adoulla is drawn back to the hunter's path.
Raseed bas Raseed, Adoulla's young assistant, is a hidebound holy warrior whose prowess is matched only by his piety. But even as Raseed's sword
is tested by ghuls and manjackals, his soul is tested when he and Adoulla cross paths with the tribeswoman Zamia.
Zamia Badawi, Protector of the Band, has been gifted with the near- mythical power of the lion-shape, but shunned by her people for daring to take
up a man's title. She lives only to avenge her father's death. Until she learns that Adoulla and his allies also hunt her father's killer. Until she meets
Raseed.
When they learn that the murders and the Falcon Prince's brewing revolution are connected, the companions must race against time-and struggle
against their own misgivings-to save the life of a vicious despot. In so doing they discover a plot for the Throne of the Crescent Moon that threatens
to turn Dhamsawaat, and the world itself, into a blood-soaked ruin.

Sarah Alderson
Fated B Paperback $16.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780857074348
What happens when you discover you aren't who you thought you were? When the person you love is the person who must betray you. If fate is
already determined - can you fight it?
Lucas Gray is half Shadow Warrior, half human, and a member of the Brotherhood - a group of assassins tasked with killing the last purebred Hunter
on Earth before she can fulfil a dangerous prophecy. The Hunter's name is Evie Tremain.
Evie Tremain is seventeen-years-old, a waitress and has just discovered she is the last in a long line of demon slayers - and an unwilling participant
in a war between Hunters and unhumans that has raged for the last thousand years.
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Kevin J Anderson & Brian Herbert
Sisterhood of Dune (Dune) Trade Paperback $29.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781847374240
It is 83 years after the last of the thinking machines were destroyed in the Battle of Corrin, after Faykan Butler established himself as the first
Emperor of a new imperium. War hero Vorian Atreides has turned his back on Salusa Secundus, flying off to parts unknown. Abulurd Harkonnen,
convicted of cowardice, was sent away to live on gloomy Lankiveil, and his descendants continue to blame Vor for the downfall of their fortunes.
Raquella Berto-Anirul has formed the Bene Gesserit School as the first Reverend Mother. Descendants of Aurelius Venport and Norma Cenva have
built a powerful transportation company using mutated Navigators who fly "spacefolder ships".
Gilbertus Albans has established a school on bucolic Lampadas teaching humans to become Mentats. Even so, decades after the defeat of the
thinking machines, anti-technology fervor continues to sweep across the human-settled planets, with powerful fanatical groups imposing violent
purges…

Poul Anderson
Sir Dominic Flandry: The Last Knight of Terra (Technic Civilization 06 Flandry) Paperback $19.95
www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781451638226
In the twilight of the Terran Empire, one man exists who can save his empire—and civilization itself—by hook or by crook, whether his “betters”
appreciate his efforts or not. Flandry is both a James Bond style agent of empire, and agent-provocateur of change. Flandry is a heroic but tragic
figure: a man who knows too much history, who knows that battle and scheme as he will the Long Night of Empire is approaching. If that darkness is
not to fall in his own lifetime, must do what he can. And anyone, human or alien, who gets in his way, will most definitely regret it.
Contains three complete Flandry novels collected in one volume for the first time: The Plague of Masters, Go Home, Hunters of the Sky Cave and A
Knight of Ghosts and Shadows. This is the sixth entry in the seven-volume complete cycle of The Technic Civilization Saga.

V C Andrews
Into the Darkness Hardcover $49.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781451664300
Hearing a young man's scream in the night the year she becomes a high-school senior, Lorelei discovers that her stern but loving adoptive father is
actually a vampire and that he has raised his daughters to seduce and lure men into their world of shadows, a situation that is complicated by her
growing feelings for a classmate.

Keri Arthur Australian author
Embraced by Darkness (Riley Jensen 05) B Paperback $19.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780749955083
Keri Arthur's Riley Jenson Guardian series is packed with everything you need: a feisty heroine, vampires and werewolves, suspense and a whole lot
of sexy action.
Just when guardian Riley Jenson thought her life was getting back on track, fate throws another curve ball.
The alpha of her estranged pack - and the man who tried to kill her by throwing her off a mountainside - demands her help to find his missing
granddaughter. Riley would love to refuse, but if she does, her mother dies.
And if that isn't enough, something is tearing humans to shreds and it's up to Riley to track down the killer before another soul is embraced by
darkness.

Darkest Kiss (Riley Jensen 06) B Paperback $19.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780749955137
Dark secrets. Dangerous seduction. It all begins with a kiss
With a werewolf's uncanny instinct for danger - and vampire blood coursing her through her veins - Riley Jenson is an officer for the Directorate of
Other Races, an organisation created to police supernatural beings. Now she's hunting for a killer who is targeting the rich and the powerful of
Melbourne's society.
But for Riley the case takes a chilling turn when a second killer - a crazed young vamp - starts leaving a trail of mutilated bodies of his own. Riley
knows she's got the skill and cunning to catch two serial killers at once, until one of them strikes inside her own tight-knit clan - and a sexy beast of a
vampire re-enters her life to aid in the hunt.
His name is Quinn. He's lived forever, shed blood and shared pleasure - and he's the only man over whom Riley has absolutely no control

Deadly Desire (Riley Jensen 07) B Paperback $19.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780749956691
Guardian Riley Jenson always seems to face the worst villains. And this time's no different. For it's no ordinary sorceress who can raise the dead to
do her killing. But that's exactly what Riley expects to find at the end of a trail of female corpses used - and discarded - in a bizarre ritual of evil.
With pressure mounting to catch the fiend, the last thing Riley needs is the heat of the upcoming full moon bringing her werewolf hormones to a boil
- or the reappearance of a sexy bounty hunter, the rogue wolf Kye Murphy.
Riley has threatened Murphy with arrest if he doesn't back off the investigation, but it's Riley who feels handcuffed by Kye's lupine charm. Torn
between her vamp and wolf natures, between her love for Quinn and her attraction to Kye, Riley knows she's courting danger and indulging the
deadliest desires. For her hunt through the supernatural underworld will bring her face-to-face with what lurks in a darkness where even monsters
fear to tread.

Bound to Shadows (Riley Jensen 08) B Paperback $19.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780749956745
At a local vampire club, someone is beheading the clientele and the peace the Guardians are meant to maintain is getting shaky. Human and vampire
fatalities escalate and Riley Jenson - a rare hybrid of werewolf and vampire - finds herself struggling to make sense of the murders and, in particular,
her main suspect: the club's owner Dante Starke and his powerful sexual aura.
And if things weren't bad enough, she's also torn between her love for Quinn and her connection with the unpredictable werewolf Kye - her
soulmate.
With the city on the verge of all-out war, Riley must not only capture the killer, but choose between the man she loves and the man she's destined to
be with.

Moon Sworn (Riley Jenson 09) B Paperback $19.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780749956790
Shape-shifting werewolf and vampire Riley Jenson is through with death - causing it, solving it, surviving it. Her soul mate, Kye Murphy, is dead
and at Riley's own hands. Not even the seductive embrace of her vampire lover, Quinn, can fully ease her mind, for she has begun questioning
everything that makes her Riley, including her job at the Directorate.
But then ritualistically slain bodies of ex-cons start turning up. Reluctantly, Riley takes the case, but something even worse is waiting in the wings.
For a vicious enemy from her past is determined to strip Riley of everything that gives her life any meaning: her lover, her twin brother and even her
own identity.
Can Riley survive this ultimate assault? All she knows is, she must fight one last time to find answers, before everything goes dark forever
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Neal Asher
Hilldiggers B Paperback $21.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780330528474
During a war between two planets in the same solar system – each occupied by adapted humans – what is thought to be a cosmic superstring is
discovered. After being cut, this object collapses into four cylindrical pieces, each about the size of a tube train. Each is densely packed with either
alien technology or some kind of life. They are placed for safety in three ozark cylinders of a massively secure space station. There a female research
scientist subsequently falls pregnant, and gives birth to quads. Then she commits suicide – but why?
By the end of the war one of the contesting planets has been devastated by the hilldiggers – giant space dreadnoughts employing weapons capable of
creating mountain ranges. The quads have meanwhile grown up and are assuming positions of power in the post-war society. One of them will
eventually gain control of the awesome hilldiggers…

James Axler
Planet Hate (Outlanders 60) Paperback $17.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780373638734
When they lose their greatest asset, archivist Brigid Baptiste, to the manipulation of the enemy, Kane and the Cerberus Rebels must battle against
incapacitating hallucinations, a dark avatar and the Stone God.

Adam Baker
Juggernaut Trade Paperback $29.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781444709070
They searched for gold. They found death.
Iraq 2005.
Seven mercenaries journey deep into the desert in search of Saddam's gold. They form an unlikely crew of battle-scarred privateers, killers and
thieves, veterans of a dozen war zones, each of them anxious to make one last score before their luck runs out.
They will soon find themselves marooned among ancient ruins, caught in a desperate battle for their lives, confronted by greed, betrayal, and an
army that won't stay dead...

Anya Bast
Midnight Enchantment (Dark Magick 04) Paperback $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780425245033
Niall Quinn, mage and the finest thief in the Black Tower, is the fae's best hope for freedom. But he meets his match in Elizabeth Cely Saintjohn.
Torn between his duty and the shocking lust Elizabeth has stirred in him, Niall must convince her to surrender-before he is forced to destroy her and
all she holds dear…

Elizabeth Bear
Ad Eternum Hardcover $49.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781596064447
In 1962, the mystical, 1,000-year-old wampyr returns to New Amsterdam--after having to flee the city at the end of the 19th century--where despite
the threat of death, he decides to take a stand and not change who he is to survive. By the author of Grail.

Simon Beatwick
The Faceless Paperback $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781907992759
In the Lancashire town of Kempforth, people are vanishing. Mist hangs heavy in the streets, and in those mists move the masked figures the local
kids call the Spindly Men. When two year old Roseanne Trevor disappears, Detective Chief Inspector Renwick vows to stop at nothing until she
finds her. In Manchester, terrifying visions summon TV psychic Allen Cowell and his sister Vera back to the town they swore they'd left forever.
And local historian Anna Mason pieces together a history of cruelty and exploitation almost beyond belief, born out of the horrors of war - while in
the decaying corridors and lightless rooms of a long-abandoned hospital, something terrible is waiting for them all.

K Bennett
The Year of Eating Dangerously (Mallory Caine, Zombie at Law 02) Paperback $19.95
www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780786026258
When she is hired by a frightened 10-year-old boy who claims that his mother wants to eat him, lawyer and flesheating zombie Mallory Caine, a
defender of the innocent, becomes caught between a family of freaks - and in the middle of a battle of good versus evil.

Robert Jackson Bennett
The Troupe Trade Paperback $28.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780316187527
The Troupe Paperback $22.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780356500409
Vaudeville: mad, mercenary, dreamy, and absurd, a world of clashing cultures and ferocious showmanship and wickedly delightful deceptions.
But sixteen-year-old pianist George Carole has joined vaudeville for one reason only: to find the man he suspects to be his father, the great
Heironomo Silenus. Yet as he chases down his father's troupe, he begins to understand that their performances are strange even for vaudeville: for
wherever they happen to tour, the very nature of the world seems to change.
Because there is a secret within Silenus's show so ancient and dangerous that it has won him many powerful enemies. And it's not until after he joins
them that George realizes the troupe is not simply touring: they are running for their lives.
And soon...he is as well.

Paula Brackston
The Witch's Daughter

Trade Paperback $29.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781250004086
An enthralling tale of modern witch Bess Hawksmith, a fiercely independent woman desperate to escape her cursed history who must confront the
evil which has haunted her for centuries
My name is Elizabeth Anne Hawksmith, and my age is three hundred and eighty-four years. If you will listen, I will tell you a tale of witches.Â A
tale of magic and love and loss.Â A story of how simple ignorance breeds fear, and how deadly that fear can be.Â Let me tell you what it means to
be a witch.
In the spring of 1628, the Witchfinder of Wessex finds himself a true Witch. As Bess Hawksmith watches her mother swing from the Hanging Tree
she knows that only one man can save her from the same fate: the Warlock Gideon Masters. Secluded at his cottage, Gideon instructs Bess,
awakening formidable powers she didn't know she had. She couldn't have foreseen that even now, centuries later, he would be hunting her across
time, determined to claim payment for saving her life.
In present-day England, Elizabeth has built a quiet life. She has spent the centuries in solitude, moving from place to place, surviving plagues, wars,
and the heartbreak that comes with immortality. Her loneliness comes to an abrupt end when she is befriended by a teenage girl called Tegan.
Against her better judgment, Elizabeth opens her heart to Tegan and begins teaching her the ways of the Hedge Witch. But will she be able to stand
against Gideonâ€”who will stop at nothing to reclaim her soulâ€”in order to protect the girl who has become the daughter she never had?
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Paula Brandon
The Ruined City (Traitor's Daughter 02) Trade Paperback $29.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780553583823
Paula Brandon's epic and captivating trilogy continues as magic and mystery wreak havoc with the very fabric of existence.
Reality is wavering. Soon its delicate balance will shift and an ancient force will return to overwhelm the Veiled Isles. Now those with the arcane
talent forge an uneasy alliance in hopes that their combined abilities are enough to avert an eerie catastrophe. Yet it may be too late. The
otherworldly change has begun. The streets of the city are rife with chaos, plague, and revolt. And it is here that Jianna Belandor, once a pampered
daughter of privilege, returns to face new challenges.
The dead walk the streets. The docile amphibian slaves of humanity have taken up arms. Jianna's home lies in ruins. Her only happiness resides in
her growing attraction to Falaste Rione, a brilliant nomadic physician whose compassion and courage have led him to take dangerous risks. Jianna,
stronger and more powerful than she knows, has a role to play in the unfolding destiny of her world. But a wave of madness is sweeping across the
land, and time is running outâ€”even for magic.

Patricia Briggs
Fair Game (Alpha & Omega 03) A Paperback $19.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781841497969
A compulsive page-turning adventure in the tense Alpha and Omega sequence by New York Times queen of urban fantasy, Patricia Briggs.
When the FBI request a pack consultant on a serial killer case they're following in Boston, Anna and Charles are sent in. They quickly realise that not
only the last two victims were werewolves - all of them were.
Someone is targeting their kind. And if Charles and Anna can't get to the bottom of this mystery, they may be next...

River Marked (Mercy Thompson 06) Paperback $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780441020003
Being a different breed of shapeshifter-a walker-Mercy Thompson can see ghosts, but the spirit of her long-gone father has never visited her. Until
now, on her honeymoon with the Alpha werewolf Adam. An evil is stirring in the depths of the Columbia River-and innocent people are dying. As
other walkers make their presence known to Mercy, she must reconnect with her heritage to exorcise the world of the legend known as the river
devil...

Cheryl Brooks
Stud (Cat Star Chronicles 08) Paperback $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781402251689
THEY'RE GALAXIES APART...
Even for a Zetithian, Tarq Zulveidinoe's sexual prowess is legendary. Believing it's all he's good for, Tarq sets out to perpetuate his threatened
species by offering his services to women across the galaxy...
BUT ONE FORCE CAN BRING THEM TOGETHER...
Lucinda Force is the sensitive dark horse in a self-absorbed family, repeatedly told that no man will ever want such a plain woman. Lucy longs for
romance, but is resigned to her loveless lot in life-until Tarq walks through the door of her father's restaurant on Talus Five…

Shannon K Butcher
Dying Wish (Sentinel Wars 06) Paperback $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780451236050
After being rescued from captivity and torture at the hands of the Synestryn by the Theronai, Jackie Patton is forced to choose a Theronai warrior as
her mate and selects Iain, a coldhearted Sentinel who believes that his soul is dead.

Rachel Caine
Unbroken (Outcast Season 04) Paperback $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780451464422
For millennia, Cassiel was a powerful Djinn-until she was exiled to live among mortals. Now the threat of an apocalypse looms, and Cassiel is in
danger of losing everything she has come to hold dear...
As the world begins to fall apart around her, Cassiel finds herself fighting those she once called her own-the Djinn. With Weather Warden Luis
Rocha and the rescued child Ibby by her side, Cassiel struggles to find a way to protect those that are in her charge and come to terms with the
leadership role she never asked for.
Cassiel is opposed by a powerful Djinn bent on raising an army of kidnapped Warden children to bring about nothing less than the end of the world.
It will take everything Cassiel has to stop the Djinn from starting a war that will wipe all of humanity from the face of the earth. She knows that this
might not be a battle she can survive, but protecting those she loves is worth any cost...

Kristen Callihan
Firelight Paperback $15.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781455508594
London, 1881
Once the flames are ignited . . .
Miranda Ellis is a woman tormented. Plagued since birth by a strange and powerful gift, she has spent her entire life struggling to control her
exceptional abilities. Yet one innocent but irreversible mistake has left her family's fortune decimated and forced her to wed London's most nefarious
nobleman.
They will burn for eternity . . .
Lord Benjamin Archer is no ordinary man. Doomed to hide his disfigured face behind masks, Archer knows it's selfish to take Miranda as his bride.
Yet he can't help being drawn to the flame-haired beauty whose touch sparks a passion he hasn't felt in a lifetime. When Archer is accused of a series
of gruesome murders, he gives in to the beastly nature he has fought so hard to hide from the world. But the curse that haunts him cannot be denied.
Now, to save his soul, Miranda will enter a world of dark magic and darker intrigue. For only she can see the man hiding behind the mask.

John W Campbell Jr
Who Goes There B Paperback $22.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780575091030
A group of scientists. An object buried under the ice. A terrifying fight for survival.
The tie-in to the upcoming blockbuster prequel to John Carpenter's The Thing - the never before told story of the original doomed Norwegian
expedition.
When a group of scientific researchers, isolated in Antarctica, stumble across an alien spaceship buried in the ice it seems like an incredible
opportunity.
The alien pilot can just be seen - a shadowy figure frozen just a short depth into the ice. It looks as though he survived the crash only to be flashfrozen on the Antarctic plateau.
The team fight the frozen conditions to free the ship from the ice - with disastrous consequences - and rescue the alien. As they transport the corpse,
one of their greatest finds, out on the ice back to their camp, several scientists begin to experience extraordinary, vivid and unsettling dreams.
They're dismissed as the product of stress and the harsh conditions but the nightmare is only beginning.
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Orson Scott Card
Shadows in Flight (Shadow) CD - Unabridged $60 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781427215680
Ender's Shadow explores the stars in this all-new novel...
At the end of Shadow of the Giant, Bean flees to the stars with three of his children--the three who share the engineered genes that gave him both
hyper-intelligence and a short, cruel physical life.Â The time dilation granted by the speed of their travel gives Earth's scientists generations to seek a
cure, to no avail.Â In time, they are forgotten--a fading ansible signal speaking of events lost to Earth's history.Â But the Delphikis are about to
make a discovery that will let them save themselves, and perhaps all of humanity in days to come.
For there in space before them lies a derelict Formic colony ship.Â Aboard it, they will find both death and wonders--the life support that is failing
on their own ship, room to grow, and labs in which to explore their own genetic anomaly and the mysterious disease that killed the ship's colony.
Spoken Word Compact Disc

Cinda Williams Chima
The Gray Wolf Throne (Seven Realms 03) Trade Paperback $29.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780007349098
Han Alister thought he had already lost everyone he loved. But when he finds his friend Rebecca Morley near death in the Spirit Mountains, Han
knows that nothing matters more than saving her. The costs of his efforts are steep, but nothing can prepare him for what he soon discovers: the
beautiful, mysterious girl he knew as Rebecca is none other than Raisa ana'Marianna, heir to the Queendom of the Fells. Han is hurt and betrayed.
He knows he has no future with a blueblood. And, as far as he's concerned, the princess's family killed his own mother and sister. But if Han is to
fulfill his end of an old bargain, he must do everything in his power to see Raisa crowned queen.
Meanwhile, some people will stop at nothing to prevent Raisa from ascending. With each attempt on her life, she wonders how long it will be before
her enemies succeed. Her heart tells her that the thief-turned-wizard Han Alister can be trusted. She wants to believe it -- he's saved her life more
than once. But with danger coming at her from every direction, Raisa can only rely on her wits and her iron-hard will to survive-and even that might
not be enough.
The Gray Wolf Throne is an epic tale of fierce loyalty, unbearable sacrifice, and the heartless hand of fate.

Myke Cole
Control Point (Shaow Ops 01) Paperback $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781937007249
Lieutenant Oscar Britton of the Supernatural Operations Corps has been trained to hunt down and take out people possessing magical powers. But
when he starts manifesting powers of his own, the SOC revokes Oscar's government agent status to declare him public enemy number one.

Stephen Deas
Order of the Scales

Hardcover $49.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780451464378
Having survived Jehal's betrayal, former Queen Zafir is determined to take back control of the kingdom. To that end, she seizes Jehal's wife and son
as hostages. Desperate to save his queen and his heir, Jehal makes a tentative peace with the dragons of the north, and prepares to fly against his
enemies.
But as politics throw the realms of men into turmoil, a far greater danger threatens. The dragons are awakening from the spells cast upon them, and
returning to their native fury. They are out for revenge. And that revenge will be brutal.

Mark del Franco
Undone Deeds (Connor Grey 04) Paperback $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781937007256
Connor Grey is a druid consultant for the Boston PD on their "strange" cases. So his world is turned upside down when he suddenly finds that he
himself has become one. Wrongly accused of a terrorist attack that rocked the city to its core, Connor evades arrest by going underground, where
rumors of war are roiling. A final confrontation between the Celtic and Teutonic fey looks inevitable-with Boston as the battlefield...

David Anthony Durham
The Sacred Band (Acacia 03) Paperback $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780307739605
As The Sacred Band begins, Queen Corinn bestrides the world as a result of her mastery of spells from the Book of Elenet. Her younger brother,
Dariel, has been sent on a perilous misÂ-sion to the Other Lands. And her sister, Mena, travels to the far north to face an invasion of the feared race
of the Auldek. As their separate trajectories converge, a series of world-shaping, earth-shattering battles will force the surviving children of the
Akaran dynasty to confront their fates head onâ€”and right some ancient wrongs once and for all.

Marina Dyachenko & Sergey Dyachenko
The Scar Hardcover $49.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780765329936
Reaching far beyond sword and sorcery, The Scar is a story of two people torn by disaster, their descent into despair, and their reemergence through
love and courage. Sergey and Marina Dyachenko mix dramatic scenes with romance, action and wit, in a style both direct and lyrical. Written with a
sure artistic hand, The Scar is the story of a man driven by his own feverish demons to find redemption and the woman who just might save him.
Egert is a brash, confident member of the elite guards and an egotistical philanderer. But after he kills an innocent student in a duel, a mysterious
man known as The Wanderer challenges Egert and slashes his face with his sword, leaving Egert with a scar that comes to symbolize his cowardice.
Unable to end his suffering by his own hand, Egert embarks on an odyssey to undo the curse and the horrible damage he has caused, which can only
be repaired by a painful journey down a long and harrowing path.
Plotted with the sureness of Robin Hobb and colored with the haunting and ominous imagination of Michael Moorcock, The Scar tells a story that
cannot be forgotten.

Steve Englehart
The Plain Man (Max August) Paperback $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780765364272
Using magic to fight a power-hungry cabal that would control all levels of society, Max August, an immortal alchemist, travels to the American
Southwest to intercept two ruling members in the hopes of turning them against their organization only to trigger a retaliatory nuclear accident that
threatens millions of lives.
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Ian Cameron Esslemont
Orb, Sceptre, Throne (Malazan) Trade Paperback $32.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780593064511
The tumult of great powers colliding has passed and the city of Darujhistan and its citizens can at last get on with what matters: trading, bickering,
politicking and enjoying all the good things in life. However, not all are ready to leave the past behind. A treasure hunter, digging amongst the burial
grounds that surround the city, is about to uncover a hidden crypt. He will open the last of a series of sealed vaults - the one that no other dared touch
- and, in so doing, set free something so terrifying that the knowledge of its internment may have been systematically wiped from all history. Fortune
hunters are also at work far to the south. When a fragment of Moon's Spawn, once the home of Anomander Rake, Son of Darkness, crashed into the
Rivan Sea it created a chain of small islands. Legends and rumours already surround them. The most potent of these is that here is hidden the Throne
of Night, claimed by some to be the seat of Mother Dark herself. Either way, all who seek this ancient artefact - renegade mages, hardened
mercenaries, even a Malazan army deserter - believe it will bestow unlimited power upon the eventual possessor. The stakes are high, greed is rife,
betrayal inevitable, and murder and chaos lie in wait... Epic and exciting, Ian Esslemont's new novel is an enthralling new chapter in the thrillingly
imagined world of Malaz.

Jennifer Estep
By A Thread (Elemental Assassin 06) Paperback $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781451651768
When killing people is your job, there's no such thing as a vacation.
Then again, how often does an assassin live long enough to enjoy her retirement? In this line of work, you either get lucky or you get dead. And
since I destroyed my nemesis Mab Monroe a few weeks ago, all of Ashland's lowlifes are gunning to make a name for themselves by taking out the
lethal Spiderâ€”me, Gin Blanco. So I'm leaving behind my beloved barbecue joint and heading south with my baby sister, Bria, to cool my heels in a
swanky beach town. Call it a weekend of fun in the sun. But when a powerful vampire with deadly elemental magic threatens an old friend of Bria's,
it looks like I'll have to dig my silverstone knives out of my suitcase after all. Complicating matters further is the reappearance of Detective Donovan
Caine, my old lover. But Donovan is the least of my problems. Because this time, the danger is hot on my trail, and not even my elemental Ice and
Stone magic may be enough to save me from getting buried in the sandâ€”permanently.

Jennifer Fallon Australian author
Undivided (Rift Runners 01) A Paperback $22.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780732290870
An exciting contemporary fantasy, spanning different realities and alternate worlds, THE UNDIVIDED takes us into the heart of family, loyalty and
the choice between good and evil.
The Undivided are divided. The psychic twins, Ronan and Darragh, have been separated by the traitor Druid, Amergin, who has thrown Ronan
through a rift into another reality. Now time is running out for Darragh. If Ronan isn't found soon, they will both die.
Meanwhile, Ren Kavanagh has no notion of where he comes from and is plagued by mysterious injuries. Then he meets the enticing and mysterious
Trasa, and before he can figure out how it happened, he is in serious trouble ...
Ren's life is about to become more bizarre and dangerous than he could ever have imagined.

John Farris
High Bloods Paperback $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780812509557
The greater Los Angeles area is in the horrifying grip of a werewolf epidemic. Twenty-eight days of the month, those who change are no different
from the uninfectedâ€”the High Bloods. But every full moon, they become the most ravenous creatures mankind has ever seen.
Rawson is an agent for Lycan Control. It's his job to identify and monitor the afflictedâ€”and lock them up the night they change. But the Lycans in
Hollywood have risen to cultlike proportions, and Rawson's job is getting tougher.
Someone has managed to rewrite the rules: Lycans can now change form even when there isn't a full moon. Battling a rising tide of Lycan-rights
activists and people who choose to become werewolves, Rawson must carve a path to the top of the Lycan hierarchy before all hell breaks loose.

Christine Feehan
Darkest at Dawn (Carpathian 13 + novella) B Paperback $19.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780749957575
Christine Feehan has thrilled legions of fans with her enthralling Carpathian tales. Now, together for the first time, are two of her most seductive
tales of savage prey and sensual predators...
DARK HUNGER: Juliette is a beautiful activist devoted to the liberation of animals from the foul and humid confines of a secret jungle lab. But
what she has stumbled upon is an unexpected prisoner like none she has ever seen. Or touched. His name is Riordan De La Cruz, immortal
Carpathian male, trapped and caged, his honour compromised, his desire for revenge only beginning. She will release him from his bonds. He will
release her from her inhibitions. Both have a voracious appetite that needs to be sated.
DARK SECRET: Rafael De La Cruz has spent centuries hunting vampires, but what he's following now is the scent of a human. Her name is Colby
Jansen, rancher and sole guardian of her younger half siblings, a woman prepared to protect them with her life against Rafael's blood-right claim to
snatch them away. But the arrogant and fiercely sensual Rafael is after more than her family - he wants Colby. She will be his lifemate. And there's
nothing she can do can to stop his raw desire to possess her.

Spirit Bound (Sisters of the Heart 02) Paperback $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780515149562
Lethally sexy undercover agent Stefan Prakenskii knows a thousand ways to kill a man-and twice as many ways to pleasure a woman. So he's
looking forward to his new mission: arrive in the coastal town of Sea Haven and insinuate himself in the life of Judith Henderson, an ethereal beauty
with ties to the crime lord he's determined to trap…

Raymond E Feist
A Crown Imperilled (Chaoswar) Hardcover $39.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780007264827
War rages in Midkemia but behind the chaos there is disquieting evidence of dark forces at work.
Jim Dasher's usually infallible intelligence network has been cleverly dismantled; nowhere is safe. He feels that the world is coming apart at the
seams and is helpless to protect his nation.
Quiet palace coups are underway in Roldem and Rillanon; and King Gregory of the Isles has yet to produce an heir. In each kingdom a single petty
noble has risen from obscurity to threaten the throne.
Lord Hal of Crydee and his great friend Ty Hawkins, champion swordsman of the Masters' Court, are entrusted with the task of smuggling Princess
Stephané and her lady-in-waiting, the lovely but mysterious Lady Gabriella, out of Roldem to a place of greater safety. But is there any safe haven to
be found?
Meanwhile, Hal's younger brothers Martin and Brendan are attempting to hold the strategic city of Ylith against an onslaught of Keshian Dog
Soldiers, and a mysterious force from beneath the sea. The Kingdom might lose Crydee and recover; but if Ylith falls, all is lost.
An unknown player appears to orchestrating these conflicts. Can Pug and the Conclave of Shadows track down this source before Midkemia is
destroyed?
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Raymond E Feist , Bryan Glass, Hugo Petrus, Tim Seeley
vGreat One (Magician Master) Hardcover $34.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780785139874
This volume collects together Magician Master: Series #1-5.
The epic story from Master novelist Raymond E Feist continues!
It has been three years since the siege of Crydee. The three boys who once were the closest of friends are now worlds apart: Pug, a slave of the
Tsurani, on the verge of becoming a full-blown magician; Tomas, a warrior amongst the elves, losing his humanity to the enchanted armor he wears;
and Arutha, the prince of Crydee, struggling to keep his kingdom together against the tide of invasion.
Don't miss a moment of the legendary battle as it reaches its fever pitch.

Alan Dean Foster
The Human Blend (Tipping Point 01) Trade Paperback $29.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780345511980
In this first novel of a thrilling new series set in our near future, New York Times bestselling author Alan Dean Foster reveals a place where
criminals are punished through genetic engineering and body manipulation, and poses profound questions about what it means to be human.
Given his name because radical surgery has reduced him to preternatural thinness, Whispr is a thug. In a dark alley in Savannah, Whispr and his
partner in crime, Jiminy Cricket, murder what they take to be a random tourist in order to steal his artificial hand. But the victim is also carrying an
unusual silver thread, which Whispr and Jiminy grab as well.
Chance later deposits a wounded Whispr at the clinic of Dr. Ingrid Seastrom. Powerful forces have been searching for Whispr since he acquired the
mysterious thread, and Jiminy has vanished. All Whispr wants to do is sell the thread, and when he offers to split the profits with Ingrid, she makes
an astonishing discovery. So begins the formidable partnership between the Harvard-educated physician and the street-smart thiefâ€”as long as they
can elude the enhanced assassins that are tracking them.

Yasmine Galenorn
Shaded Vision (Otherworld 11) Paperback $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780515150353
It's Valentine's Day and the D'Artigo women are preparing for their friend Iris's wedding. But when Delilah and her sisters get word that the Super
Community Center has been bombed, things get really ugly, The evil coyote shifters-the Koyami-are back, and Newkirk, their new leader, has joined
forces with a group of rogue sorcerers. Then, just when they think things can't get worse, the demon lord Shadow Wing sends in a new front man,
and life really goes to hell...

Cynthia Garner
Kiss of the Vampire (Warriors of the Rift 01) Paperback $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780446585118
Warriors of the Rift
Once a generation, the rift between the paranormal world and the human world opens, allowing supernatural entities to cross. Vampire, demon, or
shapeshifter, they can save the world-or send it spiraling into chaos.
Half-demon, half-human, Nix de la Fuente is accepted by neither and mistrusted by both. Determined to prove she's more human than not, she
devotes herself to solving crimes between the world's mortals and its most unsavory undead. But her latest case brings her face to face with the one
vampire she could never resist . . .
Called in to investigate a string of violent murders, special agent Tobias Caine isn't interested in rekindling his relationship with Nix. Yet one look
and the vampire knows his need for her is as strong as ever. Once, their all-consuming passion nearly cost Nix her fragile hold on her humanity.
Now, as their hunger for one another intensifies, exposing them to an unimaginable danger, it could cost them both their lives.

William Gibson
Distrust That Particular Flavor Hardcover $49.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780399158438
William Gibson is known primarily as a novelist, with his work ranging from his groundbreaking first novel, Neuromancer, to his more recent
contemporary bestsellers Pattern Recognition, Spook Country, and Zero History. During those nearly thirty years, though, Gibson has been sought
out by widely varying publications for his insights into contemporary culture. Wired magazine sent him to Singapore to report on one of the world's
most buttoned-up states. The New York Times Magazine asked him to describe what was wrong with the Internet. Rolling Stone published his essay
on the ways our lives are all "soundtracked" by the music and the culture around us. And in a speech at the 2010 Book Expo, he memorably
described the interactive relationship between writer and reader.
These essays and articles have never been collected-until now. Some have never appeared in print at all. In addition, Distrust That Particular Flavor
includes journalism from small publishers, online sources, and magazines no longer in existence. This volume will be essential reading for any lover
of William Gibson's novels. Distrust That Particular Flavor offers readers a privileged view into the mind of a writer whose thinking has shaped not
only a generation of writers but our entire culture.

Kylie Griffin Australian author
Vengeance Born (Light Blade 01) Trade Paperback $29.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780425245361
There is no mercy in the demon realm. No escape. In this place of desperation and conflict, anyone who is not pure bred is virtually powerless. Until
an unlikely champion is born…
Annika, half-blood daughter of the Na’Reish King, longs for more than her tormented life among her father’s people. Conceived in hatred and bred
as a tool of retribution, she’s gifted with a special talent that can heal as well as destroy.
With the Na’Reish vastly outnumbering them, Kalan, a Light Blade warrior, knows the future of humankind depends on him alone. Incursions into
human territory and raids for blood-slaves by the Na’Reish Horde have increased. As Chosen-leader, he faces the task of stopping the demons—and
convincing the Council of aging Light Blade warriors that change is necessary for survival.
When Annika learns Kalan is a prisoner in her father’s dungeon, her dream of escape seems within reach. She agrees to free him in exchange for his
protection once they reach human territory. Now, marked for death for helping him, Annika must learn to trust Kalan as they face not only the
perilous journey to the border but enemies within the Council—and discover a shocking truth that could throw the human race into civil war…

Sergio Guinot
How to Draw Your Dragon Trade Paperback $49.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780062067319
Does your dragon coil its tail around your shoulders when you sleep? Does it wait for you after school? Does it live in a riverbed like a Japanese
ryu—or at the bottom of the ocean like Tiamat of Babylon? Is it small enough to snuggle into your pocket, or so big it blots out the sun from the sky?
Does it hoard stolen treasure like Smaug? Speak the Language of Creation like Kalessin? Hold up the world like Ebberon? Did you find your dragon
in a magic shop like Jeremy Thatcher, or hatch it from a stone like Eragon? Or do you summon it with the seven Dragonballs? No matter how your
dragon looks, how big or small it is, or how it entered your imagination and your life, illustrator Sergio Guinot will show you How to Draw Your
Dragon in this comprehensive guide to making your myths come to life!
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Laurell K Hamilton
The Laughing Corpse (Anita Blake 02) CD $29.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781611760514
Animator and vampire hunter Anita Blake is about to discover that some secrets are better left buried--and some people better off dead. Read by
Kimberly Alexis.

Traci Harding Australian author
The Light-field (Triad of Being 03) Trade Paperback $29.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780732281267
In the battle to get the Being of the Field back to the Universe Parallel, the greatest weapon and risk lay in its own light-field.
Ten years in Maladaan's past, Taren Lennox seizes the opportunity to secure personal financing for the AMIE Project and base the building on Frujia
-- away from Maladaan and its Secret Service.
But when the MSS develop a weapon, from a patent of one of Taren's inventions, that counts light -- photon by photon -- she begins to doubt her
ability to keep her ever-growing psychic army a secret. For this new photon-camera can identify a psychic from the more inept by the unmistakable
brilliance of their light-field.

Kim Harrison
A Perfect Blood (Hollows 10) Hardcover $49.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780061957895
A Perfect Blood (Hollows 10) MP3 CD $85 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781455119561
When she discovers that a would-be creator is determined to make his (or her) own demons and needs her blood, former witch-turned-day-walkingdemon Rachel Morgan, a bounty hunter, faces her toughest adversary yet --humanity.

Harry Harrison
The Stainless Steel Rat Returns (Stainless Steel Rat 11) Trade Paperback $29.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780575101036
James Bolivar 'Slippery Jim' diGriz, Special Corps agent, master conman and interstellar criminal (retired), is living high on the hog with his lovely,
vivacious wife Angelina on the luxury planet Moolaplenty when long-lost Cousin Elmo arrives. And Cousin Elmo's not alone: he's got a ship full of
porcuswine and their keepers and they're all looking for a new home. And before he's even finished his first cocktail, his bank account's been drained
and he and Angelina are off wandering the stars on a sabotaged ship.In this darkly satiric work Harry Harrison brings his most famous character out
of retirement for a grand tour of the galaxy, cocktail in hand, his luscious wife by his side, a smile on his lips and larceny in his heart. He's in search
of adventure, gravitons and a way to get the porcuswine out of his life...forever!

Tes Hilaire
Deliver Me From Darkness (Paladin Warriors) Paperback $17.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781402264344
A STRANGER IN THE NIGHT: He had once been a warrior of the Light, one of the revered Paladin. A protector. But now he lives in darkness, and
the shadows are his sanctuary. Every day is a struggle to overcome the bloodlust. Especially the day Karissa shows up at his doorstep.
COMES KNOCKING ON THE DOOR: She is light and bright and everything beautiful - despite her scratches and torn clothes. Every creature of
the night is after her. So is every male Paladin. Because Karissa is the last female of their kind. But she is his. He may not have a soul, but he can't
deny his heart.

Joey W Hill
Something About Witches Paperback $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780425246139
Powerful sorcerer Derek Stormwind is determined to learn why the witch Ruby Night Devine pushed him away three years before. But he also needs
her help in training a coven to fight a demon and his minions. While Ruby is willing to do it, she's sure it's just a ruse to get back in her heart-and her
bed. Unfortunately, her bed's already made, and she fears nothing can save her soul...

Robin Hobb
City of Dragons (Rain Wild Chronicles 03) Hardcover $54.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780061561634
Accompanied by human keepers, the dragons embark on a dangerous journey to their ancient, mythical homeland of Kelsingera, and, along the way,
form deep bonds with the humans that are severely tested during the journey's final days.

Cecelia Holland
Floating Worlds (SF Masterworks) B Paperback $22.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780575108233
A seminal feminist SF novel of the highest literary quality, comparable to the works of Joanna Russ and Ursula K LeGuin.
The Styths, a powerful and aggressive mutant race from the Gas Planets, Uranus and Saturn, have been launching pirate raids on ships from Mars.
Earth's Committee for the Revolution has been asked to mediate, to negotiate a truce between the Middle Planets and the Styth Empire. The task of
conducting the talks falls to an intelligent, resourceful and unpredictable young woman, Paula Mendoza. Her initial meetings with the Styth warlord
and his unruly band of bodyguards and advisers are not promising.
But then Paula adopts a less conventional approach. The consequences for her are considerable and she finds herself on the Gas Planets, the only
tenuous link between Earth and the Styth Empire

Robert E Howard
Conan the Indomitable (Conan) B Paperback $19.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780575115040
Conan the Barbarian is one of the most famed figures in fantasy fiction. With the success of the new film starring Jason Momoa and Ron Perlman,
the time is right to revisit Robert E Howard's classic stories.
Presented in chronological order over three books, all of Conan's life is here, from his wild adventures as a youth to the final tale of Conan the King.
Howard's tales of the wanderer, the reaver, the thief, the Barbarian have never been surpassed.
In this volume Conan learns the secrets of THE SCARLET CITADEL and THE HOUR OF THE DRAGON and meets THE BLACK STRANGER
and THE PHOENIX ON THE SWORD. A selection of other tales and fragments round out this new collection of a classic character.

M K Hume Australian author
Death of an Empire (Prophecy 02) Trade Paperback $29.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780755371471
Merlin's epic quest continues as he journeys to Constantinople in search of his father.Myrddion Emrys of Segontium is the product of a brutal rape,
but when King Vortigern hints at his father's identity, Myrddion embarks on a journey across France and Italy to Constantinople. It is a voyage that
is to turn the young healer into a man of great renown. Serving under General Flavius Aetius at the Battle of the Catalaunian Plains, Myrddion saves
the lives of thousands of warriors and, on his arrival in Rome, he heals many more, including Cleoxenes, Envoy to Emperor Theodosius of the East,
on his way to a delegation with Attila the Hun. But a deadlier conflict between Emperor Valentinian of the West and Senator Petronius Maximus is
still to come and Myrddion must use all his strength to carry out his work in a world that is evil.
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Larissa Ione
Passion Unleashed (Demonica 03) B Paperback $19.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780749955724
Forbidden Temptations. Fatal Desires.
Serena Kelley is an archaeologist and treasure hunter - and a woman with a secret. Since she was seven, she's been a keeper of a powerful charm that
grants her health and immortality as long as she stays a virgin. But Serena isn't all that innocent. And when a dangerously handsome stranger brings
her to the brink of ecstasy, she wonders if she's finally met the one man she cannot resist.
Wraith is a Seminus demon with a death wish. But when an old enemy poisons him, he must find Serena and persuade her to give him the only
known antidote in the universe - her charm. Yet, as she begins to surrender to his seductions and Wraith senses the cure is within his grasp, he
realises a horrible truth: he's falling for the woman whose life he must take in order to save his own.

Ecstasy Unveiled (Demonica 04) B Paperback $19.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780749955779
Lore is a Seminus half-breed demon who has been forced to act as his master's assassin. Now to earn his freedom and save his sister's life, he must
complete one last kill. Powerful and ruthless, he'll stop at nothing to carry out this deadly mission.
Idess is an earthbound angel with a wild side sworn to protect the human Lore is targeting. She's determined to thwart her wickedly handsome
adversary by any means necessary - even if that means risking her vow of eternal chastity. But what begins as a simple seduction soon turns into a
passion that leaves both angel and demon craving complete surrender.
Torn between duty and desire, Lore and Idess must join forces as they battle their attraction for each other. Because an enemy from the past is rising
again - one hell-bent on vengeance and unthinkable destruction.

Darynda Jones
Second Grave on the Left (Charley Davidson 02) Trade Paperback $29.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781250002709
When Charley and Cookie (her best friend/receptionist) have to track down a missing woman, the case is not quite as open and shut as they
anticipate. A friend of Cookie's named Mimi disappeared five days earlier. This friend then sends Cookie a cryptic message telling them to meet her
at a nearby coffee shop. The coffee is brewing, but Mimi's still missing. There is, however, a clue left on the bathroom wall: a woman's name,
scribbled by Mimi. Mimi's husband explains that his wife had been acting strange since she found out an old friend of hers from high school had
been murdered a couple weeks prior. The same woman Mimi had named in her message.
Meanwhile, Reyes Alexander Farrow (otherwise known as the Son of Satan. Yes. Literally) has left his corporeal body and is haunting Charley. He's
left his body because he's being tortured by demons who want to lure Charley closer. But Reyes can't let that happen. Because if the demons get to
Charley, they'll have a portal to heaven. And if they have a portal to heavenâ€¦well, let's just say it wouldn't be pretty. Can Charley handle hot nights
with Reyes and even hotter days tracking down a missing woman? Can she keep those she loves out of harm's way? And is there enough coffee and
chocolate in the world to fuel
her as she does?
Here is your signpost for the most hilarious read of the summer: Second Grave On The Left.

Darynda Jones
Third Grave Dead Ahead (Charley Davidson 03) B Paperback $19.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780749956141
Charlie Davidson sees dead people. As grim reaper extraordinaire it's her job to convince them to 'go into the light'. But when these very dead people
have died under less than ideal circumstances (i.e. murder), Charlie dons her Private Investigator hat to solve the crime.

Kathryne Kennedy
The Lord of Illusion (Elven Lords 03) Paperback $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781402236549
Rebel Drystan Hawkes dreams of freeing England and discovers the key to opening the door to Elfhame lies with Camille, a young slave woman, so
Drystan sets off to rescue her and find the key that will send the dreaded elf lords away forever.

Katharine Kerr
Apocalypse to Go (Nola O'Grady 03) Paperback $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780756407094
Nola O'Grady has enough trouble when a were-leopard accuses her of receiving stolen property. But when her younger brother Michael goes
searching for their missing father, he lands himself and his brother, Sean, in a world of hurt-quite literally-in a deviant world version of San
Francisco.
Can Nola and her partner in the Apocalypse Squad, Israeli Interpol agent Ari Nathan, find her brothers in time to save them from death by radiation
poisoning? The search will lead them through a city of secrets, but the worst secret of all lurks at the heart of the only thing Nola loves more than
Ari: her family.

Joe Kimball
Timecaster MP3 CD $29.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781455811793
When one of his wife's clients asks him to investigate a possible murder, Talon Avalon, a timecaster and peace officer in the year 2064, uses a
special device to view the crime and discovers that someone is trying to frame him by taking timecasting to a whole new level. Read by Patrick
Lawlor. Book available.

Stephen King
Mile 81 Paperback $29.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781442349131
Mile 81 is Stand by Me meets Christine, the story of an insatiable car and a heroic kid.At Mile 81 on the Maine Turnpike is a boarded-up rest stop, a
place where high school kids drink and get into the kind of trouble high school kids have always gotten into. It's the place where Pete Simmons,
armed only with the magnifying glass he got for his tenth birthday, finds a discarded bottle of vodka in the boarded up burger shack and drinks
enough to pass out. Not much later, a mud-covered station wagon (which is strange because there hadn't been any rain in New England for over a
week) veers into the Mile 81 rest area, ignoring the sign that says closed, no services. The driver's door opens but nobody gets out.
By the time Pete Simmons wakes up from his vodka nap, there are half a dozen cars at the Mile 81 rest stop. But two kids and a horse are the only
living things left...unless you maybe count the wagon. With the heart of Stand By Me and the genius horror of Christine, Mile 81 is Stephen King
unleashing his imagination as he drives past one of those road signs.
In the bonus story The Dune, originally published in Granta's October 2011 horror issue, retired Florida Supreme Court Judge Harvey Beecher tells
his lawyer about a mysterious sand dune on an unnamed island a short distance off the Gulf coastline of his family's property. Harvey first visited the
island at the age of ten in 1932, after his grandfather, a scoundrel and land speculator who'd created the family fortune, told him Blackbeard's
treasure might be buried there. Traveling to the island became a daily addiction for Harvey and now his lawyer is about to discover the shocking
reason why.
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Jayne Ann Krentz
Copper Beach (Dark Legacy) Hardcover $49.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780399157875
A rare book. An ancient code. An all-new novel from the New York Times-bestselling master of passion and the paranormal.
Within the pages of very rare books some centuries old lie the secrets of the paranormal. Abby Radwell's unusual psychic talent has made her an
expert in such volumes-and sometimes taken her into dangerous territory. After a deadly incident in the private library of an obsessive collector,
Abby receives a blackmail threat, and rumors swirl that an old alchemical text known as The Key has reappeared on the black market.
Convinced that she needs an investigator who can also play bodyguard, she hires Sam Coppersmith, a specialist in paranormal crystals and amber"hot rocks." Passion flares immediately between them, but neither entirely trusts the other. When it comes to dealing with a killer who has
paranormal abilities, and a blackmailer who will stop at nothing to obtain an ancient alchemical code, no one is safe.

Mercedes Lackey
World Divided (Secret World Chronicles 02) Hardcover $49.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781451638011
A follow-up to Invasion finds meta-hero organization Echo and its sometime ally, the Russian CCCP, working to identify the leaders behind the Nazi
robot invasion while halting the spread of a multi-universe plague.

Margo Lanagan Australian author
Sea Hearts Trade Paperback $19.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781742375052
'Why would I? People are uneasy enough with me - if I start bringing up sea-wives, they'll take against me good and proper.'
'It could be secret.'
'Could it?'
On remote Rollrock Island, the sea-witch Misskaella discovers she can draw a girl from the heart of a seal. So, for a price, any man might buy
himself a bride; an irresistibly enchanting sea-wife. But what cost will be borne by the people of Rollrock - the men, the women, the children - once
Misskaella sets her heart on doing such a thing?
Margo Lanagan weaves an extraordinary tale of desire and revenge, of loyalty, heartache and human weakness, and of the unforeseen consequences
of all-consuming love.

Joe R Lansdale
Act of Love Hardcover $75 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781596064171
In 1981, Joe R. Lansdale, then a noted short story writer, published his first novel, a paperback original entitled Act of Love. A ferocious account of
the search for a killer known as the Houston Hacker, Lansdale's debut was written years before the Hannibal Lecter phenomenon left its mark on
American popular culture, years before the serial killer novel became a distinct and highly marketable publishing category. Thirty years after its
initial appearance, this pioneering novel continues to exert a raw but undeniable narrative force.Set in the vividly evoked urban squalor of Houston,
Texas, Act of Love moves with great authority between the disordered mind of a compulsive killer and the increasingly desperate perspectives of the
policemen who hunt him. In the process, it offers a detailed portrait of a complex murder investigation and anatomizes a city under siege, a city held
hostage by a latter day Jack the Ripper.As long time Lansdale readers will note, Act of Love introduces the soon-to-be-familiar figure of homicide
detective Marvin Hanson. More importantly, it introduces, in embryonic form, some characteristic authorial virtues: the deceptively effortless prose,
the flawless sense of place, the graphic depiction of inhuman violence, and the casually profane, instantly recognizable Lansdale humor. Unavailable
for far too long, Act of Love makes a welcome reappearance in this deluxe anniversary edition, which includes the definitive text of the novel, a new
introduction by the author, and a never before published short story featuring Marvin Hanson. The result is a significant and necessary act of
rediscovery and an irresistible gift for Lansdale aficionados old and new.

Rachel Lee
Forever Claimed (Claiming) Paperback $14.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780373618781
Since the death of his claimed mate, the only thing that's kept Luc St. Just's heart beating is his quest for vengeance. His contempt for rogue vampires
runs deep. So when a mysterious woman is brutally attacked, Luc's protective instincts?and his will to live?are suddenly reawakened?.
As a werewolf who can't shape-shift, Dani Makar wants only to lead a "normal" life. But when the magnetically seductive Luc risks his life to save
hers, Dani is torn between everything she believes?and an unstoppable, soul-deep desire.
Fiercely drawn to each other, these two sworn enemies fall into a passionate alliance. But evil's wrath cannot be underestimated, nor its ability to
destroy?.

Alan Lightman
Mr g: Hardcover $49.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780307379993
As I remember, I had just woken up from a nap when I decided to create the universe.
So begins Alan Lightman's playful and profound new novel, Mr g, the story of Creation as told by God. Barraged by the constant advisements and
bickerings of Aunt Penelope and Uncle Deva, who live with their nephew in the shimmering Void, Mr g proceeds to create time, space, and matter.
Then come stars, planets, animate matter, consciousness, and, finally, intelligent beings with moral dilemmas. Mr g is all powerful but not all
knowing and does much of his invention by trial and error.
Even the best-laid plans can go awry, and Mr g discovers that with his creation of space and time come some unforeseen consequencesâ€”especially
in the form of the mysterious Belhor, a clever and devious rival. An intellectual equal to Mr g, Belhor delights in provoking him: Belhor demands an
explanation for the inexplicable, requests that the newly created intelligent creatures not be subject to rational laws, and maintains the necessity of
evil. As Mr g watches his favorite universe grow into maturity, he begins to understand how the act of creation can change himself, the Creator.
With echoes of Calvino, Rushdie, and Saramago, combining science, theology, and moral philosophy, Mr g is a stunningly imaginative work that
celebrates the tragic and joyous nature of existence on the grandest possible scale.

Laurie London
Tempted by Blood

Paperback $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780373776450
Deep within the forests of the Pacific Northwest, the battle for supremacy rages on between two Vampire coalitions:
Guardian enforcers sworn to protect humanity, and Darkbloods, rogues who kill like their ancient ancestors?.
He might be known for his effortless charm, but Guardian Jackson Foss is hiding a terrible secret. For months, he has battled the emergence of his
dark nature?deadly urges that threaten to consume him. And those cravings only intensify when he meets Arianna Wells, the human he's been
assigned to protect. Smart and perceptive, Arianna doesn't seem like a dangerous temptress. Yet she awakens in Jackson an unstoppable need that, if
left unchecked, will brand him a traitor?a crime punishable by death.
But soon their bond may be Arianna's only hope. For stalking her in the shadows is a merciless enemy?one who will stop at nothing to claim her
completely?.
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Pittacus Lore
I Am Number Four (Lorien Legacies 01) Hardcover $39.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780061969553
We may be walking past you right now.
We are watching as you read this.
We may be in your city, your town.
We are living anonymously.
We are waiting for the day when
We will find each other.
We will make our last stand together—if
We win,
We are saved, and
You are saved as well.
If we lose, all is lost.

Power of Six (Lorien Legacies 02) Hardcover $39.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780061974557
I've seen him on the news. Followed the stories about what happened in Ohio. John Smith, out there, on the run. To the world, he's a mystery. But to
me . . . he's one of us.
Nine of us came here, but sometimes I wonder if time has changed us—if we all still believe in our mission. How can I know? There are six of us
left. We're hiding, blending in, avoiding contact with one another . . . but our Legacies are developing, and soon we'll be equipped to fight. Is John
Number Four, and is his appearance the sign I've been waiting for? And what about Number Five and Six? Could one of them be the raven-haired
girl with the stormy eyes from my dreams? The girl with powers that are beyond anything I could ever imagine? The girl who may be strong enough
to bring the six of us together?
They caught Number One in Malaysia.
Number Two in England.
And Number Three in Kenya.
They tried to catch Number Four in Ohio—and failed.
I am Number Seven. One of six still alive.
And I'm ready to fight.

John Love
Faith Trade Paperback $29.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781597803908
Moby Dick meets Duel in John Love's debut novel of Space Opera and Military Science Fiction! Faith is the name humanity has given to the
unknown, seemingly invincible alien ship that has begun to harass the newly emergent Commonwealth. 300 years earlier, the same ship destroyed
the Sakhran Empire, allowing the Commonwealth to expand its sphere of influence. But now Faith has returned! The ship is as devastating as before,
and its attacks leave some Commonwealth solar systems in chaos. Eventually it reaches Sakhra, now an important Commonwealth possession, and it
seems like history is about to repeat itself. But this time, something is waiting: an Outsider, one of the Commonwealth's ultimate warships. Slender
silver ships, full of functionality and crewed by people of unusual abilities, often sociopaths or psychopaths, Outsiders were conceived in back alleys,
built and launched in secret, and commissioned without ceremony. One system away from earth, the Outsider ship Charles Manson makes a stand.
Commander Foord waits with his crew of miscreants and sociopath, hoping to accomplish what no other human has been able to do - to destroy
Faith.

Helen Lowe
Heir of Night (Wall of Night 01) B Paperback $19.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780356500010
The violence of an age-old war casts a long shadow. It falls on a world where mercy is weakness and conflict is a way of life.Young Malian is being
trained to rule. Her people garrison the mountain range known as the Wall of Night against an ancient enemy, keeping a tide of shadow from the rest
of their world. Malian is expected to uphold this tradition, yet she's known little of real danger until the enemy launches a direct attack upon her
fortress home.In the darkest part of the night, the Keep of Winds becomes a bloodbath. Women and children, warriors and priests, are slain by
creatures with twisted magic flowing in their veins. And as the castle wakes to chaos, Malian flees deep into the Old Keep, her life at stake. Then
when the danger is greatest, her own hidden magic flares into life.But this untapped potential is a two-edged blade. If she accepts its power, she must
prepare to pay the price.

H P Mallory
Witchful Thinking (Jolie Wilkins 03) Paperback $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780345531452
Jolie thinks she's seen it all, but life continues to spring surprises. The latest shocker? She's just been crowned Queen of the Underworld. Jolie may
possess a rare gift for reanimating the dead, but she doesn't know the first thing about governing disparate factions of supernatural creatures. She can
barely maintain order in her own chaotic personal life, which is heading into a romantic tailspin.
First there's sexy warlock Rand, the love of her life, from whom Jolie is hiding a devastating secret. Then there's Sinjin, a darkly seductive vampire
and Jolie's sworn protector - athough others suspect he harbors ulterior motives. As the two polar opposite yet magnetic men vie for Jolie's affection,
she must keep her wits about her to balance affairs of state and affairs of her heart. Overwhelmed, under pressure, and longing for love, Jolie decides
it's time to take charge - and show everyone that this queen won't take jack.

Mack Maloney
Operation Sea Ghost (Pirate Hunters 03) Paperback $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780765365231
Forty years ago, a mysterious weapon disappeared in the jungles of Vietnam. Now a notoriously ruthless band of Somali pirates has found it and is
threatening to sell it to Middle-Eastern terrorists. The CIA, desperate to retrieve the weapon and even more anxious to keep Washington out of it,
recruits Team Whiskey, a group of former U.S. military men-turned-pirate hunters, to do their dirty work.
From a secret pirate lair in the Indian Ocean to the most exclusive casino in Monte Carlo, Snake Nolan and his resourceful men have the fight of
their lives on their hands as they race against time to reclaim the deadly weapon before it falls into the wrong hands.
Just when they think the stakes can go no higher, they realize that their quarry is headed for New York City, on a suicide mission that will make the
9-11 attacks look like mere prologue to a catastrophe of unprecedented destruction.
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Mia Marlowe
Touch of A Thief (Touch 01) Trade Paperback $28.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780758263520
Lady Viola Preston can relieve a gentleman of the studs at his wrists without his being any the wiser and pick any lock devised by man in less than a
minute. But she's careful to wear gloves when she steals jewels. When Viola touches a gemstone with herbare skin, it 'speaks' to her, sending
disturbing visions. Still more disturbing is the handsome rogue who catches her red-handed and forces her to join him on the most dangerous and
thrilling adventure of her life

Gail Z Martin
Dread (Fallen Kings Cycle 02) B Paperback $19.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781841499147
This book ends the Fallen Kings duology - an exuberant adventure of swordsmanship, sorcery and a new terror threatening a kingdom in crisis.
Summoner-King Tris Drayke takes what remains of the Margolan army north to fight a war Margolan is ill-prepared to fight, as reports from spies
confirm Tris' worst fear. A new threat rises across the sea: a dark summoner who intends to make the most of the Winter Kingdoms' weakness.
And in Isencroft, King Donelan is assassinated and Tris' wife, Kiara, will now have no choice except to return and claim the crown. But the rogue
mage's agents will go to any length to prevent her from reaching her goal.
Kiara and Tris must discover the truth behind the dark summoner, the mysterious power surrounding their infant son and face the awesome power of
the Dread as they rise from their barrows for the first time in over a millennium.

George R R Martin
Fevre Dream B Paperback $19.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780575083042
Abner Marsh has had his dearest wish come true - he has built the Fevre Dream, the finest steamship ever to sail the Mississippi. Abner hopes to race
the boat some day, but his partner is making it hard for him to realise his ambition. Joshua York put up the money for the Fevre Dream, but now
rumours have started about the company he keeps, his odd eating habits and strange hours. As the Dream sails the great river, it leaves in its wake
one too many dark tales, until Abner is forced to face down the man who helped to make his dreams become reality.

Richard Matheson
Other Kingdoms Trade Paperback $29.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780765327697
Arriving in a pastoral English village to recover from his experiences in World War I, a young American soldier ignores rumors about malevolent
spirits in a nearby wood until a frightening encounter leads him into the arms of an alluring red-haired woman believed to be a witch. By the awardwinning author of I Am Legend.

James Maxey
Greatshadow (Dragon Apocalypse) Paperback $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781907992728
Greatshadow is the primal dragon of fire, an elemental evil whose malign intelligence spies upon mankind through every candle flame, waiting to
devour any careless victim he can claim.
The Church of the Book has assembled a team of twelve battle-hardened adventurers to slay the dragon once and for all. But tensions run high
between the leaders of the team who view the mission as a holy duty and the super-powered mercenaries who add power to their ranks, who view the
mission primarily as a chance to claim Greatshadow's vast treasure trove. If the warriors fail to slay the beast, will they doom mankind to death by
fire?

T C McCarthy
Exogene (Subterrene War 02 MP3) MP3 CD $60 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781455126446
When Catherine, a soldier bred by scientists, and her sisters, who only know death, are discharged, they will do anything to survive and realize their
dreams of life. Read by Donald Corren.

Rachel McClellan
Fractured Light Hardcover $32.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781599559421
After her parents' death, Llona decides she wants nothing to do with the gift she inherited of manipulating light and transferring its calming energy to
others.

Lyn McConchie
The Questing Road Paperback $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780765361929
Searching for a stolen foal, several farming folk inadvertently cross through a gateway into a different world. Not long after, the lord and lady of a
nearby keep begin a trip to find the sire of the lady's empathic cat. They too traverse a gate unwittingly and find themselves in the same strange
world.
On the other side of the gate the two groups meet and discover that the world they have entered is in great danger. The foal has been stolen to be
sacrificed as part of a scheme to loose a horde of demons upon the world. Somehow the cat and the foal are the keys to the possible salvation of this
world, which may prove a home to them and their owners - or their doom.

Will McIntosh
Hitchers Hardcover $49.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781597803359
After a terrorist attack in Atlanta kills 500,000 people and causes the dead to half-possess many of the survivors, Finn Darby must surmount his own
ghostly "Hitcher"--his abusive, deceased grandfather--if he is going to find a way to send the dead back to where they came from.

Richelle Mead
Shadow Heir (Dark Swan 04) Trade Paperback $32.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780593068649
The Otherworld, a mystic land inextricably linked to our own - and balanced precariously on one woman's desperate courage...Shaman-for-hire
Eugenie Markham strives to keep the mortal realm safe from trespassing entities. But as the Thorn Land's prophecy-haunted queen, there's no refuge
for her and her soon-to-be-born-children when a mysterious blight begins to devastate the Otherworld...The spell-driven source of the blight isn't the
only challenge to Eugenie's instincts. Fairy king Dorian is sacrificing everything to help, but Eugenie can't trust the synergy drawing them back
together. The uneasy truce between her and her shape shifter ex-lover Kiyo is endangered by secrets he can't - or won't - reveal. And as a formidable
force rises to also threaten the human world, Eugenie must use her own cursed fate as a weapon - and risk the ultimate sacrifice…
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Theresa Meyers
The Half-Breed Vampire Paperback $14.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780373618798
Ignorant of his true heritage, half-breed Slade Donovan is fated to feel like an outsider among his clan. Until a mysterious woman arrives with the
ability to unlock his secrets?and make him crave a future he never believed he could have?.
As a game warden, Raina Ravenwing has only one mission in the Cascade Mountains: to hunt down a pack of rare wolves that is terrorizing her
tribe. Her instant attraction to Slade is a distraction the beautiful wolf whisperer can't afford, unless she agrees to let him help her. Yet working so
closely together only intensifies their passion?even as the unfolding truth of Slade's identity threatens everything Raina holds sacred.

Walter M Miller
A Canticle for Leibowitz MP3 CD $60 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781455120246
First published in 1959 to critical acclaim and enduring popularity, the classic novel follows the struggle of the Monks of the Order of Saint
Leibowitz to preserve the remnants of civilization after a nuclear war and wield them against tyranny. Read by Tom Weiner. Book available.

Karen Marie Moning
Darkfever (Fever 01) Paperback $17.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780575108493
'My philosophy is pretty simple: any day nobody's trying to kill me is a good day in my book. I haven't had many good days lately.'
MacKayla Lane's life is good. She has great friends, a decent job and a car that only breaks down every other week or so. In other words, she's your
perfectly ordinary twenty-first-century woman. Or so she thinks
When her sister is murdered, leaving a single clue to her death - a cryptic message on Mac's cell phone - Mac journeys to Ireland in search of
answers. The quest to find her sister's killer draws her into a shadowy realm where nothing is as it seems, where good and evil wear the same
treacherously seductive mask. She is soon faced with an even greater challenge: staying alive long enough to learn how to handle a power she had no
idea she possessed - a gift that allows her to see beyond the world of man, into the dangerous realm of the Fae.

Bloodfever (Fever 02) Paperback $17.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780575108516
I used to be your average, everyday girl but all that changed one night in Dublin when I saw my first Fae, and got dragged into a world of deadly
immortals and ancient secrets
In her fight to stay alive, MacKayla must find the Sinsar Dubh - a million-year-old book of the blackest magic imaginable, which holds the key to
power over the worlds of both the Fae and Man. Pursued by assassins, surrounded by mysterious figures she knows she can't trust, Mac finds herself
torn between two deadly and powerful men: V'lane, the immortal Fae Prince and Jericho Barrons, a man as irresistible as he is dangerous.
For centuries the shadowy realm of the Fae has coexisted with that of humans. Now the walls between the two are coming down and Mac is the only
thing that stands between them.

Faefever (Fever 03) Paperback $17.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780575108530
Recommended by Charlaine Harris, author of the series that inspired HBO's hit series TRUE BLOOD, this new #1 Bestselling series will take
readers by storm!
When MacKayla Lane receives a page torn from her dead sister's journal, she is stunned by Alina's desperate words. And now MacKayla knows that
her sister's killer is close. But evil is closer. And suddenly the sidhe-seer is on the hunt: For answers. For revenge. And for an ancient book of dark
magic so evil that it corrupts anyone who touches it.
Mac's quest for the Sinsar Dubh takes her into the mean, shapeshifting streets of Dublin, with a suspicious cop on her tail. Forced into a dangerous
triangle of alliance with V'lane, a lethal Fae prince and Jericho Barrons, a man of deadly secrets, Mac is soon locked in a battle for her body, mind
and soul.

Dreamfever (Fever 04) Paperback $17.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780575108561
When the walls between Man and Fae come crashing down, freeing the insatiable, immortal Unseelie from their icy prison, MacKayla Lane is caught
in a deadly trap. Captured by the Fae Lord Master, she is left with no memory of who or what she is.
Clawing her way back from oblivion is only the first step Mac must take down a perilous path, from the battle-filled streets of Dublin to the
treacherous politics of an ancient, secret sect, through the tangled lies of men who claim to be her allies into the illusory world of the Fae themselves,
where nothing is as it seems - and Mac is forced to face a soul-shattering truth.

Shadowfever (Fever 05) Paperback $17.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780575108585
In an epic battle between humans and Fae, the hunter becomes the hunted when the Sinsar Dubh turns on Mac and begins mowing a deadly path
through those she loves. Who can she turn to? Who can she trust? Who is the woman haunting her dreams? More important, who is Mac herself and
what is the destiny she glimpses in the black and crimson designs of an ancient tarot card?
From the luxury of the Lord Master's penthouse to the sordid depths of an Unseelie nightclub, from the erotic bed of her lover to the terrifying bed of
the Unseelie King, Mac's journey will force her to face the truth of her exile and to make a choice that will either save the world or destroy it.

David Moody
Disintegration (Autumn 04) Trade Paperback $29.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780575091436
The dead are disintegrating...but now they are also becoming self-aware. And they will do anything they have to, to survive!
Forty days have passed since the end of the world began. Billions of people were killed in less than half a day and now the entire world is rotting.
Everything is disintegrating
Survivors are few and far between in this deadly environment and those who are still alive are forced to deal with a nightmare situation: the scale of
the devastation is unprecedented. The shadowy landscape is swarming with the dead, their decaying bodies deteriorating day by day. Limited by
their appalling physical condition, the only emotions they are able to display are anger, rage and hate and yet, remarkably, they are becoming more
controlled. They are becoming self-aware and they will defend themselves at all costs.
A group of eleven men and woman have managed to survive against the odds, protected by the geography of the land and sheltering in a derelict
block of flats. They have been surrounded for weeks, but they have always been in control. Until now. For the bodies are advancing. The situation is
changing.
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Elizabeth Moon
Kings of the North (Paladin's Legacy 02) Paperback $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780345524171
Peace and order have been restored to the kingdoms of Tsaia and Lyonya, thanks to the crowning of Mikeli of Tsaia and the half-elven mercenary
Kieri Phelan as their respective kings. But trouble is brewing. Mikeli cannot rule safely as long as the few remaining Verrakaien magelords are at
large. And a strange rift has developed between Kieri and his grandmother and co-ruler, the immortal elven queen known as the Lady. Meanwhile,
both monarchs are targets of the ex-pirate Alured, who plots to seize their thrones for himself—and to the north, the aggressive kingdom of Pargun
seems poised to invade. As threats of war, from without and within, divide the two kings, old alliances and the bonds of friendship will be tested as
never before. And a shocking discovery will change everything.

C E Murphy
Raven Calls (Walker Papers 07) Trade Paperback $29.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780373803439
Something wicked this way comes?
Suddenly, being bitten by a werewolf is the least of Joanne Walker's problems.
Her personal life in turmoil, her job as a cop over, she's been called to Ireland by the magic within her. And though Joanne's skills have grown by
leaps and bounds, Ireland's magic is old and very powerful?.
In fact, this is a case of unfinished business. Because the woman Joanne has come to Ireland to rescue is the woman who sacrificed everything for
Joanne?the woman who died a year ago. Now, through a slip in time, she's in thrall to a dark power and Joanne must battle darkness, time and the
gods themselves to save her.

Adam L G Nevill
The Ritual Trade Paperback $29.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780312641849
When four old University friends set off into the Scandinavian wilderness of the Arctic Circle, they aim to briefly escape the problems of their lives
and reconnect with one another. But when Luke, the only man still single and living a precarious existence, finds he has little left in common with his
well-heeled friends, tensions rise. With limited experience between them, a shortcut meant to ease their hike turns into a nightmare scenario that
could cost them their lives. Lost, hungry, and surrounded by forest untouched for millennia, Luke figures things couldn't possibly get any worse. But
then they stumble across an old habitation. Ancient artefacts decorate the walls and there are bones scattered upon the dry floors. The residue of old
rites and pagan sacrifice for something that still exists in the forest. Something responsible for the bestial presence that follows their every step. As
the four friends stagger in the direction of salvation, they learn that death doesn't come easy among these ancient trees . . .

Stan Nicholls
Inferno (Orcs Bad Blood 03) Trade Paperback $32.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780575078086
Stan Nicholls' Orcs have found an army of followers. These are Orcs who have fought a vicious battle for survival against the encroaching plague of
humanity as it has poured across their world and the worlds of others.
Now, in this the sixth volume, the battle reaches a bloody conclusion where the Orcs will need all their legendary martial prowess and their notorious
brutality to survive.

Philip Palmer
Artemis Paperback $22.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781841499451
A rip-roaring space adventure set in our far-future, from an author who has received multiple accolades from the Guardian, SFX, SciFi Now,
SFRevu and blog enthusiasts.
Artemis McIvor is a stone-cold killer and a bibliophile. Raised on the library planet of Rebus, she has a love of books in a future where reading is a
lost art. But unfortunately, her story doesn't end there. Artemis has been sentenced to incarceration for multiple murders and she's innocent of these,
but guilty of many more which haven't yet come to light. Within days of arrival Artemis is planning her escape, but behind this is a darker strategy.
She needs freedom to take revenge on those who have wronged her - and her vengeance is mighty indeed.
Yet when she is recaptured, she is faced with a surprising choice that turns out to be no choice at all. She'll have her liberty if she becomes a guerrilla
warrior, fighting rebels targeting Earth. Despite being part of a motley crew of criminals and psychopaths, she'd be one of the good guys for the very
first time, fighting a war that is all that stands between civilization and depravity. Or if she says no, it'll be the last decision she ever makes.

Sarah Pinborough
The Shadow of the Soul (Dog-Faced Gods 02) B Paperback $22.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780575089518
His dead brother has set DI Cass Jones a task from beyond the grave: to find his baby, Cass' nephew, stolen at birth...
DI Cass Jones is still dealing with the fallout of uncovering a major conspiracy within his own police station when a terrorist attack rocks London
and he finds himself called on to help with the investigation. At the same time he has his own investigation to worry about: young people are dying,
apparently committing suicide - and they're all linked by the phrase Chaos in the Darkness, scrawled or sent as their last message to the world.
Then he's given a note from his dead brother Christian, written before his murder: the three words - 'They took Luke' - opens up a whole new can of
worms, because Cass knows immediately who They are: Mr Bright and the shadowy Network. His dead brother has set him a task from beyond the
grave - to find the baby, his nephew, stolen at birth.
And as Cass tries to divide his time between all three investigations, it's not long before he discovers links, where there should not be. The
mysterious Mr Bright is once again pulling his strings and there's nothing DI Cass Jones hates more

Terry Pratchett
Going Postal Anniversary Edition (Discworld 29) B Paperback $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780552154321
Moist von Lipwig was a con artist and a fraud and a man faced with a life choice: be hanged, or put Ankh-Morpork's ailing postal service back on its
feet.
It was a tough decision.
But he's got to see that the mail gets though, come rain, hail, sleet, dogs, the Post Office Workers Friendly and Benevolent Society, the evil chairman
of the Grand Trunk Semaphore Company, and a midnight killer.
Getting a date with Adora Bell Dearheart would be nice, too.
Maybe it'll take a criminal to succeed where honest men have failed, or maybe it's a death sentence either way. Or perhaps there's a shot at
redemption in the mad world of the mail, waiting for a man who's prepared to push the envelope...

Terry Pratchett & Neil Gaiman
Good Omens (Anniversary Edition)

B Paperback $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780552159845
According to the Nice and Accurate Prophecies of Agnes Nutter - the world's only totally reliable guide to the future - the world will end on a
Saturday. Next Saturday, in fact. Just after tea…
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Kalayna Price
Grave Witch (01) B Paperback $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780241956656
Just because Grave Witch Alex Craft can speak to the dead, doesn't mean she has to like what they have to say . . .
As a private investigator and consultant for the police, Alex has seen a lot of dark magic. But even though she's on good terms with Death himself,
nothing has prepared her for her latest case. Alex is investigating a high-profile murder when she's attacked by the ghost she is raising - which should
be impossible. To top off her day, someone makes a serious attempt on her life. Luckily, Death steps in to save her - guess that means he likes having
her around?
To solve this case, Alex will have to team up with tough homicide detective Falin Andrews. Andrews seems to be hiding something, although it's
certainly not his dislike of Alex. Despite all that, Alex is going to need his help to navigate the tangled webs of real-world and paranormal politics,
and to track down a killer wielding a magic so malevolent, it may cost Alex not just her life, but also her soul . . .

Melanie Rawn
Touchstone (Glass Thorns 01) Hardcover $49.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780765323620
Longing to develop his considerable theatrical talents in a world where the fine arts incorporate spell-craft, Cayden, a rebellious descendant of
multiple magical races, rejects his aristocratic heritage and combines the powers of Merlin, Shakespeare and John Lennon in an effort to become an
honored artist.

Katie Reus
Alpha Instinct (Moon Shifter 01) Paperback $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780451236098
Ana Cordona has been a strong leader for the few remaining lupine shifters in her pack. But with no pack male, they're vulnerable to the devious
shifter Taggart, who wants to claim both their ranch and Ana as his own. When Connor Armstrong comes back into her life, promising protection as
the Alpha male, it's almost enough to make Ana forget how he walked out on her before.
But Taggart and his rival pack are not their only enemies. A human element in town is targeting shifters. Their plan not only threatens Ana and
Connor's future-but the existence of the entire pack.

Anne Rice
The Wolf Gift
The Wolf Gift

Hardcover $49.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780307595119
Trade Paperback $32.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780701187453
The time is the present.
The place, the rugged coast of Northern California. A bluff high above the Pacific. A grand mansion full of beauty and tantalizing history set against
a towering redwood forest.
A young reporter on assignment from the San Francisco Observer . . . An older woman welcoming him into her magnificent family home that he has
been sent to write about and that she must sell with some urgency . . . A chance encounter between two unlikely people . . . An idyllic nightshattered
by horrific unimaginable violence, the young man inexplicably attacked bitten by a beast he cannot see in the rural darkness . . . A violent episode
that sets in motion a terrifying yet seductive transformation, as the young man, caught between ecstasy and horror, between embracing who he is
evolving into and fearing what he will become, soon experiences the thrill of the wolf gift.
As he resists the paradoxical pleasure and enthrallment of his wolfen savagery and delights in the power and (surprising) capacity for good, he is
caught up in a strange and dangerous rescue and is desperately hunted as the Man Wolf by authorities, the media, and scientists (evidence of DNA
threatens to reveal his dual existence) . . . As a new and profound love enfolds him, questions emerge that propel him deeper into his mysterious new
world: questions of why and how he has been given this gift; of its true nature and the curious but satisfying pull towards goodness; of the profound
realization that there may be others like him who are watching, guardian creatures who have existed throughout time who possess ancient secrets and
alchemical knowledge. And throughout it all, the search for salvation for a soul tormented by a new realm of temptations, and the fraught,
exhilarating journey, still to come, of being and becoming, fully, both wolf and man.

J D Robb
Celebrity in Death (Eve Dallas 33) Hardcover $54.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780399158308
Celebrity in Death (Eve Dallas 33) Trade Paperback $32.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780749955960
Lieutenant Eve Dallas is no party girl, but she's managing to have a reasonably good time at the celebrity-packed bash celebrating The Icove
Agenda, a film based on one of her famous cases. It's a little spooky seeing the actress playing her, who looks almost like her long-lost twin. Not as
unsettling, though, as seeing the actress who plays Peabody drowned in the lap pool on the roof of the director's luxury building. Now she's at the
center of a crime scene-and Eve is more than ready to get out of her high heels and strap on her holster and step into the role she was born to play:
cop.

Madeleine Roux
Sadie Walker is Stranded (Outbreak 02) Trade Paperback $29.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780312658915
The lurching, lunging, laugh-filled sequel to Allison Hewitt is Trapped. Spring is in the air, and a radical group of "Repopulationists"-- better known
as Rabbits--are restless and ready to multiply. Unfortunately, these zealots manage to destroy a crucial barrier in north Seattle, unleashing the undead
into the city. It's not good news for Sadie Walker, who's trying to live a normal life and raise her nephew in peace--when he's kidnapped by Rabbits.
Now she's got to fight off zombies and zanies and sail a shipload of survivors to safety when she'd love to tell them all to get a life. But hey, it is the
zombie apocalypse, after all…

Rudy Rucker
Nested Scrolls

Hardcover $49.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780765327529
Nested Scrolls reveals the true life adventures of Rudolf von Bitter â€œRudyâ€? Ruckerâ€”mathematician, transrealist author, punk rocker, and
computer hacker. It begins with aÂ young boy growing up in Louisville, Kentucky, the son of a businessman father who becomes a clergyman, and a
mother descended from the philosopher Hegel. His career goals? To explore infinity, popularize the fourth dimension, seek the gnarl, become a
beatnik writer, and father a family.
All the while Rudy is reading science fiction and beat poetry, and beginning to write some pretty strange fiction of his ownâ€”a blend of Philip K.
Dick and hard SF that qualifies him as part of the original circle of writers in the early 1980s that includes Bruce Sterling, William Gibson, John
Shirley, and Lewis Shiner, who wereÂ the founders of cyberpunk.
At one level, Rucker's genial and unfettered memoir brings us a first-hand account of how he and his contemporaries ushered in our postmodern
world. At another, this is the wry and moving tale of a man making his way from one turbulent century to the next.
Nested Scrolls is like its author: sweet, gentle, honest, and intellectually fierce.
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Fred Saberhagen
Berserker Prime (Berserker) MP3 CD $60 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781433230899
As the dreaded Berserkers threaten the Twin Worlds of Prairie and Timber, kidnapping the planets' president and reprogramming him to suit their
own violent agenda, only the Huveans, invaders from another planet, can save the Twin Worlds' inhabitants from complete annihilation. Read by
Paul Michael Garcia.

Brandon Sanderson
Warbreaker B Paperback $22.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780575097469
Magic as you have never seen it before from the international bestseller.
WARBREAKER is the story of two sisters, who happen to be princesses, the God King one of them has to marry, a lesser god and an immortal
trying to undo the mistakes he made hundreds of years ago.
Theirs is a world in which those who die in glory return as gods to live confined to a pantheon in Hallandren's capital city. A world transformed by
BioChromatic magic, a power based on an essence known as breath. Using magic is arduous: breath can only be collected one unit at a time from
individual people.
But the rewards are great: by using breath and drawing upon the color in everyday objects, all manner of miracles and mischief can be performed.
Brandon Sanderson proves again that he is a master of what Tolkien called 'secondary creation,' the invention of whole worlds, complete with magics
and myths all their own.

Karl Schroeder
Ashes of Candesce (Virga 05) Hardcover $54.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780765324924
A world of endless sky, with no land, no gravity:Â this is Virga. Beginning in the seminal science fiction novel Sun of Suns, the saga of this striking
world has introduced us to the people of stubborn pride and resilience who have made Virga their home; but also, always lurking beyond the walls of
the world, to the mysterious threat known only as Artificial Nature. In The Sunless Countries, history tutor Leal Hieronyma Maspeth became the first
human in centuries to learn the true nature of this threat. Her reward was exile, but now, in Ashes of Candesce, Artificial Nature makes its final bid
to destroy Virga, and it is up to Leal to unite the quarrelling clans of her world to fight the threat.
Ashes of Candesce brings together all the heroes of the Virga series, and draws the diverse threads of the previous storylines together into one
climactic conflict. Blending steampunk styling with a far-future setting and meditations on the posthuman condition, Ashes of Candesce mixes high
adventure and cutting-edge ideas in a fitting climax to one of science fiction's most innovative series.

Gena Showalter
The Darkest Sedcution (Lords of the Underworld 09) Paperback $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780373776573
At long last, New York Times bestselling author Gena Showalter unveils the story of Paris, the darkest and most tormented Lord of the
Underworld?.
Possessed by the demon of Promiscuity, immortal warrior Paris is irresistibly seductive?but his potent allure comes at a terrible price. Every night he
must bed someone new, or weaken and die. And the woman he craves above all others is the one woman he'd thought was forever beyond his reach until now.
Newly possessed by the demon of Wrath, Sienna Blackstone is racked by a ruthless need to punish those around her. Yet in Paris's arms, the
vulnerable beauty finds soul-searing passion and incredible peace. Until a blood feud between ancient enemies heats up.
Will the battle against gods, angels and creatures of the night bind them eternally - or tear them apart?

Gena Showalter & Jill Monroe
Dating the Undead: Loving the Immortal Man Trade Paperback $32.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780373892525
In this hilarious parody of popular women's magazines, two best-selling paranormal romance authors offer a wealth of advice for dating vampires,
werewolves, zombies, angels and other members of the undead community.

Nalini Singh
Angel's Flight (Guild Hunter) A Paperback $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780425246818
Including a never-before-published Guild Hunter story, this breathtakingly sensual collection includes Angels' Wolf, in which a vampire becomes
fascinated by the angel who rules Lousiana, Angels' Judgment and Angels' Pawn.

Bertrice Small
A Distant Tomorrow (World of Hetar 02) Paperback $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780373776528
The time of peace is over. After the murder of her husband, Lara?half faerie, half human?must leave the home she has made in the Outlands and
follow the destiny that has long called her. Using her brilliant sword and even sharper mind, Lara must journey toward the coast, seeking alliances to
protect the future of her land. But when treachery binds her once more in chains, the green-eyed beauty is taken far beyond the world she knows.
Only there will she discover that destiny has a mind of its own?and that true passion knows no boundaries.

Thomas E Sniegoski
A Hundred Words for Hate (Remy Chandler 04) Paperback $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780451464125
As an angel, Remy possesses powers he puts to good use in his profession as a PI. And when the Garden of Eden suddenly reappears, he needs them
more than ever. Because there are those who want him to find a key that will open the Gates of Eden, and those who will do anything to keep them
closed.
Desperate for help, he turns to a very old acquaintance-a fallen angel who is sometimes friend, sometimes foe, and always deadly.

Elisabeth Staab
King of Darkness

Paperback $17.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781402263156
ETERNAL COMMITMENT IS NOT ON HER AGENDA...
Scorned by the vampire community for her lack of power, Isabel Anthony lives a carefree existence masquerading as humanâ€”although drifting
through the debauched human nightlife, she prefers the patrons' blood to other indulgences. But when she meets the sexy, arrogant king of the
vampires, this party-girl's life turns dark and dangerous.
BUT TIME'S RUNNING OUT FOR THE KING OF THE VAMPIRES...
Dead-set on finding the prophesied mate who will unlock his fiery powers, Thad Morgan must find his queen before their race is destroy ed. Their
enemies are gaining ground, and Thad needs his powers to unite his subjects. But when his search leads him to the defiant Isabel, he wonders if fate
had gotten it seriously wrong…
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Amanda Stevens
The Restorer Paperback $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780778314004
Never acknowledge the dead.
Never stray far from hallowed ground.
Never get close to the haunted.
Never, ever tempt fate.
My name is Amelia Gray. I'm a cemetery restorer who sees ghosts. In order to protect myself from the parasitic nature of the dead, I've always held
fast to these rules passed down from my father?until now.
Detective John Devlin needs my help to find a killer, but he is haunted by ghosts who shadow his every move. To warn him would be to invite them
into my life. I've vowed to keep my distance, but the pull of his magnetism grows ever stronger even as the headstone symbols lead me closer to
truth and to the gossamer veil that separates this world from the next.

Peter Straub
Mrs God Hardcover $47.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781605983042
Esswood House. Home and estate of the Seneschal family, aristocratic patrons of the literary arts for well over a hundred years. D. H. Lawrence, T.
S. Eliot, Ford Madox Ford, and Henry James were privileged to call themselves guests and Esswood Fellows. Even minor poets such as Isobel
Standish found in Esswood a respite from the outer world and its refined atmosphere an inspiration for her work. There was always talk of a hidden
secret in Esswood's past, and the Seneschal children were often so pale and sickly, but don't all English manor houses have a few ghost stories to call
their own?
When Professor William Standish receives the rare honor of an Esswood Fellowship, and the chance to study Isobel's private manuscripts at close
hand, he is thrilled beyond his wildest ambitions. But something seems slightly off at Esswood House. He hears faint laughter in the halls, the pitterpattering of small feet in the night; strange faces appear in the windows of the library, and there are those giant dollhouses in the basement . . .
Never before published as a separate volume, Mrs. God is a very different kind of ghost story from one of America's most celebrated authors.

Michael J Sullivan
Theft of Swords (Riyria Revelations 01, 02) Paperback $19.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780356501062
They killed the King. They pinned it on two men. They made a bad decision...Royce Melborn is a superb thief, his partner, Hadrian Blackwater is a
skilled mercenary. Together they make a profitable living as agents-for-hire to wealthy nobles until someone sets them up to take the blame for the
murder of the king.Captured and sentenced to death the two are saved by an unlikely woman with a simple demand that will change the lives of the
thieves, the course of a kingdom and the foundation of an empire.

Rise of Empire (Riyria Revelations 03, 04) B Paperback $19.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780356501079
A fast-paced tale of treachery and adventure, sword fighting and magic, myth and legend.
The birth of the Nyphron Empire has brought war to Melengar. To save her kingdom, Princess Arista runs a desperate gamble when she defies her
brother and hires Royce and Hadrian to perform a dangerous mission behind the enemy's lines.
As the power of the Nyphron Empire grows, so does Royce's suspicion that the wizard Esrahaddon is using the thieves as pawns in his own shadowy
struggle for power.
To find the truth, he must unravel the secret of Hadrian's past. What he discovers leads the thieves to the ends of the world on a journey amid
treachery and betrayals, forcing Hadrian to face a past he hoped never to see again.

Heir of Novron (Riyria Revelations 05, 06) Trade Paperback $29.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780316187718
Heir of Novron (Riyria Revelations 05, 06) B Paperback $19.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780356501086
The New Empire intends to mark its victory over the Nationalists with a bloody celebration. On the high holiday of Wintertide, the Witch of
Melengar will be burned and the Heir of Novron executed. On that same day the Empress faces a forced marriage, with a fatal accident soon follow.
The New Empire is confident in the totality of its triumph but there's just one problem-Royce and Hadrian have finally found the true Heir of
Novron---and they have their own holiday plans.
When author Michael J. Sullivan self-published the first books of his Riyria Revelations series online, they rapidly became ebook bestsellers. Now,
Orbit is pleased to present the complete series for the first time in bookstores everywhere.
Heir of Novron is the final volume of The Riyria Revelations and includes Wintertide and ---available for the first time--- the final volume,
Percepliquis.

Joan Swan
Fever Trade Paperback $28.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780758266385
With nothing left to lose, Teague Creek, determined to escape from prison--and from those who want to exploit his strange abilities, takes Dr. Alyssa
Foster hostage--a bold move that leads to explosive passion.

David Tallerman
Giant Thief (Tales of Easie Damasco) Paperback $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780857662118
When Easie Damasco makes off with a warlord's treasure, including a special stone that controls magically-enslaved giants, he has an entire army of
mercenaries on his tail.

Sheri S Tepper
The Waters Rising (Plague of Angels 02) B Paperback $22.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780575094963
The long-awaited sequel to A PLAGUE OF ANGELS.
The long-awaited and much-demanded sequel to A PLAGUE OF ANGELS, continuing the story of Abasio, once a farmboy, now, so Blue, his
talking horse, is happy to inform people, a man who goes hither and thither helping orphans in this world where renascent mythical beasts and fairy
tale 'archetypes' now live.
And when he comes agross little Xulai from Tingawan, one of the Ten Thousand Islands, far across the western Sea, she informs him that she too is
an orphan and implores his help carrying out the last request of the Princess Xu-i-lok, who has been dying since the day she married Duke Justinian,
who refused the royal order to marry Alicia, the Prince's sister.
Xulai is Princess Xu-i-lok's Soul Carrier and the task she must complete means visiting the scary forest in the dead of night - but it is the only thing
that will bring the princess a measure of peace. Abasio, helper of orphans, promises though she must do this alone, he will be near, to aid her if
necessary and it is, for there are dark things abroad
And Xulai's job is not yet done, for with the princess now dead, the grieving Duke is left a widower - and Alicia, Duchess Altamont, still wishes to
marry him. It's not just the man she wants, but his lands too and her plans do not bode well for anyone except her.
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Rob Thurman
Nightlife (Cal leandros 01) B Paperback $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780241956632
'There are monsters among us. There always have been and there always will be. I've known that since I can remember, just like I've always known
that I was one . . . Well, half of anyway.'
Cal Leandros is 19. He eats junk food, he doesn't clean up after himself and fights with his half brother Niko. It's a fairly normal life, but for the fact
that Cal and Niko are constantly on the run. Cal's father has been after him for the last four years. And given that he's a monster whose dark lineage
is the stuff of nightmares they really don't want him and his entire otherworldly race catching up with them. But Cal is about to learn why they want
him, why they've always wanted him - he is the key to unleashing their hell on earth.
Meanwhile the bright lights of the Big Apple shine on, oblivious to the fact that the fate of the human world will be decided in the fight of Cal and
Niko's lives . . .

James Treadwell
Advent Trade Paperback $24.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781444728477
Magic is returning - and the world will be utterly changed. The first of a debut fantasy trilogy by an exciting new talent.
For centuries it has been locked away. Lost beneath the sea. Warded from earth, air, water, fire, spirits, thought and sight. But now magic is rising to
the world once more. And a boy called Gavin, who thinks only that he is a city kid with parents who hate him, and knows only that he sees things no
one else will believe, is boarding a train, alone, to Cornwall.
When he arrives, there is no one there to meet him.

James R Tuck `
Blood and Bullets (Deacon Chalk, Occult Bounty Hunter) Paperback $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780758271471
After barely escaping a vampire ambush, bounty hunter Deacon Chalk, saddled with an inexperienced newbie hunter, must stop a malevolent force
controlling both the living and the undead, while eluding the cursed immortals on his trail.

John Updike
The Widows of Eastwick (Eastwick 02) B Paperback $22.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780141038032
The spellbinding sequel to THE WITCHES OF EASTWICK
More than three decades have passed since the witches of Eastwick – Alexandra, Jane, and Sukie – weaved their wicked spell on the sleepy Rhode
Island town. Since then the three divorcées have left, remarried, and become widows. Meeting up again, they decide to go back to Eastwick one last
time. But what enchantments will they find?
There may no longer be a diabolical Darryl Van Horne, but memory – as much as magic – continues to haunt the town. For among the familiar
streets, where the witches enjoyed their status as free, lusty and empowered women, there are those who remember them, and wish them ill . . .

Catherynne Valente
Deathless Trade Paperback $29.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780765326317
Koschei the Deathless is to Russian folklore what giants or wicked witches are to European culture: the villain of countless stories which have been
passed on through story and text for generations. Valente's take on the legend brings the action to modern times, spanning many of the great
developments of Russian history in the twentieth century.
Deathless, however, is no dry, historical tome: it lights up like fire as the young Marya Morevna transforms from a clever peasant girl to Koschei's
beautiful bride, to his eventual undoing. Along the way there are Stalinist house elves, magical quests, secrecy and bureaucracy, and games of lust
and power. All told, Deathless is a collision of magical history and actual history, of revolution and mythology, of love and death, that will bring
Russian myth to life in a stunning new incarnation.

David Weber, Jane Lindskold, Timothy Zahn, et al et al
In Fire Forged (Honorverse Anthology 05) Paperback $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781451638035
A new collection of stories set in the Honorverse includes a new Honor Harrington novella by David Weber himself, set in Honor's younger years, as
well as contributions by best-selling authors Jane Lindskold and Timothy Zahn.

Walter Jon Williams
The Fourth Wall Trade Paperback $27.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780316133395
The Fourth Wall B Paperback $22.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781841498256
Dagmar Shaw got out of the game... and into the movies.
Sean is a washed-up child actor reduced to the lowest dregs of reality television to keep himself afloat. His life was a downward spiral of alcoholism,
regret, and failure... until he met Dagmar.
Except Sean has secrets, dark even for the Hollywood treadmill of abuse, addiction, and rehab. And Dagmar is a cipher. There are dark rumors about
her past, the places she's been, the things she was involved in. People tend to die around her and now, she wants Sean for something. A movie, she
says, but with her history, who's to say what her real game is?

Laura Wright
Eternal Hunger (Mark of the Vampire 01) B Paperback $19.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780749956288
Alexander Roman wants nothing to do with the controlling rulers of his vampire breed, but as a new threat to the pureblood vampires emerges,
Alexander's ties to the past are forced upon him and without warning, he finds himself disoriented, terrified and near death at the door of a stranger.
Dr Sara Donohue is dedicated to removing the traumatic memories of her patients - like those of the stranger at her front door. But what he tells her
of his past is too astonishing to be anything more than the delusion of a madman.
Then, as their worlds collide, Sara and Alexander are bound as one becomes hunter and the other prey. And Sara's only chance of survival is to
surrender to the final - and most unimaginable - desire of her life.

Eternal Kiss (Mark of the Vampire 02) B Paperback $19.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780749956332
His father unknown, his mother dead, Nicholas Roman was raised by the vampire Breed with one wish: to live as a normal vampire. But once he's
transformed against his will into a gifted immortal, Nicholas now has one goal: to stop the Eternal Order of vampires from controlling his life. Then
comes a beautiful stranger with a startling secret
Vampire Kate Everborne claims she's sheltering Nicholas' long lost son. If this is true, then who is the mother? And how endangered are they if,
indeed, Nicholas does possess the bloodline so coveted by the Order?
These are questions that with every seductive whisper and every silken touch draw Nicholas and Kate intimately closer and nearer still to the truth.
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Laura Wright
Eternal Captive (Mark of the Vampire 03) B Paperback $19.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780749956387
When the Eternal Breed's badboy vamp Lucian Roman is faced with his biggest fear - becoming the next Breeding Male - he knows his only options
for the future are imprisonment or death by his own hand.
But when he learns that the key to his salvation may very well lie in the blood and body of the veana he's trying most desperately to forget, Lucian is
forced to choose between sanity and the ultimate destruction of the first and only female he's ever loved.

Rebecca Zanetti
Claimed Trade Paperback $17.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780758259257
A DARING RESCUE
Emma Paulsen is a geneticist driven by science. But she's also a psychic, so when a dark, good-hearted vampire frees her from the clutches of the
evil Kurjans, she realizes he must be the man who's been haunting her dreams. But with a virus threatening vampires' mates, Emma may discover a
whole new meaning of 'lovesick . . .
A DEADLY DECISION
As King of the Realm, Dage Kayrs has learned to practice diplomacy. Still, it's taken three hundred years to find his mate, so he'll stop at nothing to
protect her—even if it means turning his back on his own kind . . .
3

Anthologies
Martin H Greenberg &, Kerrie Hughes (editors), Jody Lynn Nye, Anton Strout, & Jay Lake Editor
West Ward Weird Paperback $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780756407186
From a Western circus where monsters and heroes collide, to a Civil War robot that clanks into battle, to a mining family that encounters parallel
universes, Westward Weird features thirteen original stories that open the Old West to new frontiers of science fiction and fantasy.

Young Adult
Marcus Alexander
Crows Revenge (Realms of the Crows) B Paperback $16.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780141339771
CHARLIE KEEPER has been forced from her home by a bloodthirsty and terrifying stranger.
But in escaping she discovers her house holds the gateway to the REALM OF BELLANIA - a place of myth, magic . . . and an evil Lord with a very
bad attitude.
NOW its fate rests squarely upon Charlie's shoulders. But before she can untangle the mystery that will save Bellania, she needs the answer to a lifechanging secret her guardian, the dastardly Mr Crow, has been keeping from her . . . Just who is Charlie Keeper?

Julianna Baggott
Pure Paperback $19.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780755385492
A stunning coming of age novel set in a richly imagined post-apocalyptic world. For fans of THE PASSAGE and THE HUNGER GAMES this is a
fantastic addition to the growing cannon of dystopian fiction.
We know you are here, our brothers and sisters. We will, one day, emerge from the Dome to join you in peace. For now, we watch from afar,
benevolently.
Pressia Belze has lived outside of the Dome ever since the detonations. Struggling for survival she dreams of life inside the safety of the Dome with
the 'Pure'.
Partridge, himself a Pure, knows that life inside the Dome, under the strict control of the leaders' regime, isn't as perfect as others think.
Bound by a history that neither can clearly remember, Pressia and Partridge are destined to forge a new world.

Allan Baillie
Outpost B Paperback $16.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780143305927
Dece and only three others live on the planet Ord, a very remote outpost in outer space. The environment is a hostile one, and the man Dece most
admired, Saphare, has already died in an accident, a victim of one of the ice geysers that unpredictably surface on the planet from time to time. Now
he is left alone with his bossy little sister, Seps, and two adults: the harshly critical Cap, and emotionally distant Boss.
When Dece sees what appears to be the wreck of a spaceship caught in the orbit of the nearby gas planet, Cotal, he puts aside his terrors to
investigate, but what he finds there is so ext raordinary that it is almost beyond his ability to understand.

Jennifer Lynn Barnes
Every Other Day B Paperback $16.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780857389701
Every other day, Kali D'Angelo is a normal sixteen-year-old girl. She goes to public high school. She argues with her father. She's human.
And then every day in between... she's something else entirely.
Though she still looks like herself, every twenty-four hours predatory instincts take over and Kali becomes a feared demon-hunter with the
undeniable urge to hunt, trap, and kill zombies, hellhounds, and other supernatural creatures. Kali has no idea why she is the way she is, but she
gives in to instinct anyway. Even though the government considers it environmental terrorism.
When Kali notices a mark on the lower back of a popular girl at school, she knows instantly that the girl is marked for death by one of these
creatures. Kali has twenty-four hours to save her, and unfortunately she'll have to do it as a human. With the help of a few new friends, Kali takes a
risk that her human body might not survive... and learns the secrets of her mysterious condition in the process.

L Frank Baum
The Wizard of Oz (Oz) B Paperback $12.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780099561354
Toto, I have a feeling we're not in Kansas anymore... When a tornado crashes through Kansas city, Dorothy and her dog Toto are whisked far away,
over the rainbow, to a strange land called Oz. How will they ever get home? And what is at the end of the yellow brick road? Plucky Dorothy and
Toto embark on a magical adventure to search for the Wizard of Oz and along the way encounter the Tin Woodman, the Scarecrow and the
Cowardly Lion. This much loved tale has enchanted generations of children and adults alike.
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Patrick Carman
Stargazer (Land of Elyon 04) B Paperback $12.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780545248686
When we last saw Alexa Daley, she had defeated a threat in her homeland and was sailing with Roland Warvold across the Lonely Sea. She had no
idea what adventures awaited her... until now. After a tragic attack by an evil force, Alexa and her friend Yipes are stranded in a strange community
known as The Five Stone Pillars. Each pillar of rock has its own secrets and its own challenges. As darkness descends, Alexa must risk everything to
defeat it-even if it means taking to the skies.

Isobelle Carmody Australian author
A Fox Called Sorrow (Legend of Little Fur 02) Paperback $16.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780143300731
'A half-starved fox was limping towards the outskirts of the sprawling grey city over which the storm spread its black and ragged wings. It stopped to
sniff at the wind and read the warnings and signals. But its anguish was so great that if the world were to end it would not have minded. It limped
on.'
Little Fur has battled once before with those who would destroy the great earth spirit that nurtures all living things. Now her fate becomes entangled
with the mysterious fox, Sorrow, and together they must travel to Underth in a dangerous quest to uncover the evil plans of the troll king.

Mystery of Wolves (Legend of Little Fur 03) Paperback $16.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780143300755
'Little Fur dreamed. . . she felt a terrible pain in her hand, as if someone had thrust a thorn deep in to it. The pain shifted to her chest and became a
gnawing ache. It was the link between her and Crow and the grey cat. It was pulling, hurting her. . .'
Discovering that her friend Ginger is in terrible danger, Little Fur frees the old wolf Greysong from the zoo and together they travel to the frozen
mountains. there she must face the deadly peril that lies at the heart of the Mystery of Wolves, and learn about her own mysterious past.

Riddle of Green (Legend of Little Fur 04) Paperback $16.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780143504931
'The words of the deepest foretellings are riddles that want solving.' 'A riddle,' Little Fur echoed, and the word tasted tricky and complicated on her
tongue and in her mind. 'Only in understanding the riddle can its solution be found.'
All her life, Little Fur has healed others. This time, it is she who needs healing. Beginning a strange and dangerous journey that will take her far from
her beloved wilderness, Little Fur seeks out the earth spirit that links all living things. Will she find it in time?

Kristin Cast & P C Cast
Lenobia's Vow (House of Night novella 02) B Paperback $14.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781907411199
The all-new House of Night Novellas will delve into the backgrounds of some of the Tulsa House of Night's most important - and mysterious professors.

Suzanne Collins
The World of the Hunger Games (Hunger Games) Paperback $22.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780545425124
Welcome to Panem, the world of The Hunger Games. This is the definitive, richly illustrated, full-colour guide to all the districts of Panem, all the
participants in The Hunger Games, and the life and home of Katniss Everdeen. This is a must-have for fans of both the "Hunger Games" novels and
the new "Hunger Games" film.

The Hunger Game (Film Tie-In) (Hunger Games 01) Paperback $18.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781407132075
Sixteen-year-old Katniss Everdeen regards it as a death sentence when she is forced to represent her district in the annual Hunger Games, a fight to
the death on live TV. But Katniss has been close to death before - and survival, for her, is second nature. "The Hunger Games" is a searing novel set
in a future with unsettling parallels to our present. Welcome to the deadliest reality TV show ever…

Peter Cooper
The Ghost of Ping Ling (Tales of the Blue Jade 01) B Paperback $17.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781862919181
A fire in a temp le, an orphan running for his life. But is Dillen running away from, or towards, his destiny? A mysterious Easterner has sent Dillen
on a simple quest: find the sorcerer Hallegat and serve him well. But for Dillen, things will never be simple again.

S D Crockett
After the Snow

Trade Paperback $19.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780230762961
I'm gonna sit here in my place on the hill behind the house. Waiting. And watching. Ain't nothing moving down there. The valley look pretty bare in
the snow. Just the house grey and lonely down by the river all frozen. I got to think what I'm gonna do now that everyone gone. But I got my dog
head on. The dog gonna tell me what to do. The dog gonna help me. The house look proper empty – don't it dog? You just sit quiet in these rocks
Willo.
Set in the haunting and barren landscape of a new ice age, After The Snow is the story of fifteen-year-old Willo, a "straggler" kid who loses his
family in the opening pages. Completely alone, he is immediately flung into an icy journey of survival, adventure, friendship and self-discovery –
with only the dog spirit inside his head to guide him. Meanwhile, across Britain, outlawed followers of survivalist John Blovyn are planning an
escape to the fabled Islands talked of in a revolutionary book…

Beth Fantaskey
Jessica Rules the Dark Side (02) B Paperback $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780143566113
Newly minted vampire princess Antanasia Dragomir can barely summon the courage to speak at meetings of the Elders, let alone mete out the harsh
vampire justice she's expected to deliver as a ruler. Confidence fading, she tends to allow Lucius to speak – and act – for both of them. But when an
Elder is mysteriously destroyed on the grounds of their estate – and all signs, including a bloodstained stake – point to Lucius, Antanasia is forced to
stand alone, because Lucius is detained in the Vladescu dungeons until he can be tried.

Cornelia Funke
Inkheart (Ink 01) B Paperback $19.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781908435118
Meggie loves books. So does her father, Mo, a bookbinder, although he has never read aloud to her since her mother mysteriously disappeared. They
live quietly until the night a stranger knocks at their door. He has come with a warning that forces Mo to reveal an extraordinary secret-a storytelling
secret that will change their lives for ever.

Inkspell (Ink 02) B Paperback $19.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781908435095
Although a year has passed, not a day goes by without Meggie thinking of the extraordinary events of Inkheart, and the story whose characters strode
out of the pages and changed her life forever. But for Dustfinger, the fire-eater torn from his world of words, the need to return has become
desperate. When he finds a crooked storyteller with the magical ability to read him back, he sets in motion a dangerous reversal that sees the
characters of Inkheart transported to a charmed Inkworld, about to be fought over by rival rebels and princes. But can Meggie, Farid and Fenoglio
'write' the wrongs of the Inkworld in time to avert disaster?
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Cornelia Funke
Inkdeath (Ink 03) Paperback $19.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781908435101
Life in the Inkworld has been far from easy since the extraordinary events of Inkspell, when the story of Inkheart magically drew Meggie, Mo and
Dustfinger back into its pages. With Dustfinger dead, and the evil Adderhead now in control, the story in which they are all caught has taken an
unhappy turn. Even Elinor, left alone in the real world, believes her family to be lost-lost between the covers of a book. But as winter comes on there
is reason to hope-if only Meggie and Mo can rewrite the wrongs of the past and make a dangerous pact with death.

Roderick Gordon
Spiral (Tunnels 05) B Paperback $19.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781906427849
The Styx have surfaced. If you thought the Limiters were nasty, think again. They've brought their females with them this time. And all that stands in
their way are Will and his friends, and a rag-bag team of retired commandos. It's a smoking spiral of chaos and not everyone will survive.

Eva Gray
With the Enemy (Tomorrow Girls 03) Paperback $9.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780545317030
Evelyn has always suspected that things are more sinister and more complicated than they seem. Now that Maddie has been kidnapped, Rosie,
Louisa and the boys are paying more attention to Evelyn's theories. As the group makes their way toward war-torn Chicago, they're under constant
threat of capture. Danger and dark surprises lurk around every twist of the road. Evelyn knows they need a solid plot to find Maddie. But what the
group comes up with may be their riskiest plan yet: infiltrating the Alliance itself. Even Evelyn has her doubts. Can they save Maddie before it's too
late?

Set Me Free (Tomorrow Girls 04) Paperback $9.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780545317047
Maddie is ready for action. Louisa, Evelyn, and Rosie helped rescue her from the Alliance's grasp, and she's learned an enormous, game-changing
secret: her mother is the leader of the Resistance! But reuniting with her long-absent mother is not going to be easy. As Maddie and her friends set
out to find the Resistance headquarters, they are relentlessly pursued by the Alliance. Worst of all, members of their group have gone missing in the
middle of rubble-strewn Chicago. Maddie and her friends have earned their battle scars, courage and strength. But at this darkest hour, will they be
able to make it back to their families. . . and freedom?

H J Harper
Bureau of Mysteries (Bureau of Mysteries 01) Paperback $15.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781742752143
In the bustling city of Little Obscurity, George Feather lives a fairly uneventful life. That is, until he falls down a chimney and discovers the Bureau
Of Mysteries, an eccentric group of investigators and codebreakers who live in between the floors of the Brass Castle Hotel. After learning that evil
Clockwork Octopus Society are planning to wreak havoc on Little Obscurity, George is quickly recruited to help track the villains down. Along with
his partner, Imp, George follows the trails of evidence and cracks the codes that each of their suspects leave behind. Chased by swarms of
mechanical insects, overcome by horrible smells and trapped in train tunnels, George and Imp have a gigantic task ahead of them. Will they be able
to solve all of the cryptic clues in time to save the city?

Amanda Hocking
Torn (Trylie 02) B Paperback $16.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781447205708
Wendy thought she finally understood who she was and what she wanted, but everything changes when the rival Vittra come after her.
She's caught between two worlds, torn between love and duty, and she must decide what life she is meant to lead.

Curtis Jobling
Shadow of the Hawk (Wereworld 03) B Paperback $16.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780141340494
DREW FERRAN, THE RIGHTFUL KING OF WESTLAND, IS TRAPPED.
Enslaved by the Goatlord Kesslar, young werewolf Drew finds himself on the volcanic isle of Scoria, forced to fight in the arena for the Lizardlords.
With the help of an unlikely ally, he must find a way to break free - but who has ever managed to escape?
Meanwhile, Hector the Wereboar flees the forces of the Catlords. Now on board the pirate ship Maelstrom, the enemy's net is closing in. Haunted by
the spirits of the dead, Hector is soon left wondering who the true enemy is . . .
Book three in the Wereworld fantasy-adventure series from Curtis Jobling, the award-winning designer of Bob the Builder. Wereworld: Rise of the
Wolf was shortlisted for the 2011 Waterstone's Children's Book Prize.
Perfect for fans of Christopher Paolini's Eragon, Eldest, Brisingr and Inheritance books.

Lauren Kate
Fallen in Love Hardcover $22.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780857531643
Unexpected. Unrequited. Forbidden. Eternal. Everyone has their own love story. And in a twist of fate, four extraordinary love stories combine over
the course of a romantic Valentine's Day in Medieval England. Miles and Shelby find love where they least expect it. Roland learns a painful lesson
about finding-and losing love. Arianne pays the price for a love so fierce it burns. And for the first-and last-time, Daniel and Luce will spend a night
together like none other. Lauren Kate's Fallen IN LOVE is filled with love stories . . . the ones everyone has been waiting for.

Kazu Kibuishi
The Last Council (Amulet 04) Paperback $16.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780545208871
Emily and her friends think they'll find the help they need in Cielis, but something isn't right. Streets that were once busy are deserted, and the
townspeople who are left live in crippling fear. Emily is escorted to the Academy where she's expected to compete for a spot on the Guardian
Council, the most powerful Stonekeepers. But as the number of competitors gets smaller and smaller, a terrible secret is slowly uncovered-a secret
that, if left buried, means certain destruction of everything Emily fights for.

John Kleopfer & Steve Wolfhard
Undead Ahead (Zombie Chasers 02) B Paperback $9.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780061853081
Braaaaains!!!
Zack Clarke, his best pal, Rice, and middle school queen bee Madison Miller survived the night of the living dead—but the nightmare’s not over yet!
Rice may have found the zombie cure. Now the whole country —from their parents to the president—is counting on them. Can the Zombie Chasers
save the nation from brain-gobbling ghouls? Or will the US of A become the US of Z?
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Gabrielle Lord Australian author
February (Code Black edition) (Conspiracy 365 02) B Paperback $14.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781741699951
On New Year's Eve, Callum Ormond is chased down the street by a crazy man with a deadly warning: They killed your father. They'll kill you. You
must survive the next 365 days! Now he's a hunted fugitive who'll do anything to survive. The people who killed his father want him dead, and the
police are chasing him for a crime he didn't commit. A month has gone by and he's still no nearer to solving the Ormond Riddle, the family secret
that has turned his life into a nightmare. Can he trust the mysterious Winter Frey, or will she lead him further into danger? CALLUM ORMOND
HAS BEEN WARNED. HE HAS 334 DAYS. THE COUNTDOWN HAS BEGUN... 12 BOOKS. 12 MONTHS.

Pittacus Lore
I Am Number Four (Lorien Legacies 01) Hardcover $39.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780062026248
Media tie in cover.
We may be walking past you right now.
We are watching as you read this.
We may be in your city, your town.
We are living anonymously.
We are waiting for the day when
We will find each other.
We will make our last stand together—if
We win,
We are saved, and
You are saved as well.
If we lose, all is lost.

Karen Mahoney
The Wood Queen (02) Paperback $18.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781864718287
Donna Underwood is in deep trouble. An ancient alchemical order is holding her accountable for destroying the last precious drops of the elixir of
life. Never mind the fact that Donna was acting to free her friend, Navin, from the dangerous clutches of The Wood Queen at the time. But what the
alchemists have in store is nothing compared to the wrath of the fey. The Wood Queen has been tricked and Donna must pay. Get ready for all hell to
break loose…

Melissa Marr
Faery Tales & Nightmares

B Paperback $19.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780007456871
Dangerous promises and beguiling threats swirl together in a dozen stories of enchantments, dark and light, by New York Times bestselling author
Melissa Marr. Uncanny and unexpected creatures appear from behind bushes, rise from under the seas, or manifest from seasonal storms to pursue
the objects of their attention - with amorous or sinister intent - relentlessly. From the gentle tones of a storyteller's cadences to the terror of a blood
sacrifice, tales of favourite characters from Marr's WICKED LOVELY novels mix with accounts of new characters for readers to fall in love with . .
. or to fear. Lush, seductive, and chilling, Melissa Marr's stories revel in the unseen magic that infuses the world as we know it. Ages: 13+

Stephenie Meyer
Twilight Graphic Novel 1 (Twilight 01 graphic novel) B Paperback $19.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781907411526
Beautifully rendered, this first instalment of Twilight: The Graphic Novel is a must-have for any collector's library.
When Isabella Swan moves to the gloomy town of Forks and meets the mysterious, alluring Edward Cullen, her life takes a thrilling and terrifying
turn. With his porcelain skin, golden eyes, mesmerising voice and supernatural gifts, Edward is both irresistible and impenetrable.
Up until now, he has managed to keep his true identity hidden, but Bella is determined to uncover his dark secret...

Megan Miranda
Fracture B Paperback $15.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781408817391
By the time 17-year-old Delaney Maxwell is pulled out of the icy waters of a frozen lake, her heart has stopped beating. She is in a coma and
officially dead. But Delaney pulls through. How? Doctors are mystified. Outwardly she has completely recovered. But Delaney knows something is
very wrong. Pulled by sensations she can't control, Delaney finds herself drawn to the dying. Is her brain predicting death or causing it? Then
Delaney meets Troy Varga, who lost his whole family in a car accident and emerged from a coma with the same powers as Delaney. At last she's
found a kindred spirit who'll understand what she's going through. But Delaney soon discovers that Troy's motives aren't quite what she thought. Is
their gift a miracle, a freak of nature - or something much more frightening?

Catherine Gilbert Murdock
Wisdom's Kiss B Paperback $16.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781742379265
Princess Wisdom, known as Dizzy, longs for a life of adventure beyond the staid old kingdom of Montagne.Tips, a soldier, longs to keep his true
identity a secret.Fortitude, an orphaned maid, longs only for Tips.These three souls might possibly attain their dreams while preserving their empire
from ruin if only they can bear one another's company long enough to come up with a plan.Magic, cunning, and one very special cat join forces in
this hilarious tale told in diaries, letters, encyclopedia entries, and even a play, all seamlessly stitched together by Catherine Gilbert Murdock

Jana Oliver
The Forgiven (Demon Trappers 03) B Paperback $16.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780330519496
Riley Blackthorne. Kicking hell's ass one demon at a time...
Riley has made a bargain with Heaven, and now they've come to collect.
Lucifer's finest are ruling the streets and it seems that Armageddon might be even closer than Riley imagined. But with her soul and her heart in play
it's all she can do to keep herself alive, let alone save the world. Riley's not afraid of kicking some major demon butt, but when it comes to a battle
between Heaven and Hell, she might need a little help…

James Patterson
Maximum Ride Manag Volume 5 (Maximum Ride) Paperback $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780099538448
Escaping Itex in Florida, the flock head west, with Max more burdened than ever by the knowledge that she's meant to save the world. But while
their leader is keen to stay on the path leading to her destiny, Fang and the others are more interested in settling down and letting the chips fall where
they may. With the erasers eerily absent from their lives of late, has the flock finally earned a bit of peace... or is this all just the calm before the
storm?
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Chris Priestley
The Dead of Winter

B Paperback $15.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781408800041
A boy, a mysterious guardian and a haunted house with a terrible secret...This is a chilling ghost story that will thrill and terrify you. And you will
want to read it again and again and again.
Michael Vyner recalls a terrible story, one that happened to him. One that would be unbelievable if it weren't true! Michael's parents are dead and he
imagines that he will stay with the kindly lawyer, executor of his parents' will...Until he is invited to spend Christmas with his guardian in a large and
desolate country house. His arrival on the first night suggests something is not quite right when he sees a woman out in the frozen mists, standing
alone in the marshes. But little can prepare him for the solitude of the house itself as he is kept from his guardian and finds himself spending the
Christmas holiday wandering the silent corridors of the house seeking distraction. But lonely doesn't mean alone, as Michael soon realises that the
house and its grounds harbour many secrets, dead and alive, and Michael is set the task of unravelling some of the darkest secrets of all. A nail-biting
story of hauntings and terror by the master of the genre, Chris Priestley.

Mister Creecher

Trade Paperback $22.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781408827987
London 1818. Billy is a street urchin, pickpocket and petty thief. Mister Creecher is a monstrous giant of a man who terrifies all he meets. Their
relationship begins as pure convenience. But a bond swiftly develops between these two misfits as their bloody journey takes them ever northwards
on the trail of their target...Victor Frankenstein.
Friendship, trust and betrayal combine to form a dangerous liaison in this moving and frightening new book from master storyteller Chris Priestley.

Rick Riordan
The Lost Hero (Heroes of Olympus 01) B Paperback $16.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780141325491
OLD ENEMIES AWAKEN AS CAMP HALF-BLOOD'S NEW ARRIVALS PREPARE FOR WAR
When Jason, Piper and Leo crash land at Camp Half-Blood, they have no idea what to expect. Apparently this is the only safe place for children of
the Greek Gods - despite the monsters roaming the woods and demigods practising archery with flaming arrows and explosives. But rumours of a
terrible curse - and a missing hero - are flying around camp. It seems Jason, Piper and Leo are the chosen ones to embark on a terrifying new quest,
which they must complete by the winter solstice. In just four days time. Can the trio succeed on this deadly mission - and what must they sacrifice in
order to survive?

Tansy Rayner Roberts Australian author
Reign of Beasts (Creature Court 03) A Paperback $22.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780732289454
Velody now holds the leadership of the Creature Court, but the unsteady alliances within the Court have been torn asunder as a series of murders and
disappearances throw suspicion on to one of their own. As Power and Majesty, it is up to Velody to stop the surviving Lords and Court from tearing
each other apart. There are those manipulating the Court for their own ends and those who love chaos for its own sake ... Will Velody be able to
survive long enough to change ancient feuds and balances?

Alex Scarrow
Doomsday Code (TimeRiders 03) B Paperback $16.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780141333489
LIAM O'CONNOR should have died at sea in 1912.
MADDY CARTER should have died on a plane in 2010.
SAL VIKRAM should have died in a fire in 2026.
But all three have been given a second chance – to work for an agency that no one knows exists. Its purpose: to prevent time travel destroying
history . In 1994 British computer hacker Adam Lewis finds his name in a coded manuscript that is almost one thousand years old. How did Adam's
name get in there . . . and why?
Confronted by Adam in 2001, the TimeRiders travel back to Sherwood Forest in 1194 to discover the origins of the ancient message. But when a
strange hooded man appears interested in the same thing, they begin to wonder what terrible threat this cryptic link from the past holds for the future.

Gates of Rome (TimeRiders 04) B Paperback $16.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780141336497
Project Exodus - a mission to transport 300 Americans from 2070 to ad 54 to overthrow the Roman Empire - has gone catastrophically wrong. Half
have arrived seventeen years earlier, during the reign of Caligula.
Liam goes to investigate, but when Maddy and Sal attempt to flee a kill-squad sent to hunt down their field office all of the TimeRiders become
trapped in the Roman past.
Armed with knowledge of the future, Caligula is now more powerful than ever. But with their office unmanned - and under threat - how will the
TimeRiders make it back to 2001 and put history right?

Simon Scarrow
Gladiator: Fight for Freedom B Paperback $16.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780141328584
Rome, 61 BC
RECRUITED as a gladiator, young Marcus Cornelius Primus faces a new life of brutal training, governed by strict rules, as he learns the skills of an
elite warrior.
But Marcus cannot simply forget his past. His father lies murdered by soldiers and his mother has been kidnapped and forced into slavery. Marcus is
determined to find his father's old commander, Pompeius the Great, to seek justice for his family and set his mother free.
Yet, unbeknown to him, Marcus is hiding a life-threatening secret. And if the Romans discover it, there will be no escape . . .

Jessica Spotswood
Born Wicked Trade Paperback $17.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780141342108
Romance, magic, and an age-old prophecy - the first in a new YA series from Razorbill
Our mother was a witch too, but she hid it better.
I miss her.
To me, the magic feels like a curse. According to the Brothers, it's devil-sent. Women who can do magic-they're either mad or wicked. So I will do
everything in my power to protect myself and my sisters. Even if it means giving up my life - and my true love.
Because if the Brothers discover our secret, we're destined for the asylum, or prison . . . or death.
Jessica Spotswood grew up in a tiny one-stoplight town in Pennsylvania. Now she lives in a gentrifying hipster neighbourhood in Washington, D.C.
with her playwright husband and a cuddly cat named Monkey. She's never happier than when she's immersed in a good story, and swoony kissing
scenes are her favourite. Born Wicked is her debut novel.
Romance, magic, and an age-old prophecy - the first in a new YA series from Razorbill
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Laini Taylor
Lips Touch: Three Times

B Paperback $16.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780545055864
Everyone dreams of getting the kiss of a lifetime...but what if that kiss carried some unexpected consequences? A girl who's always been in the
shadows finds herself pursued by the unbelievably attractive new boy at school, who may or may not be the death of her. Another girl grows up mute
because of a curse placed on her by a vindictive spirit, and later must decide whether to utter her first words to the boy she loves and risk killing
everyone who hears her if the curse is real. And a third girl discovers that the real reason for her transient life with her mother has to do with
belonging-literally belonging-to another world entirely, full of dreaded creatures who can transform into animals, and whose queen keeps little girls
as personal pets until they grow to child-bearing age.

Carrie Vaughn
After the Golden Age (stand alone novel) Paperback $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780765364609
Can an accountant defeat a supervillain? Celia West, only daughter of the heroic leaders of the superpowered Olympiad, has spent the past few years
estranged from her parents and their high-powered lifestyle. She's had enough of masks and heroics, and wants only to live her own quiet life out
from under the shadow of West Plaza and her rich and famous parents.
Then she is called into her boss' office and told that as the city's top forensic accountant, Celia is the best chance the prosecution has to catch
notorious supervillain the Destructor for tax fraud. In the course of the trial, Celia's troubled past comes to light and family secrets are revealed as the
rift between Celia and her parents grows deeper. Cut off from friends and family, Celia must come to terms with the fact that she might just be
Commerce City's only hope.
This all-new and moving story of love, family, and sacrifice is an homage to Golden Age comics that no fan will want to miss.

Mark Walden
HIVE (HIVE 01) B Paperback $15.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781408815908
H.I.V.E. (Higher Institute of Villainous Education) is a top-secret school of applied villainy where children with a precocious gift for wrongdoing are
sent to develop their talents into criminal mastermind. After all, 'villains have the best lines and wear the best costumes'. One small catch is that the
children cannot leave until training is complete, six years later. With villainy comes a certain freedom of thought, and every year one student in
particular will show exceptional talent - after all, it takes the best to produce the worst. This year there are two students: Otto Malpense and his new
friend Wing Fanchu are both exceptionally bad, and they are definitely not keen on being held against their will for six long years …

The Overlord Protocol (HIVE 02) B Paperback $15.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781408815915
Otto and Wing have special permission to leave H.I.V.E.'s secret island location to attend a funeral (all too common in their line of business). But
before they reach their destination they are ambushed. Who would risk assassinating Otto Malpense, star pupil of the Higher Institute of Villainous
Education and favourite of Number One, the most powerful villain alive? A new power is rising to challenge Number One's authority, and they need
H.I.V.E. and its powerful computer to do so. Otto thought the only thing he wanted was to escape from H.I.V.E., but now he's desperately trying to
save it, and himself.

Escape Velocity (HIVE 03) B Paperback $15.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781408815922
Pupils and staff at H.I.V.E. are horrified to discover that Dr Nero has been captured by the forces of H.O.P.E., the Hostile Operative Prosecution
Executive, the world's newest and most ruthlessly efficient security force. Three months pass without any news of his fate, and Number One has
decided to appoint a sinister new headmistress for the school, somebody that the pupils and staff had thought that they'd seen the last of. Meanwhile
Otto is also struggling to cope with new abilities that are starting to manifest themselves; can he really be unconsciously interfacing with computers
without physical contact? And if he is, what exactly do these new powers really mean?The only way to find Nero and the truth behind the lies is to
escape H.I.V.E.. Otto must get out, and take the risks which come with being a rogue agent. Then he just has to break into MI6.

Dreadnought (HIVE 04) B Paperback $15.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781408815939
A renegade faction of the world's most powerful villains is intent on destroying G.L.O.V.E. (Global League Of Villainous Enterprises) and showing
the world the true face of evil. The Disciples begin by hijacking Diabolus Darkdoom's Airborne command post, then they kidnap his son and his
son's best friend. Unfortunately for them, Nigel Darkdoom (and Franz) also happen to be Otto's friends.Heading out to America, Otto, Wing et al
embark on a perilous and highly unauthorised rescue operation. Cut off from the support of H.I.V.E. and on the run from American security forces
the hunt for their friends leads to one of the US military's most secret facilities. It becomes clear that the Disciples are not all they appear and in a
desperate race against time Otto must work out who his real friends are to prevent the Disciples from completing their true objective. Only Otto can
save the world from domination by a sinister new world order but it might be that the price he has to pay is just too high. When it comes to the
crunch will he be prepared to sacrifice himself?

Rogue (HIVE 05) B Paperback $15.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781408815946
The leaders of the world's villainous forces are being picked off one by one in a series of mysterious attacks and Dr Nero is forced to take temporary
control of G.L.O.V.E. when Diabolus Darkdoom is seriously injured. He then discovers that Otto, who has now been missing for several months
since Dreadnought, is leading the attacks. Under pressure from the remaining members of the ruling council, Nero is left with no choice but to issue
a capture or kill order for Otto. Wing learns of the order and persuades Raven to allow him to join her on her mission to retrieve Otto. Other
members of the ruling council, suspicious of Nero's relationship with the boy, have initiated their own missions to eliminate Otto. Wing and Raven
find themselves in a deadly race against time to track Otto down before the other G.L.O.V.E. assassins get to him. Their pursuit takes them to a
secret facility hidden deep within the Amazon rainforest, where they face a mysterious operative even deadlier than Raven.Meanwhile back at
H.I.V.E., the school's own automated defence systems turn against the pupils and staff. And there is no one there to stop it.

Zero Hour (HIVE 06) B Paperback $15.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781408815953
Overlord is reborn, and has developed the chilling ability to move from body to body, erasing the host's personality and ultimately killing them,
forcing him to hop from victim to victim. He must find Otto, the only host designed to contain him, and for that he needs the location of H.I.V.E. He
also plans to take control of a secret US Army facility that is home to the Autonomous Weapon Programme, a computer-controlled system uniquely
vulnerable to his control.Nero is forced to activate Zero Hour, a plan designed to deal with any member of G.L.O.V.E. on the brink of true global
domination. Nero also knows that Otto must not be allowed to fall into Overlord's hands, and a desperate race across the globe begins. The stage is
set for a final battle with Overlord. Little do they know that he has a final weapon in his arsenal, on a scale unlike anything they have ever seen
before.
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N D Wilson
Dragon's Tooth (Ashtown Burials 01) B Paperback $16.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781742755069
For two years, Cyrus and Antigone Smith have run a sagging roadside motel with their older brother, Daniel. Nothing ever seems to happen. Then a
strange old man with bone tattoos arrives, demanding a specific room.Less than 24 hours later, the old man is dead. The motel has burned, and
Daniel is missing. And Cyrus and Antigone are kneeling in a crowded hall, swearing an oath to an order of explorers who have long served as
caretakers of the world's secrets, keepers of powerful relics from lost civilizations, and jailers to unkillable criminals who have terrorized the world
for millennia.
N. D. Wilson, author of Leepike Ridge and 100 Cupboards, returns with an imagination-capturing adventure that inventively combines the
contemporary and the legendary.

Asphyxia
Hatched (Grimstones 01) B Paperback $14.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781742376882
Meet Martha Grimstone, a girl trying to find her own special talent in the world, in this sweetly gothic fairytale told in a collage of words, photos and
drawings.
Hello, my name is Martha Grimstone. Shall I tell you my best secret? One day I'm going to be Lady Martha the Magnificent. I don't know what my
special talent is, but I hope to find it any day now.
I live in a grand old house in a valley full of rare and precious herbs, which my grandfather uses to heal and comfort people. But they haven't worked
on Mama; she cries a lake of tears every night. If only I could get into Grandpa Grimstone's apothecary and work my very own spell!
Hatched is a gothic fairytale about a girl who keeps her secrets safe between two pieces of cardboard, a mother who sews garments lined with love,
and a giant egg that seems to take forever to hatch.

Twitter
Keep up to date with the latest arrivals
by
following
us
on
twitter:
www.twitter.com/InfinitasBooks

Television, Movie and Comic Related
Seven Soldiers of Victory Trade Paperback $39.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781401229511
Grant Morrison
SEVEN SOLDIERS is an epic tale of life, death, triumph and redemption that explores the nature of heroism and sacrifice. Featuring the first four of
the seven soldiers: The Shining Knight, The Guardian, Zatanna and Klarion the Witch Boy. Independently, each of these characters is featured in a
story that redefines their purpose in the DC Universe. But their stories also interweave with the others, telling a grander story of a devastating global
threat to mankind. Together, these reluctant champions must work together to save the world from the insidious threat of the invading Sheeda
warriors — without even meeting one another.Collects SEVEN SOLDIERS OF VICTORY #0, THE GUARDIAN #1-4, KLARION #1-3,
ZATANNA #1-3, and THE SHINING KNIGHT #1-4.

Shock Value How a few eccentric outsiders gave us nightmares, conquered Hollywood, and invented modern horror
Hardcover $39.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780715642986
Hollywood in the 1970s often brings to mind directors such as Martin Scorsese, Steven Spielberg and Francis Ford Coppola. But the decade was also
horror's 'golden age', producing classics like Rosemary's Baby, Carrie, The Texas Chainsaw Massacre and Halloween by directors who would
become famous and achieve massive box office success. Since then, horror has been a prominent and inventive part of popular culture. Shock Value
describes how horror was re-created, ridding itself of the old supernatural cliches and instead portraying serial killers, extreme and baseless violence,
and the fear to be found in everyday suburbia. Jason Zinoman draws on interviews with hundreds of its most important artists to create a characterfocused account of how an often overlooked, but highly influential, golden age in American film began.

Avengers
Avengers / Defenders War Paperback $27.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780785159025
Bob Brown, Sal Buscema & Steve Englehart
Powerful pawns in a game of gods! Captain America vs. the Sub-Mariner! Thor vs. the Hulk! The Swordsman vs. the Valkyrie! These and other
matches comprised the Silver Age's most sensational clash of costumed champions - but whoever wins the war, Dormammu and Loki are prepared to
make Earth the loser! Collecting AVENGERS (1963) #115-118 and DEFENDERS (1972) #8-11.

Avengers Academy 02: Will We Use This in the Real World TP $27.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780785144977
Christos Gage & Mike McKone
Hank Pym returns to his greatest role! That's right, Giant-Man is back! Then, the Avengers Academy students take on a mission of vengeance
against the Hood and Finesse goes off in search of the man who could be her father: Taskmaster! But everything changes when Korvac returns and
defeats the Avengers. Now, the world's only hope lies with the Avengers Academy students, who have been aged to adulthood! With time
manipulated, the team gets a glimpse of what the future might hold for them. For some, it's a revelation; for others, a life sentence! Can they
overcome their personal demons and master unfamiliar abilities in time to defeat a foe powerful enough to conquer Earth's Mightiest Heroes? And if
that wasn't enough, enter the Young Allies, the Initiative - and the Sinister Six! This volume collects together AVENGERS ACADEMY #7-14.

Modesty Blaize
The Double Agent Paperback $29.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781848566743
Peter O'Donnell
The dark underworld of espionage and crime is lit up by the gorgeous Modesty Blaise — high priestess of pulp crime.
This latest volume features the classic stories The Wild Boar, Kali’s Disciples and The Double Agent — in which the head of French intelligence is
kidnapped; Modesty and Willie face a dangerous cult; and Modesty’s double causes all sorts of mayhem!
With introductions and exclusive features that takes the reader behind the scenes on the many aspects of Modesty’s world, this latest stylish
collection is absolutely essential.
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Batman
The Return of Bruce Wayne Trade Paperback $24.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781401233822
A time-spanning graphic novel featuring Bruce Wayne's return to Gotham City to take back the mantle of Batman written byaward-winning writer
Grant Morrison and illustrated by a stable to today's hottest artists including Chris Sprouse, Frazer Irvingand Yannick Paquette. This is the final
chapter of the epic storyline that began in the best-selling graphic novels, BATMAN:R.I.P. and Final Crisis where the original Batman was lost in
time after being bombarded with the omega beams of evil Des-pot,Darkseid and continued in BATMAN & ROBIN: BATMAN REBORN where
Dick Grayson, the original Robin, tookover wearing the cape and cowl of the Dark Knight after the world's heroes believed his mentor to have died.

Dark Knight, White Knight Hardcover $27.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781401233730
The Dark Knight and the Boy Wonder face multiple threats and villains new and old, including the mysterious White Knight, the villain Absence and
the renegade Robin of the past, Jason Todd--in stories written by creators Paul Cornell (ACTION COMICS, 'Doctor Who'), Pete Tomasi (GREEN
LANTERN CORPS, NIGHTWING) and Judd Winick (BRIGHTEST DAY: GENERATION LOST, BATMAN)

Dark Knight Vol 1 Deluxe Hardcover $29.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781401232153
David Finch
Delving into the more supernatural and esoteric areas of Gotham City, the 6-part storyline explores the horrific murder of one ofBruce Wayne's
childhood friends...and the terrible ramifications the brutal crime has on Batman's life.

Through the Looking Glass Hardcover $27.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781401225537
Bruce Johns
In this original graphic novel, Batman meets his foe The Mad Hatter for the very first time - landing The Dark Knight in a Won-derland he could
never have imagined, hot on the heels of a white rabbit. But is this strange place real, or a hallucination? Robinand Alfred have to believe he's deep
in delirium - but if that's the case, how does he manage to resolve several mysteries that have plagued Gotham City for decades.This fantastic tale is
spun by renowned comics writer Bruce Jones (THE INCREDIBLE HULK) with surreal art by Sam Kieth(THE MAXX, BATMAN: ARKHAM
ASYLUM - MADNESS, LOBO).

Batman Beyond: Industrial Revolution Paperback $21.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781401233747
Adam Beechen
The alliance of Terry McGinnis and Bruce Wayne is stronger than ever after their battles in 'Hush Beyond'. But now a superpowered criminal has
gotten in way over his head - and the whole Justice League has come to Neo-Gotham to hunt him down! Also, there is much unrest at Wayne-Power
Industries. Who is starting these riots and more importantly, will Batman be able to stop them?

Doctor Who
11th Doctor Quick reads : Magic of the Angels B Paperback $7.50 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781849902861
Jacqueline Rayner
'No one from this time will ever see that girl again...' The Doctor, Amy and Rory round off a sight-seeing tour round London with a trip to the
theatre. That's when things start to go wrong. The Doctor wonders why so many young girls are going missing from the area. When he sees Sammy
Star's amazing magic act, he thinks he knows the answer. Sammy's glamorous assistant disappears at the climax of the act - but this is no stage trick.
The Doctor and his friends team up with residents of an old people's home to discover the truth. And together they find themselves face to face with
a deadly Weeping Angel. Whatever you do - don't blink! This is a thrilling all-new adventure featuring the Doctor, Amy and Rory, as played by Matt
Smith, Karen Gillan and Arthur Darvill in the spectacular hit series from BBC Television.

Fourth World
Jack Kirby's Fourth World Omnibus 1 Trade Paperback $59.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781401232412
Jack Kirby
DC collects Kirby's four classic series of the 1970s â€” THE NEW GODS, THE FOREVER PEOPLE, MISTER MIRACLE and SUPERMAN'S
PAL, JIMMY OLSEN â€” in chronological order as they originally appeared. These comics spanned galaxies, from the streets of Metropolis to the
far-flung worlds of New Genesis and Apokolips, as cosmic-powered heroes and villains struggled for supremacy.
This first volume features the debuts of Orion of the New Gods, the evil Darkseid, super-escape artist Mister Miracle and many others, and features
appearances by Superman, from the pages of SUPERMAN'S PAL, JIMMY OLSEN, FOREVER PEOPLE, NEW GODS and MISTER MIRACLE!

Green Lantern
War of the Green Lanterns: Aftermath Hardcover $27.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781401233433
Tony Bedard
In the aftermath to 'War of the Green Lanterns,' The Green Lantern Corps must pull themselves together in order to resumepolicing the universe. But
the Green Lanterns find that doing so is more difficult than they ever imagined.

Sandman
Annotated Sandman Vol 1 Hardcover $65 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781401233327
Neil Gaiman
Meet the Endless, a family of immortals that govern all aspects of life and death throughout the universe. However, one of theirown lays captured-Dream, the Lord of Sleep. As Dream makes his escape and returns to his duties after 70 years of imprison-ment, he encounters countless characters
from myth, legend and comics, from Lucifer himself to the tragic Greek hero Orpheusto the HELLBLAZER John Constantine.New York Times
best-selling author Neil Gaiman's transcendent series SANDMAN is often hailed as the definitive Vertigo titleand one of the finest achievements in
graphic storytelling. Gaiman created an unforgettable tale of the forces that exist beyondlife and death by weaving ancient mythology, folklore and
fairy tales with his own distinct narrative vision.

Star Trek
New Frontier: Blind Man's Bluff A Paperback $9.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781451611694
Peter David
Captain MacKenzie Calhoun has faced incredible odds before, but nothing he has ever experienced could prepare him for the simultaneous threat
from two of the most destructive forces he's ever come across. The first is the D'myurj-a mysterious and powerful alien race bent on either the
complete domination of humanity or its destruction. The second is even more alarming: Morgan Primus, once a living creature with a soul and a
conscience, now an incredibly sophisticated computer simulation taking up residence within the very core of the USS Excalibur …and quickly
becoming a growing menace for the Federation….
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Star Wars
Star Wars: The Phantom Menace: Ultimate Sticker Collection
Trade Paperback $17.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780756689964
This Ultimate Sticker Collection is a must-have for all young fans of Star Wars. It is packed full of stickers and has lots of information about all the
favorite Episode I characters and vehicles. The lively captions and corresponding stickers provide bite-size facts about the movie. The design is
bright and exciting, and there more than 1,000 full-color reusable stickers.

Star Wars: Episode I Phantom Menace: The Expanded Visual Guide Hardcover $24.95
www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781405392532
The updated and expanded guide to Star Wars Episode I.
The Star Wars Episode I The Phantom Menace: The Expanded Visual Dictionary gives you everything you want to know about the story. This
expanded edition has a fresh new design throughout and includes 32 brand new pages with more photos, more details and more amazing facts. Find
out all about the creatures, weapons, and equipment from Episode I. From podracers to Gungan battle equipment and droidekas. Come face-to-face
with key characters from Anakin and Queen Amidala, to Chancellor Valorum and the comical Jar Jar Binks.

Star Wars Reader Level 2: Star Wars: Battle For Naboo Paperback $9.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781405392518
Get your child hooked on reading with even more action from Star Wars Episode 1.
In this exciting and action-filled DK Reader, witness the climatic Battle of Naboo from Star Wars Episode I while learning about the characters and
their weapons and vehicles. Queen Amidala and her people must join forces with the Gungans in order to reclaim their home planet of Naboo from
the invading droid army. Filled with stunning pictures from Star Wars Episode 1, it's an out-of-this-world read. And don't forget, there's a galaxy full of DK Star Wars books to collect.

Spider-Man
Death of Spider-Man prelude Paperback $27.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780785146407
Brian Michael Bendis & Sara Pichelli
Super-hero school is in session! The world's No. 1 peacekeeping organization, S.H.I.E.L.D., is fed up with Spider-Man - specifically, the millions of
dollars spent cleaning up his collateral damage. But instead of throwing the teenaged web-slinger in jail, they've settled on a far worse punishment:
after-school super-hero training, courtesy of the Ultimates! While Spider-Man takes notes from his first tutor - his idol, Iron Man - Mysterio and the
Black Cat vie for possession of a mysterious artifact from the archives of the former Kingpin of Crime. Can even Spider-Man and Iron Man, working
together, contain the object's unimaginable power Collecting ULTIMATE COMICS SPIDER-MAN (2009) #15 and #150-155

X-Men
Avengers / X-Men: Bloodties Hardcover $34.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780785161271
Bob Harras, Andy Kubert & Dave Ross
The island of Genosha has been a powderkeg since the X-Men overthrew its anti-mutant regime and it's finally erupted into full-scale civil war! The
president asks Professor X to mediate peace between human and mutant, but the situation is inflamed when Magneto's treacherous Acolyte Fabian
Cortez makes a bid for power by kidnapping Luna, daughter of the Avengers' Quicksilver and Crystal - and Magneto's granddaughter!The X-Men
and Avengers head for Genosha - but the situation spirals out of control when Magneto's right-hand man, Exodus, arrives looking to kill Cortez. Can
even the X-Men and Avengers combined bring peace to a nation at war, defeat two madmen and save a child caught in the middle?Plus the secret
origin of Exodus and his twisted ties to the Avengers' Black Knight!

Schism Trade Paperback $27.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780785156680
Paul Tobin, Henry Clayton
This volume xollects together X-Men: Schism 1-5; Generation Hope 10-11; X-Men: Choosing Sides 1; and X-Men: Regenesis 1.
The X-Men event of the decade starts here!
It's never been a more dangerous time to be a mutant. Even with their numbers at a record low, the world refuses to trust mutantkind...and after a
mutant-triggered international incident, anti-mutant hatred hits new heights. Of course it's at this moment, when the mutant race needs most to stand
together, that a split begins that will tear apart the very foundation of the X-Men.
From superstar writer and Marvel Architect Jason Aaron and a full roster of comics' top artists, this is an X-tale that will reverberate for years to
come! When the dust settles, the X-Men landscape will be irreparably changed.

Jubilee Paperback $23.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780785158615
Derec Aucoin & Robert Kirkman
Meet Jubilation Lee: firework-wielding mutant, full-fledged X-Man, sidekick to Wolverine and future vampire! Seeking a fresh start in this pre"Curse of the Mutants" tale penned by Walking Dead creator Robert Kirkman, Jubilee enrolls in high school and becomes a peer counselor. But
along with the cute boys and teenage angst come gangs, evil mutants and car thieves! Jubes has her work cut out for her! Collecting JUBILEE #1-6.

Fear Itself Hardcover $40.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780785156628
Matt Fraction & Stuart Immonen
This volume collects together Fear Itself 1-7; and Prologue: The Mighty Thor 7.
In this time of global anxiety, economic turmoil and mass hysteria, Sin, the new Red Skull, has made an awesome discovery...a shameful secret that
will rock the foundations of the Marvel Universe! A revelation that will divide father and son, turn friend against friend and heralds the rise of Fear
personified. Who is the Serpent?
As Odin and the Asgardians leave the Earth to fend for itself, the Avengers and the world's remaining heroes battle the unstoppable avatars of his
evil. And how can the Avengers respond...to fear itself? The Mighty Thor - imprisoned by his own father! Steve Rogers makes the decision of a
lifetime when a hero falls! And Iron Man makes the ultimate sacrifice.
Matt Fraction and Stuart Immonen bring fans the biggest Marvel event since CIVIL WAR!

Mystery Men Hardcover $27.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780785162933
David Liss & Patrick Zircher
Introducing Marvel's all-new, never-before-seen heroes of the 1930s! With a new evil washing over an unsuspecting New York City, the Operative,
the Aviatrix, the Surgeon, the Revenant and Achilles blast through dangers from blood-soaked mob warehouses to monster-infested mansions, and
fight to blow the lid off a conspiracy that could bring the nation itself to its knees! Award-winning historical thriller novelist David Liss (Black
Panther: The Man Without Fear) and acclaimed artist Patrick Zircher (Spider-Man Noir) weave an edge-of-your-seat and in-continuity adventure
intertwined with America's most scandalous crimes! Before the Invaders...before the Twelve...who were the Mystery Men COLLECTING:
MYSTERY MEN 1-5
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Games Related
Mass Effect 04
Deception Paperback $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780345520739
William C Dietz
An all-new adventure inspired by the award-winning videogame from BioWare!
The universe is under siege. Every fifty thousand years, a race of sentient machines invades our galaxy to harvest all organic life-forms. They are the
Reapers.
Two people who know the truth are desperately searching for a way to stop the cycle: Navy admiral David Anderson and his partner, Kahlee
Sanders. They have uncovered grisly evidence proving that the Reaper threat is real. But in so doing they have exposed the machinations of
Cerberus, a secretive paramilitary organization, and its mysterious leader, the Illusive Man—putting David and Kahlee in mortal danger, for
Cerberus will stop at nothing to protect its secrets.
But along the way, they find an unlikely ally in Gillian Grayson, a young woman with extraordinary powers. Once the subject of horrifying scientific
experiments, Gillian is now free—and beginning to master her deadly abilities. But after learning that Cerberus was responsible for the death of her
father, Gillian swears vengeance against the group and the Illusive Man—threatening to unravel everything Kahlee and David are fighting for.

Warhammer
Age of Legends : Luthor Hoss A Paperback $18 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781849701303
Chris Wraight
Witch hunter Lukas Eichmann investigates a series of bizarre murders, which ultimately lead him into the haunted depths of the Empire at the head
of an army of fanatical warriors. In the Drakwald Forest, Luthor Huss, warrior priest of Sigmar, battles to free the denizens of the forest from a
plague of the walking dead. As their fates entwine, the two warriors confront a threat that will decide their future, while Huss must face a secret from
his past if he is to survive and embrace his destiny as the Hammer of Sigmar.

Warhammer 40,000
Blood Angels Second Omnibus B Paperback $27 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781849701280
Blood Angels Second Omnibus B Paperback $27 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781849701297
James Swallow
The Blood Angels stand apart from the other Chapters of the Adeptus Astartes, descending from the skies on wings of flame. While they are
renowned for their ten-thousand-year history of glorious battle and honourable deeds, these secretive Space Marines seek to hide the dark flaws at
the core of their being – the Red Thirst and the Black Rage – from the rest of the Imperium. Do they fight any longer for the protection of mankind,
or merely for their own salvation?
This omnibus edition continues the saga of the Blood Angels, featuring the novels Red Fury and Black Tide, as well as exciting short stories
(Redeemed, Heart of Rage, Bloodline) and background material from New York Times bestselling author James Swallow.

Ciaphas Cain 08: The Last Ditch Hardcover $42 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781849701242
Sandy Mitchell
Imperial commissar Ciaphas Cain returns to Nusquam Fundumentibus to crush the ork attacks which have been plaguing the frozen planet. But when
his ship crashes into the wastelands outside the capital it disturbs a far greater enemy, one which has lain dormant under the permafrost since long
before the Imperium came to this world, and could now threaten the whole sector. Faced with ongoing greenskin raids and keeping an overenthusiastic novice commissar under control, Cain must rally his men and confront whatever emerges from beneath the rapidly melting ice…

Ciaphas Cain 07: The Emperor's Finest A Paperback $18 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781849701266
Sandy Mitchell
Commissar Cain is called to duty once more, saving a governor’s daughter from a planet over-run by rebels. The uprising hides something far more
sinister however... The search for the source of the threat leads Cain to a drifting space hulk – a far safer place than beside the obsessed governor’s
daughter. But when the Reclaimers Space Marines suffer devastating losses at the hands of the Great Devourer, Cain and his trusty aide Jurgen must
go it alone. With the aliens waking and a group of stowaway orks on the loose, there are no safe places to run or hide, and Cain must use all his
ingenuity and cunning to escape the space hulk alive.

Raven Guard: Labyrinth of Sorrows CD $25 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781849701327
George Mann
As war spreads across the sector, Imperial and Chaos forces clash on the mortuary world of Kasharat. Far from the front lines, Space Marines of the
Brazen Minotaurs infiltrate an ancient temple-tomb, seeking an artefact sacred to their Chapter... one that could turn the tide of battle in the
Imperium’s favour. But they are not the first to enter the tomb – as the Space Marines race to seize their prize, they are watched from the shadows.
Are the mysterious Raven Guard there to help the Brazen Minotaurs, or to destroy them?
Audio drama. Approx 75 minutes running time.

Facebook
Keep track of upcoming events in store and
participate on our facebook page.
http://www.facebook.com/InfinitasBookshop
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Roleplaying Games, Wargames, Boardgames & Card Games
Lord of the Rings Fantasy Battle
Amdur Lord of Blades Figurine $55 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=5011921026111
The Lord of Blades leads the Easterling Dragon Knights, and is the most accomplished warrior of that corrupt order. Amdûr has already carved a
fearsome reputation in the lands beyond Mordor, and now has come to test his brutal skills on the blood-soaked Pelennor against the armies of
Gondor. He is a swordsman beyond compare that enemy heroes would do well to avoid, least their heads be struck from their bodies before they can
raise their own blade to parry him.
This pack contains Amdûr, Lord of Blades on foot and riding a horse. These models are finely detailed resin cast miniatures. They are supplied as
five separate components, and come with one 25mm round base and one 40mm round base.

Ashrak The Spiderkin Figurine $22 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=5011921029501
Many years ago, Ashrâk was bitten by a venom-back spider but, miraculously, he survived the ordeal and became much stronger because of it. When
he marches into battle, he is surrounded by tiny spiders, which scuttle over and around him in battle, confusing and debilitating his foes, and leaving
them easy prey for the rest of his Goblin warriors.
This pack contains Ashrâk, the Spiderkin. This model is a finely detailed resin cast miniature supplied as one separate component, and comes with
one 25mm round base. This miniature is supplied unpainted and requires assembly - we recommend using Citadel Super Glue and Citadel Paints.

Dwarf Commanders Figurine $66 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=5011921029594
The Dwarfs of Erebor are hardy and fierce, tempered by years of war against the Easterlings and Khandish, and their constant strivings against the
Orcs from Mordor and the Goblins that infest Middle-earth. Dwarves are trained to fight in their youth, taking to the field of battle in kinbands next
to wise veterans, who impart expertise gained through constant combat. This training creates skilful soldiers and a fighting spirit as strong as the mail
that protects them. Amongst these Dwarves are the Captains and heralds of the Dwarven Holds - those who have fought for many years against The
Dark Lord Sauron, and who now lead the armies of the Dwarf Kingdoms into battle, inspiring their kin to fight to the very last. They are powerful
warriors in their own right, and a great addition to any Dwarf army.
This boxed set contains one set of Dwarf Commanders. These models are finely detailed resin cast miniatures, including one Dwarf Captain, one
Warrior with war horn, one banner bearer, and one Shieldbearer. They are supplied as five separate components, and come with four 25mm round
bases. These miniatures are supplied unpainted and require assembly - we recommend using Citadel Super Glue and Citadel Paints.

Dweller in the Dark Figurine $72 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=5011921029525
The Dwellers in the Dark are creatures of incredible evil and murderous instinct. For many centuries they will slumber in the depths of the world,
only awakening when the sound of battle reaches their dark domain. In these times of battle they will seek out mortal champions to slay, their power
growing ever stronger.
This boxed set contains a Dweller in the Dark - a finely detailed resin cast kit that comes in 10 components (including two different heads), and is
supplied with a highly detailed 60mm round base. This miniature is supplied unpainted and requires assembly.

Easterling Commanders Figurine $66 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=5011921027330
Easterlings are amongst the most fanatical followers of the Dark Lord and the best equipped of all the warriors at his command. Unlike the rabble of
Orcs that spew forth from the Black Gate, the armies of the East are well-trained and disciplined warriors that will fight fiercely for Sauron, who they
view as a vengeful deity. As children they are schooled in the art of war, and their womenfolk fight alongside the men as equals - in Rhûn all are
prepared to fight for the Dark Lord. Amongst these evil men are the Captains and heralds of the Easterling Realm - those who have fought for The
Dark Lord Sauron for many years, and who now lead his armies into battle, inspiring their men to fight harder and stronger than ever before. They
are powerful warriors in their own right, and a great addition to any Easterling army.
This boxed set contains one set of Easterling Commanders. These models are finely detailed resin cast miniatures, including one Easterling Captain,
one Dragon Knight on foot, one banner bearer, and one Easterling War Priest. They are supplied as four separate components, and come with four
25mm round bases. These miniatures are supplied unpainted and require assembly - we recommend using Citadel Super Glue and Citadel Paints.

Easterling Dragon Knight Figurine $35 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=5011921027309
Easterlings are amongst the most fanatical followers of the Dark Lord and the best equipped of all the warriors at his command. Unlike the rabble of
Orcs that spew forth from the Black Gate, the armies of the East are well-trained and disciplined warriors that will fight fiercely for Sauron, who they
view as a vengeful deity. As children they are schooled in the art of war, and their womenfolk fight alongside the men as equals - in Rhûn all are
prepared to fight for the Dark Lord. Dragon Knights are the epitome of the Easterling warrior castes, having honed their skills beyond the ken of
ordinary men. Their proficiency with a blade is unparalleled, making them excellent warriors to lead your Easterlings into battle.
This pack contains one Easterling Dragon Knight riding a horse. This model is a finely detailed resin cast miniature supplied as four separate
components, and comes with one 40mm round base. This miniature is supplied unpainted and requires assembly.

Easterling Kataphracts Figurine $61 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=5011921022908
Easterlings are amongst the most fanatical followers of the Dark Lord and the best equipped of all the warriors at his command. Unlike the rabble of
Orcs that spew forth from the Black Gate, the armies of the East are well-trained and disciplined warriors that will fight fiercely for Sauron, who they
view as a vengeful deity. As children they are schooled in the art of war, and their womenfolk fight alongside the men as equals - in Rhûn all are
prepared to fight for the Dark Lord. Easterling Kataphrakts are heavy cavalry - nigh unstoppable killing machines that will sweep enemy cavalrymen
from their saddles and ride down unprepared foot soldiers like a scythe through wheat. They are the elite of the Easterling armed force, and an enemy
general should be wary of their devastating charges.
This plastic boxed set contains 70 components, with which to build 6 Easterling Kataphrakts. There are also a wide variety of extra components in
the kit, including a banner, a set of war drums, a cloak for the captain, four sheathed swords and two dead Easterling casualties, which can be used
on your bases or as objective markers. This set comes with 6, 40mm round bases. These miniatures are supplied unpainted and require assembly.

Easterling War Priest Figurine $35 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=5011921027323
Easterlings are amongst the most fanatical followers of the Dark Lord and the best equipped of all the warriors at his command. Unlike the rabble of
Orcs that spew forth from the Black Gate, the armies of the East are well-trained and disciplined warriors that will fight fiercely for Sauron, who they
view as a vengeful deity. As children they are schooled in the art of war, and their womenfolk fight alongside the men as equals - in Rhûn all are
prepared to fight for the Dark Lord. Amongst these fanatical warriors are the War Priests, vicious spellcasters that use their dark magic to enhance
the abilities of nearby warriors and encourage them to greater acts of violence.
This pack contains one Easterling War Priest riding a horse. This model is a finely detailed resin cast miniature supplied as four separate
components, and comes with one 40mm round base. This miniature is supplied unpainted and requires assembly and painting.
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The Fallen Realms Trade Paperback $41 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781907964503
There are many armies that fight for the Dark Lord, including several realms of men. Some, like the Easterlings, followed the path of darkness
willingly and worship Sauron as a divine being; whereas others were cast out of their homes and fight alongside it him out of revenge - men such as
the Haradrim. Amongst these mighty armies of Evil Men lie the Uruk-hai, a different race altogether. Bred in the fire pits beneath the fortress of
Isengard, they are stronger, braver and better armoured than any Orc could ever hope to be. With these armies fighting alongside those of Mordor,
there is little hope for the Free People of Middle Earth.
This 48-page Sourcebook for The Lord of the Rings contains all the rules you'll need to field an army from The Fallen Realms (including the Urukhai, Haradrim, Easterlings and the Variags of Khand), as well as detailed background information and scenarios.
You must possess a copy of The Lord of the Rings Strategy Battle Game in order to use the contents of this book.

The Free People Trade Paperback $41 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781907964367
Middle-earth is home to many races, most of them much older than the men that now dominate it. Amongst them are the Elves and the Dwarves,
who have fought against Sauron and his armies for centuries. Though their experience in war is legendary, these races are now few in number, their
time in Middle-earth close to an end. As such, their armies are often small, but comprised of powerful elite warriors, all of them ready to fight for the
fate of Middle-earth.
This 64-page Sourcebook for The Lord of the Rings contains all the rules you'll need to field an army from The Free Peoples (including army lists
for Elves, Dwarves, Hobbits, Ents, The Fellowship and the White Council), as well as detailed background information and scenarios.
You must possess a copy of The Lord of the Rings Strategy Battle Game in order to use the contents of this book.

Galadhrim Commanders Figurine $66 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=5011921029532
Though the armies of the Elven Kingdoms seldom march to open war, they guard many of Middle-earth's chief havens, and shield many lands that
would have no hope of protecting themselves. Amongst this glittering host are the armies of Lothlórien, who only march to war in the very direst of
circumstances. These Elves, known as the Galadhrim, are some of the finest warriors in all of Middle-earth. Equipped with finely crafted Elven
bows, and well-balanced glaives, they are exceptional fighters that have held back the forces of darkness for many centuries. Amongst these Elves
are the Captains and heralds of Lothlórien - those who have fought for many years against The Dark Lord Sauron, and who now lead the armies of
that great forest into battle, inspiring their fellow Galadhrim to fight to the very last. They are powerful warriors in their own right, and a great
addition to any Elven army.
This boxed set contains one set of Galadhrim Commanders. These models are finely detailed resin cast miniatures, including one Galadhrim Captain,
one Warrior with war horn, one banner bearer, and one Galadhrim Stormcaller. They are supplied as four separate components, and come with four
25mm round bases. These miniatures are supplied unpainted and require assembly - we recommend using Citadel Super Glue and Citadel Paints.

Gondor Commanders Figurine $66 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=5011921029549
Minas Tirith's armies are the greatest of all the realms of Men - disciplined, superbly equipped and led by veterans of the wars with Harad and
Mordor. Each warrior in Minas Tirith's army is trained to wield a variety of weapons, from the humble sword or bow, to the deadly knight's lance. It
is these courageous warriors who defend the walls of the White City against the legions of Mordor, and protect her lands from the threat of invasion.
Amongst these men are the Captains and heralds of Gondor, who have fought for many years against the Dark Lord Sauron, and who now lead the
armies of Minas Tirith into battle, inspiring their men to fight to the very last. They are powerful warriors in their own right, and a great addition to
any Gondor army.
This boxed set contains one set of Gondor Commanders. These models are finely detailed resin cast miniatures, including one Captain of Minas
Tirith, one Warrior with war horn, one banner bearer, and one Knight of the White Tower. They are supplied as seven separate components, and
come with four 25mm round bases. These miniatures are supplied unpainted and require assembly - we recommend using Citadel Super Glue and
Citadel Paints.

Great Beast of Gorgoroth Figurine $118 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=5011921029488
There are many creatures that roam the Great Plateau of Gorgoroth, though none quite so large as the Great Beast. These huge, lumbering creatures
are not inherently evil, though over countless decades they have been pressed into service by the armies of Sauron - used as beasts of burden for
pulling war machines and as fighting platforms for their Orcish oppressors. Such barbaric treatment has, over the years, taken its toll on these
creatures and they've become brutal and aggressive, the perfect temperament for a monster of Mordor. In battle, they are generally used as a battle
platform for a mob of Orcs, who will use its armoured hide as a shield against attack, launching their own black-fletched arrows back at the enemy
when it is safe to do so. Meanwhile, the Great Beast beneath them will rampage through the enemy army, causing horrendous casualties as it flattens
all those in its path.
This boxed set contains one Great Beast of Gorgoroth - a finely detailed resin cast kit that comes in 17 components, including 10 Orc crew and
comes supplied with a large oval base. This miniature is supplied unpainted and requires assembly - we recommend using Citadel Super Glue and
Citadel Paints.

Groblog King of the Deeps Figurine $26 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=5011921029518
Grôblog is one of the Goblin Kings of Moria, a sneaky and thoroughly underhand Goblin warlord that wishes to claim the realm of Moria for
himself.
This pack contains Grôblog, King of the Deeps. This model is a finely detailed resin cast miniature supplied as three separate components, and
comes with one 25mm round base. This miniature is supplied unpainted and requires assembly - we recommend using Citadel Super Glue and
Citadel Paints.

Haradrim Commanders Figurine $66 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=5011921029600
The Haradrim hail from the southernmost lands of Middle-earth, where the landscape is dominated by serpent-infested plains and arid deserts. They
are a cruel race of Men, their hearts long ago hardened by the weight of a bloody history and their destiny tied irrevocably to that of Sauron. While
they are not bound by his rule like many of his vassals, they choose to fight alongside his armies out of enmity with Gondor. When the Haradrim put
aside their petty squabbling and unite under one banner, they do so in numbers that rival the armies of Mordor itself. Swarms of lightly armoured
warriors descend upon their foes, peppering them to death with poisoned arrows or attacking them with long, barbed spears. What they lack in terms
of skill and training, the men of Harad more than make up for with barbaric cruelty. Amongst these evil men are the Captains and heralds of Harad those who have fought for The Dark Lord Sauron for many years, and who now lead his armies into battle, inspiring their fellow men to fight harder
and stronger than ever before. They are powerful warriors in their own right, and a great addition to any Harad army.
This boxed set contains one set of Haradrim Commanders. These models are finely detailed resin cast miniatures, including one Haradrim Captain,
one Warrior with war horn, one banner bearer, and one Taskmaster. They are supplied as six separate components, and come with four 25mm round
bases. These miniatures are supplied unpainted and require assembly - we recommend using Citadel Super Glue and Citadel Paints.
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Isenguard Commanders Figurine $66 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=5011921029563
If Orcs are the foulest creatures to walk Middle-earth then the Uruk-hai are the most dangerous perversion of the breed. Where ordinary Orcs are
crook-limbed and timid, the Uruk-hai are strong, muscular, upright warriors of greater skill and courage. Equipped with flame-forged armour and
brutal blades from the forges of Isengard, the Uruk-hai march to war against the Free People of Middle-earth. They care not for land or possessions,
nor for homes and families; they simply kill all in their path in pursuit of endless war and the taste of raw man-flesh. Amongst these brutal warriors
are the Captains and heralds of Isengard - bred by Saruman to lead his armies into battle, inspiring their fellow Uruk-hai to fight harder and stronger
than ever before. They are powerful warriors in their own right, and a great addition to any Isengard army.
This boxed set contains one set of Isengard Commanders. These models are finely detailed resin cast miniatures, including one Uruk-hai Captain,
one Drummer, one banner bearer, and one Uruk-hai Shaman. They are supplied as eight separate components, and come with four 25mm round
bases. These miniatures are supplied unpainted and require assembly - we recommend using Citadel Super Glue and Citadel Paints.

Khamul The Easterling (Ringwraith) Figurine $55 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=5011921027316
Lieutenant of Dol Guldur, Khamûl is second amongst the Ringwraiths, a dark terror clad in an impenetrable shroud of cloth and armour. The
knowledge of how he came into the service of the Lord of the Rings has long been lost, though a few of the Wise believe that he once ruled a land
beyond Mordor's eastern boundaries. This at least must be partially true, for only a king of great influence would have received the tainted gift of a
Ring of Power. Other than this, little is known of Khamûl's past save what he has done since in the servie of Mordor. Whatever the deeds of the man
that he once was, Khamûl walks now only where Sauron bids him, his will bound solely to that of his dark master.
This pack contains Khamûl The Easterling on foot and riding a horse. These models are finely detailed resin cast miniatures. They are supplied as
four separate components, and come with one 25mm round base and one 40mm round base. These miniatures are supplied unpainted and require
assembly - we recommend using Citadel Super Glue and Citadel Paints.

The Kingdoms of Men Trade Paperback $41 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781907964411
It is the swords of Men that have protected Middle-earth for countless centuries against the vast armies of Sauron. From the Horse Lords of Rohan,
to the White Tower of Gondor, these men fight to protect the Free People of Middle-earth and drive back the darkness from their lands.
This 48-page Sourcebook for The Lord of the Rings contains all the rules you'll need to field an army from the Kingdoms of Men (including army
lists for Minas Tirith, Rohan, the Fiefdoms, Arnor and Númenor), as well as detailed background information and scenarios.
You must possess a copy of The Lord of the Rings Strategy Battle Game in order to use the contents of this book.

Morannon Orc Commanders Figurine $66 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=5011921029570
A stronger strain of Orc has appeared within the armies of the Black Gate and Barad-dûr - the Morannon Orcs. Their armour is thick and strong,
providing them additional resilience. This enhanced wargear, coupled with the Morannon Orcs' increased strength, makes them ideal shock troops
for Sauron's war against Minas Tirith. Amongst these degenerate creatures are the Captains and heralds of Mordor - those who have fought for The
Dark Lord Sauron for many years, and who now lead his armies into battle, inspiring their fellow Orcs to fight harder and stronger than ever before.
They are powerful warriors in their own right, and a great addition to any Mordor army.
This boxed set contains one set of Morannon Orc Commanders. These models are finely detailed resin cast miniatures, including one Orc Captain,
one Drummer, one banner bearer, and one Morannon Orc Shaman. They are supplied as eight separate components, and come with four 25mm round
bases. These miniatures are supplied unpainted and require assembly - we recommend using Citadel Super Glue and Citadel Paints.

Mordor Trade Paperback $41 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781907964602
Mordor is home to the mighty armies of the Dark Lord Sauron, a place of darkness and destruction, watched over by the Great Eye, and bathed in the
fires of Mount Doom. It is through the Black Gates of Mordor that hundreds upon thousands of Orcs march, their goal: to conquer the entirety of
Middle-earth and enslave the people that live there. Led by the powerful Nazgûl and supported by monstrous Trolls, the lands of Elves, Men and
Dwarves will all fall to the might of Mordor and its vast armies. It is only a matter of time.
This 48-page Sourcebook for The Lord of the Rings contains all the rules you'll need to field an army of Mordor, as well as detailed background
information and scenarios. You must possess a copy of The Lord of the Rings Strategy Battle Game in order to use the contents of this book.

Mordor Orc Commanders Figurine $66 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=5011921029587
Orcs are the foulest creatures to walk Middle-earth. They are evil-hearted monsters that rejoice in slaughter and destruction. The Orc's natural
aggression makes them the perfect tool of evil intent, their numberless hordes forming the core of the Mordor army. While they're individually
cowardly, they gain strength through numbers - a mass of Orc warriors can be a terrifying sight for any enemy of the Dark Lord. Amongst these
degenerate creatures are the Captains and heralds of Mordor - those who have fought for The Dark Lord Sauron for many years, and who now lead
his armies into battle, inspiring their fellow Orcs to fight harder and stronger than ever before. They are powerful warriors in their own right, and a
great addition to any Mordor army.
This boxed set contains one set of Mordor Orc Commanders. These models are finely detailed resin cast miniatures, including one Orc Captain, one
Taskmaster, one banner bearer, and one Orc Shaman. They are supplied as five separate components, and come with four 25mm round bases. These
miniatures are supplied unpainted and require assembly - we recommend using Citadel Super Glue and Citadel Paints.

Moria & Angmar Trade Paperback $41 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781907964558
The Misty Mountains have ever been home to evil things. From the malicious Goblins that prey on unsuspecting Dwarves, to the colossal might of
the Balrog of Morgoth, the Mines of Moria are a dangerous place to be at the best of times. Many travellers choose to avoid the route altogether, but
instead find themselves confronted by the twisted armies of Angmar, a dark and forbidding land that's home to Trolls, Wargs and Undead spirit
creatures kept alive by the will of the Witch King.
This 48-page Sourcebook for The Lord of the Rings contains all the rules you'll need to field an army from Moria and Angmar (including Goblins,
Trolls, Dragons, Undead spirits and the mighty Balrog), as well as detailed background information and scenarios.
You must possess a copy of The Lord of the Rings Strategy Battle Game in order to use the contents of this book.

Moria Goblin Commanders Figurine $55 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=5011921029556
Moria Goblins are small, mean-spirited creatures that live a troglodyte existence in the numerous mines beneath the Misty Mountains, and many of
the once-great Dwarven halls are now home to these loathsome beings. They scuttle through the tunnels with amazing dexterity, attacking,
destroying and consuming intruders that venture into their dark realm. They are a low kind of degenerate Orc that rely on large numbers to
overwhelm the foe. Amongst these degenerate creatures are the Captains and heralds of Moria - those who have fought for The Dark Lord Sauron for
many years, and who now lead his armies into battle, inspiring their fellow Goblins to fight harder and stronger than ever before. They are powerful
warriors in their own right, and a great addition to any Moria army.
This boxed set contains one set of Moria Goblin Commanders. These models are finely detailed resin cast miniatures, including one Goblin Captain,
one Goblin Shaman and two Goblin Drummers with a Moria War Drum. They are supplied as five separate components, and come with five 25mm
round bases. These miniatures are supplied unpainted and require assembly - we recommend using Citadel Super Glue and Citadel Paints.
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Rohan Commanders Figurine $66 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=5011921029617
The men of Rohan are doughty folk, raised in a harsh land of moors, hills, and endless grassland. The warriors of this land fight for survival against a
multitude of foes, from the Trolls and Orcs of the Misty Mountains, to the forces of the Dark Lord Sauron when they cross the Anduin into the
Westfold. Many of them will ride into battle on warhorses, but many more cannot afford a noble steed and will instead fight on foot, making up the
rank and file of the armies of Rohan. What these warriors lack in armour and skill, they make up for with courage and bloody minded determination
- Rohan will never fall while they still protect its borders. Amongst these men are the Captains and heralds of Rohan, who have fought for many
years against Sauron, and who now lead the armies of that great land into battle, inspiring their men to fight to the very last. They are powerful
warriors in their own right, and a great addition to any Rohan army.
This boxed set contains one set of Rohan Commanders. These models are finely detailed resin cast miniatures, including one Captain of Rohan, one
Warrior with war horn, one banner bearer, and one King's Huntsman. They are supplied as eight separate components, and come with four 25mm
round bases. These miniatures are supplied unpainted and require assembly - we recommend using Citadel Super Glue and Citadel Paints.

Warg Marauder Figurine $41 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=5011921029495
Moria Goblins are small, mean-spirited creatures that live a troglodyte existence in the numerous mines beneath the Misty Mountains, and many of
the once-great Dwarven halls are now home to these loathsome beings. They scuttle through the tunnels with amazing dexterity, attacking,
destroying and consuming intruders that venture into their dark realm. Rarely do they venture outside their mountain realms, but when they do, they
will often ally themselves with the feral Wargs that live in the mountains. While individually they may be too small to ride and control a Warg, a
team of several Goblins should be able to keep one in check for the duration of a battle, using it as a fast-moving cavalry unit to harass the enemy
flanks.
This pack contains one Warg Marauder. This model is a finely detailed resin cast miniature supplied as seven separate components, and comes with
one 40mm round base. This miniature is supplied unpainted and requires assembly - we recommend using Citadel Super Glue and Citadel Paints.

Watcher in the Water Figurine $118 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=5011921029471
An ancient evil from another age, the Watcher in the Water is a large, tentacled monstrosity that waits in the depths until it senses nearby prey.
Exactly what this creature may be is a mystery; indeed, few have ever survived to tell of its existence and even the Fellowship of the Ring barely
escaped its clutches alive. What is known is that it is incredibly powerful, able to tear a man in half with ease, or otherwise flatten him beneath its
immense bulk.
This boxed set contains The Watcher in the Water - a finely detailed resin cast kit that comes in 19 components, including a large oval scenic base
covered in rocks and the bodies of former victims. This miniature is supplied unpainted and requires assembly - we recommend using Citadel Super
Glue and Citadel Paints.

Wild Wargs 2012 Figurine $28 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=5011921029839
Magic The Gathering
Dark Ascension Booster Booster Pack $6.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=653569695325
Dark Ascension features 158 black-bordered cards, including randomly inserted premium versions of all cards in the set. It is available in booster
packs, intro packs, and fat packs. And as with Innistrad, Dark Ascension brings double-faced cards to Magic.
Sold as individual booster packs of 15 random cards.
Ask us for pricing of a box of 36 boosters.

Dark Ascension Event Deck Box $39.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=653569702139
Dark Ascension Fat Pack Box $59.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=653569703112
Contains:
Nine Dark Ascension booster packs.
Two deck-sized card boxes.
One Dark Ascension Spindown life counter.
70 basic land cards.
Player's guide.
10 double faced card checklists.
Card box.

Dark Ascension Intro Pack Box $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=653569695356
These are the sixty-card theme decks that are designed to provide an introduction to Magic in general and Dark Ascension in specific.
There are 5 decks in this range. If you have a preference, please specify when ordering. The image is of one from the range.
Swift Justice: When you’re surrounded by things that want to kill you, kill them first! Fearlessly lead your creatures headlong into battle, and their
ferocity will win you the day.
Relentless Dead: Legions of shambling zombies await your command. Unleash your hordes to overwhelm your enemies, then raise an army of the
dead with good old-fashioned necromancy.
Dark Sacrifice: The dark powers require a sacrifice, and now you can satisfy their diabolical demands. Your reward? Power to vanquish even the
strongest foes.
Monstrous Surprise: Just when your enemies think you’re down, you emerge stronger than before. If your creatures die, they return with a
vengeance.
Grave Power: No need to fear death—it just makes you stronger! Fill your graveyard with creatures and then reap the rewards on the battlefield.

Warhammer Fantasy Battle
Deathknell Watch Figurine $55 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=5011921029112
Warhammer Fantasy Roleplay
Vampire Counts Battalion Figurine $180 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=5011921028917
White Dwarf #386 Febuary 2012 Magazine $11.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=5011921031948
White Dwarf is Games Workshop's full-colour monthly hobby magazine. Every issue is packed with exciting articles and features, including: hobby
tutorials, stage-by-stage painting guides, a battle report and much more. Plus, you'll be able to see photos of all the latest Citadel miniatures and read
exactly what the Studio designers, writers and artists had in mind for an army.
Follow our link above for what is inside this month's issue.
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Crime, Mystery & Suspense
Books in this section are unlikely to be held as stock, but are available by request. We cheerfully order in any available book for our
readers, including computer texts, reference books, fiction such these listed here, etc. Maximise your Infinitas Guild points, we are
keen for the business, but note it will take a week or two for the book to arrive once ordered for you.
Jeff Abbott
Adrenaline (Sam Capra 01) Paperback $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780446575188
Jussi Adler-Olsen
Mercy B Paperback $19.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780141399966
At first the prisoner scratches at the walls until her fingers bleed. But there is no escaping the room. With no way of measuring time, her days,
weeks, months go unrecorded. She vows not go mad. She will not give her captors the satisfaction. She will die first.
Copenhagen detective Carl Mørck has been taken off homicide to run a newly created department for unsolved crimes. His first case concerns
Merete Lynggaard, who vanished five years ago. Everyone says she's dead. Everyone says it's a waste of time. He thinks they're right.
The voice in the dark is distorted, harsh and without mercy. It says the prisoner's torture will only end when she answers one simple question. It is
one she has asked herself a million times:
WHY is this happening?

Jeffrey Allen
Stay at Home Dead (Stay At Home Dad Mysteries) Paperback $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780758266897
Steve Alten
The Mayan Destiny (Mayan Prophecy 03) Trade Paperback $27.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780857381712
Neal Baer & Jonathan Greene
Kill Switch Hardcover $49.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780758266866
Criminal psychologist Dr. Claire Waters finds her life unraveling, and a surprising conspiracy unfolding, when she mistakenly recommends the
release of a brutal serial killer, after which a murdered woman, who bears all the signs of the serial killer's work, turns up.

Tilly Bagshawe & Sidney Sheldon
Mistress of the Game (Game 02) Trade Paperback $24.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780062104564
Sandra Balzo
Triple Shot (Maggy Thorson) Hardcover $49.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780727880796
Russell Banks
Lost Memory of Skin Trade Paperback $29.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781846685767
Robert Barnard
A Charitable Body Hardcover $49.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781439177433
Nevada Barr
The Rope (Anna Pigeon) Hardcover $49.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780312614577
Jefferson Bass
The Bone Yard

B Paperback $19.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781849160612

Quentin Bates
Cold Comfort (Officer Gunnhildur) Hardcover $49.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781616950545
Belinda Bauer
Finders Keepers Trade Paperback $32.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780593066911
M C Beaton
Death of a Chimney Sweep (Hamish MacBeth 26) Paperback $17.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780446547406
Jessica Beck
Killer Crullers (Donut Shop Mysteries) Paperback $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780312542313
Steve Berry
The Jefferson Key (Cotton malone 07) Paperback $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780345505521
Nancy Bilyeau
The Crown Trade Paperback $29.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781409133070
Grant Blackwood & Tom Clancy
Dead or Alive (Ryan) B Paperback $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780241951866
The world's number one terrorist is about to unleash a holy war. Only one agency, one man, can stop him . . .
The Campus was secretly created by President Jack Ryan to covertly eliminate terrorists. Now it faces its greatest threat: a sadistic killer known as
the Emir. Mastermind of countless horrific attacks, the Emir has eluded capture by every law enforcement agency in the world. And he is about to
unleash a monumental strike at the heart of America.
But on the Emir's trail is intelligence expert Jack Ryan Jr. Following in his legendary father's footsteps, he and his allies at the Campus are on a
manhunt that will take them across the globe, into the shadowy arenas of political gamesmanship, in a race to prevent the fall of the West.

Larry Bond & Jim DeFelice
Shock of War (Red Dragon Rising 03) Hardcover $49.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780765321398
Matt Bondurant
The Night Swimmer

Hardcover $49.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781451625295
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Sam Bourne
Pantheon Trade Paperback $29.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=978007413621
D C Brod
Getting Lucky

Hardcover $49.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781440531989

Dale Brown
Rogue Forces Paperback $16.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781849016865
Executive Intent

Trade Paperback $24.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781849018852

Don Bruns
Too Much Stuff

Hardcover $49.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781608090174
Private investigators Skip More and James Lessor of More or Less Investigations are hired to find a quarter million dollars in gold that went missing
during a 1935 hurricane and must battle ruthless competitors and brushes with death if they are ever going to complete their mission.

Fiona Buckley
Queen Without A Crown (Ursula Blanchard 09) Hardcover $54.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781780290140
John Burdett
Vulture Peak (Bangkok 05) Hardcover $49.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780307272676
Lucy Burdette
An Appetite For Murder Paperback $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780451235510
Howie Carr
Hard Knocks Hardcover $49.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780765326409
Donato Carrisi
The Whisperer Hardcover $49.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780316194723
Maureen Carter
Mother Love Hardcover $54.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781780290089
Guanzhong Chen
The Fat Years Hardcover $49.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780385534345
Sam Christer
Turin Shroud Secret

Trade Paperback $29.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781847445230

Agatha Christie
The Mousetrap and Seven Other Plays

B Paperback $22.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780007433421
THE MOUSETRAP, the longest-running play in the history of London's West End, begins its 60th Year run on 25 November 2011. This new edition
of eight works show how Agatha Christie's plays are as compulsive as her novels, their colourful characters and ingenious plots providing yet more
evidence of her mastery of the detective thriller.
THE MOUSETRAP: Cut off by snowdrifts, the owners of a new guest house encounter terror when one of their first visitors turns out to be a
homicidal maniac...
AND THEN THERE WERE NONE: Ten guilty people are lured to an island mansion where an unknown killer begins to exact revenge...
APPOINTMENT WITH DEATH: The suffocating heat of an exotic Middle-Eastern setting provides a backdrop for murder...
THE HOLLOW: Beneath their respectable surface, a set of friends realise that any one of them could be a murderer...
WITNESS FOR THE PROSECUTION: A scheming wife testifies against her husband in a shocking murder trial...
TOWARDS ZERO: A psychopathic killer stalks unsuspecting victims in a seaside house perched high on a cliff...
VERDICT: Passion and love are the deadly ingredients in this thriller in which a murder causes an unexpected chain of events...
GO BACK FOR MURDER: A young woman discovers that her late mother was imprisoned for murdering her father and is determined to prove her
innocence…

Tom Clancy
Locked On (Jack Ryan) Hardcover $54.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780399157318
Alys Clare
The Way Between the Worlds (Lassair Aelf Fen) Hardcover $54.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780727880970
Mary Jane Clark
The Look of Love (Wedding Cake Mysteries 02) Hardcover $49.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780061995569
Mary Higgins Clark
I'll Walk Alone B Paperback $19.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781849833752
Blaize Clement
The Cat Sitter's Pajamas (Dixie Hemingway 07) Hardcover $49.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780312643133
Reed Coleman
Hurt Machine (Moe Prager 07) Trade Paperback $29.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781440531996
Hurt Machine (Moe Prager 07) Hardcover $49.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781440532023
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Eoin Colfer
Plugged Trade Paperback $19.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780755380213
Dan, an Irishman who's ended up in New Jersey, finds himself embroiled in a world of murder, kidnapping and corrupt cops.Dan works as a bouncer
in a seedy club, half in love with hostess Connie. When Connie is murdered on the premises, a vengeful Dan finds himself embroiled in an
increasingly deadly sequence of events in which his doctor friend Zeb goes mysteriously missing, a cop-killing female cop becomes his only ally,
and he makes an enemy of ruthless drug-dealer Mike Madden. Written with the warmth and wit that make the Artemis Fowl novels so irresistible,
though with additional torture and violence, PLUGGED is a brilliant crime debut from a naturally gifted writer with a huge fanbase.

Michael Connelly
The Fifth Witness (Mickey Haller) Paperback $19.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781743310021
Glen Cook
Garrett Takes the Case (Garrett PI) Trade Paperback $29.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780451464361
Robin Cook
Death Benefit

Hardcover $49.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780399157462
Pia Grazdani is an exceptional yet aloof medical student working closely with Columbia University Medical Center's premier scientist on cutting
edge research that could revolutionize health care by creating replacement organs for critically-ill patients. Thorough her work with the brilliant
molecular geneticist Dr. Tobias Rothman, Pia knows she will be given the chance to fulfill her ambition to participate in medical discoveries that can
help millions while bringing her a measure of personal peace that might once and for all push aside memories of her difficult and abusive childhood.
But when tragedy strikes in the lab, Pia, with the help of infatuated classmate George Wilson, launches an investigation into the unforeseen calamity
in the hospital's supposedly secure biosafety lab.
Meanwhile, two ex-Wall Street whiz-kids think they have found another loadstone in the nation's multi-trillion dollar life insurance industry, and
race to find ways to control actuarial data and securitize the policies of the aged and infirm to make another killing.
As Pia and George dig deeper into the events at the lab one question remains unanswered: is someone attempting to manipulate private insurance
information to allow investors to benefit from the deaths of others?

Patricia Cornwell
Red Mist (Scarpetta) Hardcover $54.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780399158025
Determined to find out what happened to her former deputy chief, Jack Fielding, murdered six months earlier, Kay Scarpetta travels to the Georgia
Prison for Women, where an inmate has information not only on Fielding, but also on a string of grisly killings. The murder of an Atlanta family
years ago, a young woman on death row, and the inexplicable deaths of homeless people as far away as California seem unrelated. But Scarpetta
discovers connections that compel her to conclude that what she thought ended with Fielding's death and an attempt on her own life is only the
beginning of something far more destructive: a terrifying terrain of conspiracy and potential terrorism on an international scale. And she is the only
one who can stop it.

Colin Cotterill
Slash and Burn (Dr Siri) Hardcover $49.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781616951160
Dr. Siri might finally be allowed to retire (again). Although he loves his two morgue assistants, he's tired of being Laos's national coroner, a job he
never wanted in the first place. Plus, he's pushing eighty, and wants to spend some time with his wife before his untimely death (which has been
predicted by the local transvestite fortune teller).
But retirement is not in the cards for Dr. Siri after all. He's dragged into one last job for the Lao government: supervising an excavation for the
remains of U.S. fighter pilot who went down in the remote northern Lao jungle ten years earlier. The presence of American soldiers in Laos is a hotbutton issue for both the Americans and the Lao involved, and the search party includes high-level politicians and scientists. But one member of the
party is found dead, setting off a chain of accidents Dr. Siri suspects are not completely accidental. Everyone is trapped in a cabin in the jungle, and
the bodies are starting to pile up. Can Dr. Siri get to the bottom of the MIA pilot's mysterious story before the fortune teller's prediction comes true?

Robert Crais
Taken (Elvis Cole) Hardcover $49.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780399158278
Jeanne M Dams
Evil that Men Do (Dorothy Martin) Hardcover $54.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780727880901
Lila Dare
Die Job (Southern Beauty Shop Mysteries) Paperback $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780425245880
C J Daugherty
Night School Paperback $17.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781907411212
Anna Dean
The Gentleman of Fortune

Trade Paperback $29.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781250003829

Jeffrey Deaver
Carte Blanche Paperback $19.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781444716450
William Dietrich
Blood of the Reich Paperback $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780061989193
Michael Dobbs
The Lord's Day

B Paperback $19.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780857208064

Michael Dobbs
The Edge of Madness

B Paperback $19.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781849835664

Tim Dorsey
Electric Barracuda (Serge Storms 13) Trade Paperback $28.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780061876912
Arthur Conan Doyle & Richard L Boyer
The Giant Rat of Sumatra (Further Adventures of Sherlock Holmes) Paperback $15.99
www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781848568600
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Arthur Conan Doyle & Sam Siciliano
The Angel of the Opera (Further Adventures of Sherlock Holmes) Paperback $15.99
www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781848568617

Alex Dryden
Moscow Sting

Paperback $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780062086259

Rosie Dub
Flight Trade Paperback $27.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780732294144
Margaret Duffy
Rat Poison (Patrick Gillard & Ingrid Langley) Hardcover $54.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780727880987
Carola Dunn
Gone West (Daisy Dalrymple) Hardcover $49.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780312675486
Martin Edwards Editor
Guilty Consciences Hardcover $54.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780727880246
R J Ellory
A Quiet Vendetta Hardcover $49.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781590205082
Janet Evanovich
One for the Money Film Tie In (Stephanie Plum 01) B Paperback $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780241957035
Janet Evanovich
Two for the Dough (Stephanie Plum 02) A Paperback $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780140255553
Kenny Mancuso shot his childhood buddy Moogey Bues and then jumped bail. Now bounty hunter Stephanie Plum is on the case to track Kenny
down.
Then someone finished Moogey off, Kenny can't be found, twenty-four coffins are missing, and there's some ex-army heavy artillery roaming the
streets. And Joe M orelli - the cop with more than a professional interest in her every move - is tailing Stephanie.
With a healthy disregard for the law, and an unhealthy dependence on marshmallow hot chocolate, Stephanie's a match for anyone - even Morelli.
That is, until her eccentric grandmother goes AWOL and little pieces of corpses start to disappear . . .

Three To Get Deadly (Stephanie plum 03) A Paperback $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780140256086
Cuddly Mo Bedemier, Trenton's favourite ice-cream seller, has gone missing. Stephanie Plum, carbohydrates' biggest fan, needs to track him down.
But it's not raspberry ripple she's after: Mo's jumped bail, and Stephanie's job is bounty hunting. Nobody can believe Mo would do anything wrong.
But Stephanie – with the help of big blonde Lula, good cop/bad cop Joe Morelli and fitness-freak Ranger – soon discovers that Mo has more than
candy in his Basement. Uncovering the truth about Mo is one thing, but coping with dead drug dealers, a man-sized chicken and a seriously bright
hair colour is pushing Stephanie to the edge. And when someone holds her hamster to ransom, things look like they're getting deadly.

Gordon Ferris
The Unquiet Heart (Danny McRae 02) Trade Paperback $29.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780857895547
Jane Finnis
Danger in the Wind (Aurelia Marcella 04) Hardcover $49.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781590588901
Danger in the Wind (Aurelia Marcella 04) Trade Paperback $29.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php ?bar=9781590588925
Bill Fitzhugh
The Exterminators (Assassin Bug) Hardcover $49.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781590585405
The Exterminators (Assassin Bug) Trade Paperback $29.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781590585429
Bill Fitzhugh
Pest Control (Assassin Bug) Trade Paperback $29.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781590585504
Vince Flynn
Consent to Kill B Paperback $19.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781849835763
Memorial Day B Paperback $19.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781849835817
Nicci French
Until It's Over

B Paperback $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780141020914
Young and athletic, London cycle courier Astrid Bell is bad luck - for other people. First Astrid's neighbour Peggy Farrell accidentally knocks her
off her bike - and not long after is found bludgeoned to death in an alley.
Then a few days later, Astrid is asked to pick up a package from a wealthy woman called Ingrid de Soto, only to find the client murdered in the hall
of her luxurious home.
For the police it's more than coincidence. For Astrid and her six housemates it's the beginning of a nightmare: suspicious glances, bitter accusations,
fallings out and a growing fear that the worst is y et to come . . . Because of it's true that bad luck comes in threes - who will be the next to die?

The Safe House

B Paperback $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780141034126
You open your home and your heart to a victim. But your house is anything but safe . . .
Samantha Laschen is a doctor specialising in post-traumatic stress disorder. She's moved to the coast to escape her problems and to be alone with her
young daughter.
But now the police want her to take in Fiona Mackenzie, a girl whose parents have been savagely murdered. Yet by allowing Fiona in, Sam is
exposing herself - and her daughter - to risks she couldn't possibly have imagined . . .
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Nicci French
Beneath the Skin B Paperback $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780141034140
Zoe, Jennifer and Nadia are three women with nothing in common. Except for the man who wants to kill them.
He sends them terrifying letters, full of the intimate details of their lives - and promises that he will bring those lives to a violent, horrible end. But
not before he has enjoyed himself.
Invisible and apparently unstoppable, he delights in watching the women suffer, thrilled by his power to leave them utterly helpless, alone in their
terror and confusion.
Except they're not all as helpless as he thinks . . .

The Red Room B Paperback $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780141034157
He almost took your life. Now his is in your hands . . .
After psychologist Kit Quinn is brutally attacked by a prisoner, she is determined to get straight back to work. When the police want her help in
linking the man who attacked her to a series of murders, she refuses to simply accept the obvious.
But the closer her investigation takes her to the truth behind the savage crimes, the nearer Kit gets to the dark heart of her own terror.

Land of the Living

B Paperback $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780141034164
You wake in the dark, gagged and bound. A man visits you, feeds you. And tells you that he will kill you – just like all the rest.
Abbie Devereaux doesn't know where she is or how she got there. She's so terrified she can barely remember her own name – and she's sure of just
one thing: that she will survive this nightmare.
But even if she does make it back to the land of the living, Abbie knows that he'll still be out there, looking for her. And next time, there may be no
escape . . .

Secret Smile

B Paperback $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780141034171
You have an affair. You finish it. You think it's over. You're dead wrong . . .
Miranda Cotton thinks she's put boyfriend Brendan out of her life for good. But two weeks later, he's intimately involved with her sister.
Soon what began as an embarrassment becomes threatening - then even more terrifying than a girl's worst nightmare.
Because this time Brendan will stop at nothing to be part of Miranda's life - even if it means taking it from her . . .

Catch Me When I Fall B Paperback $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780141034188
You're a whirlwind. A success. You're living life on the edge. But who'll catch you when you fall?
Holly Krauss is a city girl burning the candle at both ends. Despite a comfortable home life, a tough job and friends who admire her, she secretly
enjoys taking reckless, dangerous walks on the wild side.
But Holly can't keep those worlds separate forever. Soon enough her secret life bleeds into her safe one and everything spirals out of control. She's
making mistakes at home and at work, owes money to the wrong people – and now it seems that someone's stalking her. Could it just be paranoia or
is she in very real danger?
And who can you trust when you can no longer trust yourself?

Killing Me Softly B Paperback $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780141034195
You have everything. But you give it up for an affair.
You're in passionate love. And grave danger . . .
Alice Loudon couldn't resist abandoning her old, safe life for a wild affair. And in Adam Tallis, a rugged mountaineer with a murky past, she finds a
man who can teach her things about herself that she never even suspected.
But sexual obsession has its dark side - and so does Adam. Soon both are threatening all that Alice has left. First her sanity. Then her life.

Losing You

B Paperback $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780141035413
Nina Landry has given up city life for the isolated community of Sandling Island , lying off the bleak east coast of England . At night the wind
howls. Sometimes they are cut off by the incoming tide. For Nina though it is home. It is safe.
But when Nina's teenage daughter Charlie fails to return from a sleepover on the day they're due to go on holiday, the island becomes a different
place altogether. A place of secrets and suspicions. Where no one - friends, neighbours or the police - believes Nina's instinctive fear that her
daughter is in terrible danger. Alone, she undergoes a frantic search for Charlie. And as day turns to night, she begins to doubt not just whether
they'll leave the island for their holiday - but whether they will ever leave it again.

Lisa Gardner
Catch Me Trade Paperback $32.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780755388233
Love You More Paperback $19.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780755390632
Sulari Gentill
A Few Right Thinking Man B Paperback $22.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780987068514
Miles off Course

Trade Paperback $29.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780987068521

A Decline in Prophets

B Paperback $22.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780987068538

Tess Gerritsen
Gravity B Paperback $19.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780007432424
David Gibbins
Gods of Atlantis (Atlantis 02) Paperback $19.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780755354009
Matthew Glass
End Game Paperback $19.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781848877764
Robert Gleason & Junius Podrug
The 2012 Codex (2012 03) Paperback $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780765362469
Robert Goddard
Closed Circle Paperback $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780552164917
Sea Change

Paperback $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780552164931

Out of the Sun

Paperback $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780552164962
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Lee Goldberg
Mr Monk on Patrol (Monk 13) Hardcover $49.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780451235619
Howard Gordon
The Chamber Trade Paperback $29.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780857200952
Hard Target Hardcover $49.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781439175828
Ed Gorman
Blindside (Dev Conrad) Hardcover $54.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780727880253
Ann Granger
Rack, Ruin and Murder

Paperback $22.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780755349111

Kerry Greenwood Australian author
Cocaine Blues (TV Tie In) (Phryne Fisher 01) Paperback $22.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9324551025482
Murder on the Ballarat Train (TV Tie In) (Phryne Fisher 03) Paperback $22.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781742379593
Death at Victoria Dock (TV Tie In) (Phryne Fisher 04) Paperback $22.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781742379821
The Green Mill Murder (TV Tie In) (Phryne Fisher 05) Paperback $22.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781742379609
Ruddy Gore (TV Tie In ) (Phryne Fisher 07) Paperback $22.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781742379623
Raisins and Almonds (TV Tie In) (Phryne Fisher 08) Paperback $22.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781742379616
Away With the Fairies (Phryne Fisher 11) Paperback $22.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781742379647
H Terrell Griffin
Collateral Damage (Matt Royal) Hardcover $49.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781608090266
When a groom is shot to death the day after his wedding, Matt Royal investigates, but the case rekindles haunting events of Matt's past, especially
when detective J.D. Duncan joins the investigation.

Elly Griffiths
The Janus Stone (Rith Galloway 02) Trade Paperback $29.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780547577401
The House at Sea's End

Hardcover $49.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780547506142

James Grippando
Afraid of the Dark

Paperback $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780061840296
Police sergeant Vince Paulo held his best friend’s dying daughter in his arms as, with her final breath, she uttered the name of her murderer: her exboyfriend, Jamal. Minutes later, the house exploded, shrouding Paulo in darkness forever.
Miami criminal defense lawyer Jack Swyteck is shocked to discover that the client he’s been assigned to defend, a young man facing the death
penalty for terrorist activities, is already wanted for the murder of his girlfriend and the permanent blinding of a police officer. Jamal’s alibi, that he
was being held and tortured by government agents at the time of the girl’s death, seems far-fetched. But a subsequent rash of slayings suggests there
may be some veracity to the young man’s story. That bitter truth is launching Jack into a deadly international hunt for a faceless killer known only as
“the Dark,” and plunging him deep into the terrifying heart of purest evil.

Need You Now Hardcover $49.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780061840302
The King's Ransom Paperback $19.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780062024534
Last to Die Paperback $19.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780062024558
Hear no Evil Paperback $19.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780062024565
Got the Look Paperback $19.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780062026958
M R Hall
The Redeemed B Paperback $19.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780330458382
Sophie Hannah
Kind of Cruel Trade Paperback $29.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780340980705
Tessa Harris
The Anatomist's Apprentice (Dr Thomas Silkstone Mysteries 01) Trade Paperback $29.95
www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780758266989
In 18th-century England, when Lady Farrell's husband becomes the prime suspect in the murder of Sir Edward Crick, she enlists the help of Dr.
Thomas Silkstone--an anatomist and pioneering forensic detective--to solve the murder.

Robert Harris
The Fear Index

Hardcover $49.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780307957931

Steven F Havill
One Perfect Shot (Posadas County Mysteries) Hardcover $49.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781590589540
One Perfect Shot (Posadas County Mysteries) Trade Paperback $29.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781590589564
Gar Anthony Haywood
Assume Nothing Hardcover $54.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780727880833
When Joe Reddick and his family are threatened in their LA home by a masked, knife-wielding intruder, it means serious trouble for a gang of
desperate criminals. The threat sends Joe Reddick over the edge. He's lived the nightmare of losing a family to a crazed killer once, and he's not
going to let it happen again. After sending his wife and son to safety, he goes to war, determined to kill those responsible. Soon Reddick’s living
nightmare will finally be over. One way or the other . . .
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Peter Helton
Four Below (Detective Inspector Liam McLusky Investigations) Hardcover $49.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=978161950828
Sara J Henry
Learning to Swim Trade Paperback $29.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780307718396
Keigo Higashino
Devotion of Suspect X

Paperback $19.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780349123745

Jack Higgins
A Devil is Waiting (Sean Dillon) Hardcover $49.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780399158094
A Devil is Waiting
Luciano's Luck

Trade Paperback $29.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=978007452217

A Paperback $19.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780007274215

The White House Connection A Paperback $19.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780007349364
Matt Hilton
Dead Men's Harvest

Paperback $19.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781444712650

Tami Hoag
Down the Darkest Road (Oak Knoll 03) Hardcover $49.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780525952398
Cara Hoffman
So Much Pretty Trade Paperback $32.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781846059704
Evelyn Hood
Mystery in Prior's Ford (Prior's Ford 05) Hardcover $54.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780727880918
David Hosp
Next of Kin B Paperback $19.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780330457019
Katherine Howell Australian author
Silent Fear Trade Paperback $29.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781742610726
Julie Hyzy
Affairs of Steak (White House Chef Mysteries) Paperback $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780425245835
Ryan David Jahn
The Dispatcher Trade Paperback $29.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780143120704
The phone rings. It's your daughter. She's been dead for four months.
So begins East Texas police dispatcher Ian Hunt's fight to get his daughter back. The call is cut off by the man who snatched her from her bedroom
seven years ago, and a basic description of the kidnapper is all Ian has to go on. What follows is a bullet-strewn cross-country chase from Texas to
California along Interstate 10- a wild ride in a 1965 Mustang that passes through the outlaw territory of No Country for Old Men and is shot through
with moments of macabre violence that call to mind the novels of Thomas Harris.

J A Jance
Payment in Kind (J P Beaumont 09) Paperback $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780062086365
Without Due Process (J P Beaumont 10) Paperback $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780062086389
Failure to Appear (J P Beaumont 11) Paperback $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780062086396
Lying in Wait (J P Beaumont 12) Paperback $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780062086402
Name Withheld (J p Beaumont 13) Paperback $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780062086419
Michael Jecks
King's Gold B Paperback $19.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781849830836
Iris Johansen
Bonnie (Eve Duncan) Paperback $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780312651282
Adam Johnson
The Orphan Master's Son

Hardcover $49.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780812992793

Faye Kellerman
Gun Games (Decker / Lazarus) Hardcover $49.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780062064325
Simon Kernick
Siege Trade Paperback $32.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780593062913
Jonathan King
Midnight Guardians (Max Freeman) Hardcover $54.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780727881052
Clea Koff
Freezing Hardcover $54.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780727880963
Chris Kuzneski
The Secret Crown

Hardcover $49.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780399157455

Lynda la Plante
Cold Blood B Paperback $19.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781849832649
Cold Heart B Paperback $19.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781849832663
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William Landay
Defending Jacob Hardcover $49.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780385344227
Cooper Lawrence
The Yoga Club Trade Paperback $29.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781439187272
T S Learner Australian author
The Map Trade Paperback $29.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780732293369
Patrick Lee
Deep Sky Paperback $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780061958793
Elmore Leonard
Raylan (Justified) Trade Paperback $29.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780297867548
John Lescroart
The Hunter hpaperback $49.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780525952565
Dick Lochte & Al Roker
The Talk Show Murders (Billy Blessing 03) Hardcover $49.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780385343701
Celebrity chef turned sleuth Billy Blessing finds his plate full of danger once again, as secrets from his long-buried past threaten to make a
comeback. Before Billy had his five-star restaurant in New York, before he was tapped to co-host the morning show Wake Up, America! and travel
with it for a week in the Windy City--before he even assumed the name Billy Blessing--he lived a totally different life under a very different identity:
as wily con man Billy Blanchard. Caught trying to run a scam on a shady Detroit businessman, Billy did time for his crimes, reinvented himself, and
has successfully kept that part of his past covered up ever since. But when he and Eddie Patton, a nosy ex-cop with a long memory, are guests on a
popular Chicago TV talk show, the off-camera chat turns to blackmail. And Billy may have no choice but to pay up or see the embarrassing truth
from being blogcast to the world on Patton's true crime website. This being Chicago, secrets have a way of getting out--and getting people killed.
When Patton winds up dead in his apartment only hours after trying to shake Billy down, it's just the first in a string of killings that has America's
most beloved TV host scrambling for clues, unsure who his friends are, and desperate to clear his name before he becomes the media's latest poster
child for celebrity scandal. Throw in a budding romance with a visiting movie star and Billy Blessing may have finally gotten himself into one sticky
situation even he can't talk his way out of. Fast-paced, funny, and bubbling over with inside scoop on the business they call show, The Talk Show
Murders is Al Roker mystery fiction at its delicious, dishy best

Bret Lott
Dead Low Tide Hardcover $49.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781400063758
Robert Ludlum & Eric van Lustbader Inspired by
The Bourne Dominion (Bourne) Paperback $19.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781409120551
Robert Ludlum & Paul Garrison Inspired by
The Janson Command Trade Paperback $32.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781409116486
D P Lyle
Sick Rich (Royal Pains) Paperback $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780451235534
Stuart MacBride
Birthdays for the Dead

Trade Paperback $29.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780007344185

Edward Marston
A Bespoke Murder (Home Front Detective) Hardcover $59.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780749009908
In 1915 London, an anti-German attack on a bespoke tailoring business leaves the tailor dead, his daughter raped, and his safe empty, and Detective
Inspector Harvey Marmion must go all the way to the front lines of World War I and back to find those responsible.

Steve Martini
Trader of Secrets (Paul Madriani 12) Paperback $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780061930249
Alex Marwood
Wicked Girls Trade Paperback $29.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781847445209
Peter May
The Lewis man

Trade Paperback $24.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780857382214

Colleen McCullough
The Prodigal Son Trade Paperback $32.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780732293239
Val McDermid
The Retribution (Tony Hill) Hardcover $49.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780802120175
Craig McDonald
El Gavilan Trade Paperback $29.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781440531910
Craig McDonald
El Gavilan Hardcover $49.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781440531941
The news is full of it: escalating tensions from illegal immigration; headless bodies hanging off bridges and bounties placed on lawmen on both sides
of the border. New Austin, Ohio, is a town grappling with waves of undocumented workers who exert tremendous pressure on schools, police and
city services. In the midst of the turmoil, three very different kinds of cops scramble to maintain control and impose order.
But the rape-murder of a Mexican-American woman triggers a brutal chain of events that threatens to leave no survivors. El Gavilan is a novel of
shifting alliances and whiplash switchbacks. Families are divided and careers and lives threatened. Friendships and ideals are tested and budding
love affairs challenged. With its topical themes, shades-of-gray characters and dark canvas, El Gavilan is a novel for our charged times.

Jill McGivering
The Last Kestrel Trade Paperback $24.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780007338153
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Claire McGowan
The Fall Trade Paperback $29.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780755386345
Adrian McKinty Australian author
Cold, Cold Ground (01) Trade Paperback $29.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781846688225
Fifty Grand

Paperback $22.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781846687419

Falling Glass Paperback $19.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781846687839
Leslie Meier
English Tea Murder (Lucy Stone) Paperback $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780758229328
Chocolate Covered Murder (Lucy Stone) Hardcover $49.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780758229335
After the suspicious drowning of a local fisherman, and the murder of a sultry chocolate-store manager, Lucy Stone must track down a killer, all
while navigating the craziness of Tinker's Cove's Valentine's Day tourist promotion. By the author of English Tea Murder.

Mark Mills
House of the Hanged

B Paperback $19.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780007276912

Rick Mofina
The Burning Edge Paperback $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780778313014
Richard Montanari
Don't Look Now Paperback $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780099524830
Walter Mosley
All I Did Was Shoot my Man (Leonid McGill) Hardcover $49.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781594488245
Jo Nesbo
The Leopard (Harry Hole) Hardcover $49.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780307595874
The Phantom (Harry Hole) Trade Paperback $32.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781846555220
The Headhunters (Film Tie-In) Paperback $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780099556022
Charlie Newton
Start Shooting Hardcover $49.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780385534697
Joyce Carol Oates
Give Me Your Heart

Trade Paperback $29.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780547385419

Carol O'Connell
The Chalk Girl (Kathleen Mallory 10) Hardcover $49.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780399157745
Kristina Ohlsson
Unwanted Trade Paperback $29.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781847379597
Gregg Olsen
Victim Six Paperback $16.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781780331737
Daniel Palmer
Delirious Paperback $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780786022670
Charlie Giles, a former up-and-coming electronics superstar, watches his life slowly unravel as he becomes the prime suspect in the murders of his
former employers, who are being picked off one by one, and, with nowhere else to turn, enlists the help of his schizophrenic brother to find the truth

Sara Paretsky
Breakdown (V I Warshawski) Hardcover $49.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780399157837
T Jefferson Parker
The Jaguar (Charlie Hood) Hardcover $49.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780525952572
T Jefferson Parker
The G418Border Lords (Charlie Hood 04) Trade Paperback $29.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780451235565
California Girl Paperback $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780062103390
Cold Pursuit Paperback $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780062103406
The Fallen Paperback $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780062103413
Storm Runners

Paperback $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780062103420

Robert B Parker & Michael Brandman Inspired by
Killing the Blues Trade Paperback $28.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781780872902
James Patterson
Private London (Private) Paperback $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780099553489
James Patterson & Maxine Paetro
No 1 Suspect (Private) Trade Paperback $32.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781846057861
Mark Pearson
Private London (Private) Paperback $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780099553489
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George Pelecanos
What it Was Hardcover $65 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780316209533
What it Was Trade Paperback $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780316209540
What it Was Trade Paperback $32.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781409143673
Stef Penney
The Invisible Ones

Hardcover $49.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780399157714

Claudia Pineiro
All Yours Trade Paperback $29.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781904738800
Douglas Preston & Lincoln Child
Gideon's Corpse (Gideon Crew 02) Trade Paperback $24.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781409133162
A top nuclear scientist turns homicidal, taking an innocent family hostage at gunpoint. Gideon Crew, a colleague of his at Los Alamos, is called in to
talk the man down. But the standoff ends in an explosion of violence. When the authorities discover the scientist's body is intensely radioactive and
that he had recently embraced Islamic extremism, all hell breaks loose. Gideon finds himself charged with a desperate assignment to track down a
rogue nuclear device...or something even worse.

Christopher Ransom
People Next Door Paperback $19.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780751543803
Sarah Rayne
What Lies Beneath A Paperback $19.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781847393586
Hannah Reed
Plan Bee (Queen Bee Mysteries) Paperback $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780425246214
Imogen Robertson
Instruments of Darkness (Westerman Crowther Mysteries 01) Trade Paperback $29.95
www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780143120407

Peter Robinson
Before the Poison Paperback $19.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781444704853
M J Rose
The Book of Lost Fragrances

Trade Paperback $32.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781742751337

Jennifer Rowe
Love, Honour and O'Brien

Hardcover $49.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781590585436

Love, Honour and O'Brien

Trade Paperback $29.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781590585450

William Ryan
The Darkening Field (Captain Alexei Korlev 02) Hardcover $49.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780312586515
Zoe Sharp
The Fourth Day (Charlie Fox) Trade Paperback $29.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781605982755
Fifth Victim Hardcover $49.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781605982762
Paige Shelton
If Fried Chicken Could Fly (Country Cooking School Mysteries) Paperback $19.95
www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780425245859

Michael Sims
The Dead Witness

Trade Paperback $39.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780802779182

Sean Slater
Survivor B Paperback $19.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781849832144
Karin Slaughter
Fallen Paperback $14.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780099550273
Tom Rob Smith
Child 44 (Child 44 01) Trade Paperback $29.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780446572767
Agent 6 (Child 44 02) Hardcover $49.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780446550765
Brad Smith
Red Means Run (Virgil Caine) Trade Paperback $24.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781451645514
Mark Allen Smith
The Inquisitor Hardcover $49.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780805094268
Inquisitor Trade Paperback $29.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780857207753
Julia Spencer-Fleming
In the Bleak Midwinter (Clare fergusson) Trade Paperback $29.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781250006516
Taylor Stevens
The Innocent Hardcover $49.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780307717122
Nick Stone
Voodoo Eyes Paperback $19.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780751543230
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Brad Taylor
All Necessary Force (Pike Logan) Hardcover $49.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780525952626
Andrew Taylor
The Anatomy of Ghosts

Trade Paperback $29.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781401310738

James Thompson
Lucifer's Tears B Paperback $19.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781847562319
Charles Todd
The Confession (Inspector Ian Rutledge Mysteries) Hardcover $49.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780062015662
A Long Shadow

Trade Paperback $19.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780061208515

Scott Turow
Innocent Paperback $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780446562409
John Updike
Terrorist B Paperback $24.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780141027845
In his extraordinary and highly charged new novel, John Updike tackles one of America's most burning issues – the threat of Islamist terror from
within. Set in contemporary New Jersey, Terrorist traces the journey of one young man, from radicalism to fundamentalism to terrorism, against the
backdrop of a fraying urban landscape and an increasingly fragmented community. In beautiful prose, Updike dramatizes the logic of the
fundamentalist terrorist – but also suggests ways in which we can counter it, in our words and our actions . . .

Marco Vichi
Death and the Olive Grove

Trade Paperback $32.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781444713633

Penny Vincenzi
Another Woman Hardcover $49.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781590203576
Barbara Vine
The Minotaur

B Paperback $24.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780141042602
'There is madness in the family.'
Kerstin Kvist enters crumbling Lydstep Old Hall to live with the Cosways and to act as nurse to John: a grown man fed drugs by his family to
control his lunatic episodes. But John's strangeness is grotesquely mirrored in that of his four sisters who roam the dark, mazy Essex country house
under the strict gaze of eighty-year-old Mrs Cosway.
Despite being treated as an outsider, Kerstin is nevertheless determined to help John. But she soon discovers that there are others in the family who
are equally as determined that John remain isolated, for sinister reasons of their own . . .

Abdourahman A Waberi
Passage of Tears Hardcover $45.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780857420213
Returning to his native Djibouti to prepare an intelligence report, young Djibril is monitored by a shadowy prisoner who documents the life of
Djibril's favorite author against a backdrop of regional culture and fundamentalism, in a satirical tribute to the Horn of Africa country.

Robert Ward
The Best Bad Dream

Hardcover $49.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780802126016

S J Watson
Before I Go To Sleep

B Paperback $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php ?bar=9781921758980
Christine wakes in a strange bed beside a man she does not recognise. In the bathroom she finds a photograph of him taped to the mirror, and beneath
it the words 'Your husband'.
Each day, Christine wakes knowing nothing of her life. Each night, her mind erases the day. But before she goes to sleep, she will recover fragments
from her past, flashbacks to the accident that damaged her, and then—mercifully—she will forget.
Chilling, exquisitely crafted and compulsively readable, S. J. Watson's debut novel Before I Go to Sleep is a psychological thriller of the highest
order. It asks primary questions. Are there things best not remembered? Who are we if we do not know our own history? How do we love without
memory?

Lois Winston
Death by Killer Mop Doll (Anastasia Pollack Crafting Mysteries 02) Trade Paperback $29.95
www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780738725857

Stuart Woods
D C Dead (Stone barrington) Hardcover $49.95
www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780399157660
After a shocking loss, Stone Barrington is at loose ends, unsure if he wants to stay in New
York and continue his work as a partner at Woodman & Weld. It comes as a welcome relief
when he's summoned to Washington, D.C., by President Will Lee. The president has a special
operation that calls for Stone's unique skill set, and it's a mission that will reunite him with his
former partner in crime and in bed, Holly Barker.

Edward Wright
From Blood Paperback $22.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780752884080

Gift Vouchers
Spoilt for choice? What to get as a
gift? We offer gift vouchers in
values of $10, $20, $42. $50 and
$100.
42? - Because it is the answer to
life the universe and everything.
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Other Books
Books in this section are unlikely to be held as stock, but are available by request.
Suzanne Brockmann
Breaking the Rules (Troubleshooters 16) A Paperback $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780345521231
When Eden Gillman needed someone most, Navy SEAL Izzy Zanella was always there for hereo, offering a place to stay and a shoulder to cry on.
And when she got pregnant with another man's child, he offered his hand in marriage. Their life together seemed meant to be, until Eden's
miscarriage left them devastated and estranged. Yet in order to save Eden's teenage brother, Ben, from his abusive stepfather, Eden once again
reaches out to Izzy for help. He doesn't hesitate to reach back, and there's no denying the passion that still crackles between them. Together they
wage a courtroom battle and win custody. But when Ben attracts some dangerous enemies, Izzy and Eden must pull together like never before and
strike back, swift and hard, to protect their own, and everything they hold most precious.

Unstoppable Paperback $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780373776719
Love with the Proper Stranger
FBI agent John Miller was on the trail of a notorious female serial killer, and he couldn't blow his cover to anyone. Not even the beguiling Mariah
Carver, who had unwittingly entangled herself in a web of deadly deceit. The daring lawman couldn't deny his feelings for Mariah, but he was poised
to wed another woman: the ruthless Black Widow, who marries?then murders?her victims?.
Letters to Kelly
For years, a trumped-up charge?and a Central American prison cell?kept Jax Winchester from claiming the girl he loved. Now he was a free man. Or
was he? He was still a prisoner, in a jail of his own making. The way out this time? Keep that promise he'd made to Kelly O'Brien all those years
ago?and claim her for his own.?

John Clarke Australian author
Howard Miracle: Interview from the 7.30 Report Trade Paperback $23.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781877008856
More wonderful interviews with Australia's leading citizens, drawn from John Clarke and Bryan Dawe's weekly broadcasts on ABC TV's 7.30
Report.
Every Thursday evening, at the end of the ABC TV 7:30 Report, John Clarke and long-time collaborator Bryan Dawe conduct a mock interview in
which they satirise a current political issue or personality. In The Howard Miracle John Clarke, fully paid-up national treasure, presents a new
collection of interviews, spanning the life of the Howard government.
The last collection of these interviews published by Text was Still the Two, in 1997, which sold extremely well. Since then John Clarke's fame has
grown considerably. He's now one of the best-known and loved faces on TV.
The Howard Miracleinterviews are a wonderful and hilarious record of the highs and lows in the political career of our current government. This is a
great book for every Australian household, and will make a wonderful gift.

7.56 Report B Paperback $23.99 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781921145698
More wonderful interviews with Australia's leading citizens, drawn from John Clarke and Bryan Dawe's weekly broadcasts on ABC TV's 7.30
Report.
The inimitable John Clarke is back with another hilarious collection of the highs and lows in the political career of our current government. A great
book for every Australian household, this book will appeal to the thousands of people who have bought and loved each previous anthology of these
timeless episodes.

Brian Clegg
Build Your Own Time Machine: The Real Science of Time Travel

Hardcover $32.99
www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780715642900
There is no physical law to prevent time travel - nothing in physics to say that it is not possible. So surely the invention of a time machine is just a
matter of ... time?
In Build Your Own Time Machine, acclaimed science author Brian Clegg takes inspiration from his childhood heroes Doctor Who and H. G. Wells
to explain the nature of time. How do we understand it and why measure it the way we do? How did the theories of one man change the way time
was perceived by the world? Why wouldn't H. G. Wells's time machine have worked? And what would we need to do to make a real one? Brian
Clegg applies the most famous of Einstein's theories, special and general relativity, to the laws of time to show the real science of time travel and
how possible it really is.

Bernard Cornwell
Excalibur (Warlord Chronicles 03) B Paperback $19.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780241955697
Arthur's final test of courage is upon him . . .
Arthur has crushed Lancelot's rebellion, but at a cost. Guinevere's betrayal has left him reeling, and his Saxon enemies seek to destroy him while he
is weak. Chaos threatens to engulf Britain. Yet Arthur is a military genius and noble leader. As the battle draws close, he prepares to fight his way to
victory at Mount Badon and also win back the woman he lost. But in the final journey of the warlord, the intrigues of Mordred, now the adult heir to
the throne of Britain, and the magics of the priestess Nimue could prove to be Arthur's downfall.

Elizabeth Finkel Australian author
The Genome Generation Trade Paperback $32.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780522856477
The year 2001 saw the completion of the human genome project, the culmination of a fourteen-year, $3 billion international race to read every letter
of the code that makes up a human being. Reading this code was the most profound revelation in the history of knowledge, with the potential to
unveil the secret of what makes us human. After three years of investigation, Elizabeth Finkel brings us the biggest news stories from the genetics
frontier. She looks at the revolution in the areas of medicine, agriculture and evolution, travelling from Botswana to Boston, from Singapore to
Mexico, from wheatfields in the Wimmera plains to laboratories all over Australia to help us understand what is happening in 'The Genome
Generation'.
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Kathleen O'Neal Gear & W Michael Gear
The Broken Land (People of the Longhouse 03) Hardcover $49.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780765326942
A novel of North America's Forgotten Past
Twelve summers after the events of The People of the Longhouse and The Dawn Country, the Iroquois nations remain locked in bitter warfare.
Atotarho, the cannibal-sorcerer who leads the People of the Hills, schemes to set into motion a cataclysmic battle that threatens to destroy the
Iroquoian world. His warriors spread fear and death wherever they go, taking captives and burning villages to the ground.
Only five people are brave enough to challenge Atotarho.Â Â Odion, Wrass, Tutelo, Baji, and Zateri, kidnapped as children and sold into slavery,
areÂ now grown, and they have forged a desperateÂ alliance that just might be strong enough to stop the madman.
Odion, nowÂ a disgraced warrior known as Dekanawida or Sky Messenger, must convince his people that his visions of a great darkness will mean
total destruction for all. His friend Wrass, who has become War Chief Hiyawento, and a powerful clan matron, Jigonsaseh, are his only hope. They
must find a way to bring five warring nations together.
Bestselling authors and archaeologists Kathleen O'Neal Gear and W. Michael Gear continue their retelling of the story of the Peacemaker, one of
North America's most beautiful epics. Dekanawida's message of compassion and spiritual unity is as powerful today as it was six hundred years
agoâ€”perhaps even more so.

William Gibson
Distrust that Particular Flavor Trade Paperback $29.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780670921546
'The future's already here: it's just not evenly distributed'
William Gibson was writing fiction when he predicted the internet. And as his stories bled into reality so he became one of the first to report on the
real-world consequences of cyberspace's growth and development.
Now, with the dust settling on the first internet revolution, comes Gibson's first collection of non-fiction - essays from the technological and cultural
frontiers of this new world.
Covering a variety of subjects, they include:
Metrophagy - the Art and Science of Digesting Great Cities
An account of obsession in 'the world's attic' – eBay
Reasons why 'The Net is a Waste of Time'
Singapore as 'Disneyland with the Death Penalty'
A primer on Japan, our default setting for the future
These and many other pieces, collected for the first time in Distrust that Particular Flavour, are studded with revealing autobiographical fragments
and map the development of Gibson's acute perceptions about modern life.
Here then is a guide to the new territory we find ourselves in - written by one of its discoverers.

Don Pendleton
Nuclear Storm (Executioner 399) A Paperback $15.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780373643998
Mack Bolan must employ his survivalist skills when an ecoterrorist group in Yellowstone National Park sets in motion a plot to kill millions of
people in an attempt to save the planet.

Armed Resistance (Stony Man 117) A Paperback $17.95 www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780373804313
Hunting predators who kill for profit and pleasure, the Stony Man team goes deep into the bloodiest regions of Sudan and Uganda to stop guerilla
forces specializing in black-market arms.

Jules Watson Australian author
Song of the North (AKA The Boar Stone) (Song of the North 03) Hardcover $34.95
www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781590200506
Song of the North is the same novel as The Boar Stone
Roman England, AD 366. Minna, a beautiful Roman serving girl, finds herself thrust into the wilds of barbarian Scotland with acrobat Cian, a
tribeless youth loyal only to himself. Here, they are trapped between Roman scouts fighting to subdue the dark, tattooed Picts, and the Scottish
warring tribes themselves. Caught between these forces is Cahir, King of the Dalriadans of western Scotland, who has watched his power dwindle
and his people fall under the Roman yoke.
At Dunadd, Cahir's fort, Minna hears songs that tell of his ancestors, Rhiann and Eremon, and it stirs dreams and visions within her: visions of
Scotland, battles and bloodshed. And despite her loyalties to her Roman upbringing, as the war for Scottish freedom unfolds, Minna struggles against
an irresistible call of her blood, a call that reveals a destiny she shares with the wounded king Cahir, and which binds her inevitably to Dalriada and
its people.

Jack Whyte
The Forest Laird (Guardians 01) Hardcover $49.95

Where’s That Book?

www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780765331564
A first entry in a planned trilogy by the author of the best-selling Dream of Eagles series is set in
London's Smithfield Prison of 1305, where condemned patriot William Wallace imparts the
remarkable story of the Scottish Wars of Independence to a priest in the pre-dawn hours before his
execution.

The book you want not listed?
We order in books not listed in
our database all the time. We
have access into several
suppliers’ databases to check
availability. Computer texts,
history, biographies, etc. Ask
us if there is something that
interests you. All purchases can
earn you reward points.
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